Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (north side)

8 Church Street
-

-

Modest, 1½ storey Georgian clapboard house with elegant door frame, later verandah (c.1860)
Description – Symmetrical, pitched-roof frame building sits well above grade, with imposing
front door-frame somewhat obscured by later pitched-roof verandah. Verandah has concealed
deck built off concrete blocks, but chamfered posts suggest wooden elements above are
probably a century old. Door frame is most elegant, comprising tapered pilasters with tall
bases and gracefully moulded, integral capitals with imposts above rising to multiple cornices
at lintel. Front door is five-panel unit with raised panels (behind metal storm), and is assumed
to be later, and contemporary with verandah. Front windows are two, 2/2 units (behind metal
storms) with plain casings having typical back-band moulding. Finely spaced clapboard at
front is assumed to be original and seems in good repair; similarly with simple, narrow
corner-boards. Front wall is crowned with small bull-nose moulding under modest frieze,
with ogee moulding above. Soffits are trimmed with plain boards and fascias are extremely
narrow, with characteristic returns at both front and rear of side elevations. Gable walls have
clapboard and windows as described, and are virtually without fascias; clad roof-deck extends
beyond walls to form eaves. A later, red-brick chimney exists at west elevation, and a
sagging, one-storey, clapboard extension is visible at rear of west elevation.
History – Home of Mr and Mrs Andrew Duffy and Miss Morrison, schoolteacher (Garrow).
Context – House is set on deep lot, close to narrow street, with short driveway at west side..
Extensive foliage seems, however, seems to belong to trees on adjacent properties.
Comments – This is a charming set in what seems a country lane, and enhances the old
village context within this short, leafy stretch of Church Street. Building appears to be in
good original condition, including simple, but not inappropriate, verandah; though a wooden,
tongue-and-groove deck should be visible on this. Side walls badly need painting, but
woodwork is probably generally in good repair, and asphalt shingles will need replacement
soon. Extension at rear may be contemporary with front verandah, and has settled
considerably.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (north side)

10 Church Street
-

-

1½ storey, asphalt shingle-clad, pitched roof house with enclosed verandah (c. 1880).
Description – Modest, frame house has unusual orientation, with gable wall to front.
Enclosed verandah consists of three, plain posts, with tongue-and-groove deck visible at low
level, above white trellis. At ground floor, front door and window are hidden by enclosed
verandah, but are assumed to comprise originally a doorway to RH side, and probably 2/2
front window to left; what remains within cannot now be determined. At second floor,
original window is gone, with metal storm-window only remaining. Asphalt shingles cover
unknown original finish, which was probably plaster on wooden lath, above which are narrow
soffits and fascias, finished in plain boards. At east elevation, concrete foundation is visible,
then broad wooden fascia (typical of rendered, wood-frame houses), and pair of 2/2 windows
(with metal storms) remain at ground-floor level. An open verandah, visible at rear of house,
appears to be a recent addition.
History – unknown.
Context – House is set on deep, narrow lot, with various maples at front and rear. Gravel
drive lends a rural quality to the property, and narrow street at front is like a country lane.
Comments – Rectangular-plan building, with gables to front and rear, is an unusual structure
within the village, oriented this way to take advantage of deep but narrow lot. Building seems
something of a sleeping beauty, with front elevation and original cladding not apparent;
though perhaps remaining, hidden by later elements. Verandah piers seem to need attention,
as do deck boards below, but house generally appears sound, and enhances the old village
context within this short, leafy stretch of Church Street.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (south side)

11 Church Street
-

-

-

1½ storey, symmetrical, pitched-roof, rendered house with enclosed verandah (c. 1870).
Description – Modest, frame house is set well above grade on rendered foundation, assumed
to be built of fieldstone. Structure is unusually wide, though apparently with only one front
window either side of central door. Verandah spans half of building width, with corner posts
having unusually wide chamfers, and two assumed central posts now gone. Verandah is
enclosed at front and sides with vertical v-jointed boards under groups of three casement
units, each having thee horizontal panes. Front door into house is concealed by metal storm
door, and is of unknown type, but may have sidelights and transom windows, in manner of a
Georgian-style house. Visible windows at either side of verandah are old, 2/2 units over
unusually narrow wooden sills; decorative shutters are not original and non-functional. Upper
wall is unornamented; soffits are narrow, with plain boards adjacent simple batten at wallhead, and fascias are narrow and plain. At east elevation, windows exist at second floor only,
and are 2/2 (behind metal storms). Lean-to addition at rear is of unknown age, and may be
summer kitchen contemporary with house, as suggested by similarly sagging render. A
crumbling grey-brick chimney exists at east gable.
History – William Ingram House (LACAC); home of Charles Ham (Garrow).
Context – House is set mid-way back on shallow but very wide lot. Various trees and shrubs
surround structure, and deciduous tree southeast corner of verandah should be removed. A
venerable silver maple exists directly in front of central entry, adjacent to narrow road.
Comments – Large, vernacular building may well be in better condition than it seems. House
is set well above grade, and this will protect wooden elements from rot. Sagging plaster,
visible at east side in particular, will in due course damage structure within and this should be
repaired. Various original windows remain and altered verandah, although not original, has
old and interesting windows, and merits retention. Traditional house and large lot
complements the rural village character at the east end of Church Street.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (north side)

12 Church Street
-

-

Description – Red-brick bungalow with brick gate posts, double-car garage, and front
verandah recessed within pitch of hipped roof (c. 1980). Garden, and house, is largely hidden
by dense plantings of various foreign coniferous and deciduous trees.
History – 1904 - site of home of Miss Paton and Mrs Osler (George Garrow).

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (south side)

15 Church Street
-

Description – Stuccoed house was formerly c. 1950 hip-roofed bungalow, altered c. 2000.
Alterations include north gabled porch and at west side, two-car garage, and stucco
throughout, with projecting quoins at north elevation. Windows are now fixed upper pane
over bottom-slider windows. (Evidence of older masonry structure remains in segmental
arches at basement windows.) Garden is conspicuously without trees.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (north side)

18 Church Street
-

Description – 1960s large, hipped-roof, grey-brick bungalow with attached two-car garage.
Tall, front casement windows and front doors are alterations. Gabled front porch, and
apparently also garage, are recent additions. Large corner lot has a variety of mature trees at
periphery, and drainage ditch on both sides.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (north side)

20 Church Street
-

Description – 1960s two-storey, grey-brick, shed-roofed house with altered fenestration and
later upper floor with long windows set between deep projecting beams. Integral double-car
garage projects slightly at RH side.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (north side)

22 Church Street
-

Description – 1960s pitched-roof bungalow with recent, Post-Modern additions, including
projecting central gabled entry, gabled bay window to left, stucco finish and varied
fenestration. Carport at east side is assumed to be original. Front garden is enhanced by
mature evergreen and cluster of white birches.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (north side)

24 Church Street
-

Description – 1960s split-level, grey-brick house with hipped roof. Double-car garage at RH
side projects well beyond house, and has deep, boarded fascia above. Replacement front
doors are centrally located, and large, four-pane front window to left has also boards below, as
at garage.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (north side)

26 Church Street
-

Description – c. 1960 hipped-roof, mottled-brown-brick bungalow with projecting double-car
garage at left and with raised concrete verandah set within front roof-pitch to right. Entry
retains tall sidelights, and front window has Angelstone panel below. Front garden contains
good-sized maple tree.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (north side)

28 Church Street
-

Description – c. 1960 hipped-roof, mottled-brown-brick bungalow with projecting volume at
LH side and double-car garage at right. Front door is reached via concrete verandah set
within front roof pitch. Windows are replacement units throughout. Front garden contains
large silver maple tree at southwest corner.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (north side)

34 Church Street
-

Description – c. 1960 split-level house is clad in brick and stone with stucco above, all set
under long, low-pitch, asymmetrical front gable having deep soffits over widely spaced
projecting beams. Original picture windows remain, with clerestory panes above. Integral,
single-car garage at RH side is framed by brick nib walls. House is almost invisible from
road, set behind two tall conifers, and with large silver maple to right of drive.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (north side)

36 Church Street
-

Description – c. 1960 hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow with Angelstone panel under living
room windows, and double-car garage at RH side. Later, balustraded front terrace is of
Italianate inspiration, and is later.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (north side)

38 Church Street
-

Description – c. 2000 two-storey, beige-brick house has stepped parapet rising to central,
two-storey bay window. Entry comprises pair of glazed doors between full-height sidelights,
with oculus above. Brickwork has various patterns, including quoins either side of two
single-car garage doors.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (north side)

40 Church Street
-

Description – c. 2000 split-level, stuccoed, Post-Modern house has recessed central courtyard
and seems a variation on a Palladian theme. Projecting gabled block at either side each has
pair of doors opening onto French balconies with ornate iron railing. Two pairs of single-car
garages face into central courtyard, and are flanked by symmetrical stairs to doors at east and
west blocks.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (north side)

42 Church Street
-

Description – c. 1990 two-storey, hipped-roof, beige-brick house with central gable and
projecting two-car garage adjacent concrete verandah with shed roof built off brick piers.
House sits at east side of very wide, treeless lot.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Church Street (south side)

43 Church Street
-

Description – 2005 large, chateau-style, two-storey red-brick house has stone cladding at
base of wall, pre-cast window trim, and prominent, steeply pitched roof. Three, single-car
garages face onto Church Street. House comprises a variety of traditional elements: verandah
with gable at entrance and corner facetted rotunda; elliptical window; multiple-pane
casements (with false muntins); bell-cast roof at main gable; and hipped-roof corner pavilions.
Two trees predate present house on large corner lot: smaller deciduous tree at northwest
corner, and mature deciduous tree at southeast corner.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

September 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (east side)

1 Gram Street
-

Description – c. 1960 hipped-roof bungalow with Angelstone base under beige brick.
Attached 1½ car garage, replacement glazing and integral, Angelstone-clad planters both sides
of front door. Garden is screened from Major Mackenzie Road by tall wooden fence built of
staggered vertical 1x6 boards with lattice above. Fence returns to south along west side of
property.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (west side)

2 Gram Street
-

Description – c. 1960 pitched-roof, brick bungalow with verandah supported by three, round,
HSS columns on low beige-brick wall, recessed under front pitch. Later, gabled, red-brick
two-car garage at LH side. Facing materials a combination of Angelstone dwarf-wall under
original nine-pane front window, and vertical boards at RH side and at gables. Side and rear
garden is screened from Major Mackenzie Road by tall fence built of staggered 1x6 boards.
Fence returns to south along plane of front wall of house, leaving front garden fully exposed
to busy road.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (west side)

4 Gram Street
-

Description – 1950s pitched-roof bungalow with original fenestration at living-room window.
Board-and-batten siding is assumed to be later alteration, as is large group of windows at RH
side. Detached, gabled, two-car garage also assumed to be later addition.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (west side)

6 Gram Street
-

Description – c. 1960, elongated bungalow with modern, board-and-batten-type cladding, and
with low-pitch roof and deep projecting eaves at south end. Vertical-board cladding and
varied fenestration assumed to be original, whereas projecting flat-roofed carport at north end
is later addition, perhaps built in front of original garage.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (west side)

10 Gram Street
-

Description – 1950s modest, pitched-roof, grey-brick bungalow retains original, horizontalpane, double-hung windows (behind metal storms) at LH side. Windows to right of off-centre
entry are four-light, wooden originals (behind metal storms). Attached, single-car garage is
set back from façade, under lower pitched roof.
End gables are clad in aluminium,
presumably over wood siding, with wooden shingle-mouldings still visible above.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (west side)

12 Gram Street
-

Description – 1950s taupe-brick, hipped-roof bungalow with attached, single-car garage set
behind broad, projecting chimney-breast at south elevation. House has integral, low brick
planter at LH side, with limestone coping. Windows (original at living room) have robust,
rock-faced stone sills, and wall cladding above is vertical aluminium, presumably concealing
original wooden trim beneath. Original windows remain at south elevation.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (west side)

14 Gram Street
-

Description – c. 1960, pitched-roof bungalow built of elongated grey-brick, with entry at
recessed central porch, and with varied fenestration (replacement units except at entry).
Single-car garage at RH side is integral with house.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (east side)

15 Gram Street
-

Description – c. 1960, modest, hipped-roof, bungalow built of elongated taupe bricks. Front
door is set in porch tucked under eaves at projecting block to RH side. Living room windows
appear to be altered units, with vertical aluminium cladding extending to robust rock-faced
stone sill below. Detached, red-brick, two-car garage to north is later addition.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (west side)

16 Gram Street
-

Description – c. 1960 very long, low-pitched-roof house, with gabled, two-storey volume at
RH side, and projecting, gabled, two-car, brown-brick garage, both assumed to be later
additions. North end of house at ground floor is built of beige brick, while remainder is clad
in modern, board-and-batten type siding. Front door is recessed to left of centre, and
fenestration consists of various replacement units. Two mature maples (esp. silver maple to
south of drive) and conifer between, together with front ditch, give property a rural aspect.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (east side)

17 Gram Street
-

Description – c. 1990 brown-brick, hipped-roof bungalow, with projecting two-car garage at
RH side. Front door is set within small, hipped-roof porch to left of centre, fenestration is
varied, and front garden is extensively paved in interlocking brick, including in front of
entrance.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (west side)

18 Gram Street
-

Description – 1950s Neo-Tudor bungalow with low-pitch roof and much original fenestration.
Tall, symmetrically placed additions to rear are intriguing, with steeply pitched gables clad in
diagonally placed, stained boards. Later, gabled central porch, built of beige brick, has Arts-andCrafts aspect, as does gabled, brick two-car garage, with chamfered corners at aperture and door of
diagonally laid boards. Note mature silver maple at NE corner of lot, various smaller mature trees,
and abundance of ivy at porch.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (east side)

19 Gram Street
-

Description – Unusual, near-symmetrical, stuccoed, pitched-roof house has gabled central
portico and attached, gabled, single-car garage at both ends of building. House appears to be
c. 1960 bungalow with recent alterations, including replacement bottom-slider windows
throughout. Note good-sized maple trees either side of front garden.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (west side)

20 Gram Street
-

Description – 1960s, Modern, split-level house with painted clapboard siding and very vide,
low-pitch front gable spanning full-width of house, with soffits supported on widely spaced
projecting beams. Windows, and entry, are a variety of recent replacement units. Lean-to
addition to south, and detached, gabled double-car garage beyond, are both later
constructions; and garage, curiously, lacks a driveway.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (east side)

21 Gram Street
-

Description – c. 2004 very large, gabled and pitched-roof house, with unusual combination of
stone-clad foundation, corners and some walls, and with stucco finish elsewhere, and at two
front dormers. Garage doors are at south elevation, at basement level.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (west side)

22 Gram Street
-

Description – c. 2004 imposing, stone-clad, hipped roof, one-storey house with tall central
gable, housing round-headed arch, and similar projecting gable, with central chimney-breast,
to left. (Victorian-style chimney pots are a notable feature.) Garage…

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (east side)

23 Gram Street
-

Description – 1960s hipped-roof, split-level house having vertical-board cladding over beigebrick lower walls, with integral garage. Note old maple tree at NW corner of front garden.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Gram Street (west side)

24 (or 34?) Gram Street
-

Description – 1960s beige-brick bungalow with varied massing under very low-pitch roof.
Double-car garage is at RH side, and path to central entry has screen wall. Broad, three-vent
chimney to left of entry is a prominent feature. House has a rural aspect, and is well hidden
within copse of mature coniferous trees and bushes.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Hill Street (north side)

6 Hill Street (?)
-

-

-

Two-storey, four-square frame house (re-clad in board-and-batten) with attic gable (c. 1900).
Description – Boxy, two-storey house is atypical of its type in that original cladding material was
render, i.e. plaster on lath. House has been recently renovated, with front door (assumed previously
to have faced Station Street) disappearing as part of process. At ground floor, pair of 1/1 aluminiumframed windows replace original windows of unknown type (perhaps unequal-sash 4/1, or similar).
At second floor, are symmetrically placed 1/1 replacement windows (as described). Gable above,
presumably previously clad in painted shingles or clapboard – or even tin – now also has board-andbatten, and houses pair of new casement windows. Soffits and fascias are aluminium-clad
throughout. South elevation (to Hill Street) now provides entry to house, via lean-to sunroom
assumed to be recent. Lean-to garage built onto east wall is also assumed to be recent, and has
impressive vertically-lined doors with extensive forged hinges; all lending an intriguing mediaeval
aspect to the house which contrasts the adjacent, stamped modern entrance door. Windows
throughout south and east elevations are also aluminium-framed replacements which seem to
replicate form of originals.
History – unknown.
Context – House is set well back from, and well above, corner on large, rural lot with peripheral
ditch and profusion of lilac bushes near roads and large deciduous trees at north side. Gravel
driveway helps to add a rustic aspect to rural corner property.
Comments – Re-clad traditional house is an interesting example, retaining massing and majority of
original elements, but no longer having a front door, nor a path to the road to the west. Despite
inappropriateness of board-and-batten to this turn-of-the-century, four-square style, this house, and
equally the property itself, retain strong rural elements, such as ditches, lilacs and tall trees. New
garage doors, however, are without equal in their apparent antiquity.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Hill Street (south side)

9 Hill Street
-

-

-

Two-storey, gabled Victorian farmhouse with modest front and side verandahs (c. 1870).
Description – Aluminium-clad, vernacular Ontario farmhouse is set in deep verdure, with side
elevation to street. West-facing front elevation is visible only in winter, and comprises projecting
gabled block at LH side. Modest verandah to right, has hipped-roof supported on slender turned
posts, and minor, fretwork-type gingerbread adjacent shallow beam. Unusual half-glazed wooden
door remains, as does period window (with metal storm) to right. Similar 1/1 window (with metal
storm) seems to exist at projecting block, upper level, whereas windows elsewhere are a variety of
replacements, with original sills apparently removed. North elevation, faintly visible beyond small
barn at roadside, has similar columns and gingerbread, and contains recent, wide window in muchaltered opening, with former back door to right. At southeast corner, visible only from cemetery,
are sliding glass doors at ground floor, and large pop-up dormer above. Small, high-level window
at east elevation ground floor seems to house stained-glass, and is strangely placed. Soffits and
plain fascias are also aluminium-clad throughout.
History – 1960 - home of Mrs Redman; 1960 - home of Mrs Bone; also mention of the Bishop
family living “along east side of cemetery” (Garrow).
Context – House is set close to road, but well hidden by densest foliage. Sloping site has a variety
of old wooden outbuildings, including barn on Hill Street, small shed to south, and a third, goodsized structure at southwest corner of lot. Lush, rather wild garden contains a variety of deciduous
species including, a large, centrally located apple tree.
Comments – This attractive house, set on a very rural lot situated in a quiet corner of the
cemetery, is a hidden treasure of the village periphery. Form of original house is clear, and
various original elements remain, and original cladding (whether stucco or wood) is assumed to
exist beneath aluminium. Charming and diverse collection of traditional outbuildings, apparently
in good repair, complement the rustic feel of a most secluded site.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Hill Street (north side)

11 Hill Street ?
-

Description – c. 1960 one-storey, pitched-roof bungalow with stone-clad fin wall projecting
at former west end of building, now withy lower, pitched-roof addition beyond. Replacement
1/1 windows are assumed to match originals, and vinyl cladding at throughout front, including
at addition, is assumed to cover brick walls – as visible at large, 3-vent east chimney. Modest
lot is without trees at front, but has good-sized deciduous trees at east and north sides of
property.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

September 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Hill Street (north side)

23 Hill Street ?
-

Description – c. 1960 hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow with integral two-car garage
projecting at LH side. Original 1/1 windows remain (behind metal storms) over thick
limestone sills. House is set within grassy lawn at northeast corner of property, with mature
maples to east and large deciduous trees beyond, to north. Large site is at present a storage
yard for a construction company, and gravel-covered lot is filled with construction equipment.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Jackson Street (east side)

1 Jackson Street
-

-

Victorian, T-plan dichromatic-brick house with front bay window and verandah (c. 1870).
Description – Large, two-storey, buff-brick house has various elements of red-brick trim,
including panels at bay window, flush quoins, segmental arches and multiple band-course at
mid-height. House is raised well above grade on fieldstone foundation. Verandah, at southwest corner, has concrete slab on concrete blocks, with solid railing of v-jointed boards
between top and bottom rails. Posts are deeply chamfered throughout upper portions, and
decorative elements remain at high-level, including modest caps, paired, double moulded
brackets, wide gingerbread and one pendant finial. Unusual, framed spandrel panels enclose
tops of bays. Front door is replacement unit with 6 upper panes and panels below (behind
metal storm). Window to right is 2/2 with segmental top rail (behind 4-pane storm). At
gabled wing, bay window retains 2/2 central window (with altered 4-pane storm) and one 1/1
window (and storm); LH window is recent bottom-slider. Above narrow soffits, Mansard
roof of bay is metal-clad, with robust upper mouldings. Window in gable above is another 2/2
original. Soffits throughout are finished with plain boards, with simple mouldings at wallhead and plain, narrow fascias. At side elevations, various original windows remain; and a
second verandah exists at SE corner. Single, red-brick chimney at north wall is later.
History – Harold Wilson House (LACAC); occupied by eponymous Bert Jackson (Garrow).
See also George Reaman and Barbara Plander.
Context – House is set in middle of large lot with few trees, aside from lone spruce to southwest. A modest, clapboard, one-car garage exists to south-east of house.
Comments – Size, type and placement of building suggest this is an old farmhouse, one
which, unusually, does not face nearby concession road (i.e. Major Mackenzie). Rambling
old house is most impressive, perhaps even more so for its slightly neglected condition, and
for the quality of brickwork and various wooden elements, and original windows, which
remain. Building seems fundamentally in sound condition, but does require some TLC.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Jackson Street (west side)

10 Jackson Street
-

Description – c. 1960 modest, pitched-roof bungalow built of elongated taupe bricks, with
attached, projecting double-car garage at LH side. House retains 1/1 window type, and
modest front garden is dominated by tall evergreen, which completely obscures entry.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Jackson Street (west side)

12 Jackson Street
-

Description – 1960s hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow clad in Angelstone throughout lower
wall, and at wide central chimney, and also with area of aluminium siding between groups of
1/1 windows at LH side. House has integral garage at RH side. Front garden has pair of
good-sized deciduous trees, centrally located.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Jackson Street (west side)

14 Jackson Street
-

Description – 1960s pitched-roof, red-brick bungalow with recessed central entrance and
attached one-car garage. Groups of large, single-pane windows retain original wooden
louvres below. Garden has medium-sized deciduous tree at left-hand side, and larger conifer
at right.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Jackson Street (west side)

16 Jackson Street
-

Description – 2005 voluminous, 1½-storey, Post-Modern house with walls of stucco over
rubble-stone base. Front entry is under round-headed window within tall, projecting gabled
block, flanked by three bay windows and with additional gabled block to left. Triple-car
garage at south elevation has attenuated portico beyond, while front garden retains one goodsized deciduous tree at northeast corner.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Jackson Street (west side)

17 Jackson Street
-

Description – c. 1960 pitched-roof, elevated bungalow has recent additions in at-grade,
central vestibule and projecting, two-car garage at RH side, with aluminium-clad second floor
above. Windows are recent, casement units throughout. Driveway branches off to north to
form loop drive back to road, around mature blue spruce. Expanse of interlocking pavers
exists between driveway and house.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Jackson Street (west side)

18 Jackson Street
-

Description – c. 1960 pitched-roof red-brick bungalow with replacement, casement windows,
wide, new Post-Modern porch with small central gable, and two-storey addition, including
single and double-car garages, at RH side. Front garden has good-sized deciduous trees to
either side, and modest white birch adjacent porch.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Jackson Street (east side)

19 Jackson Street
-

Description – c. 1960 modest, hipped-roof, grey-brick bungalow set well above grade on
Anglestone foundation, and with attached one-car garage. House has original 1/1 windows at
LH side and large fixed-pane over bottom-sliders at right. Front garden has pair of red maples
adjacent to house, and blue spruce at right and white pine at left, near street.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Jackson Street (east side)

19 Jackson Street
-

Description – c. 1960 modest, hipped-roof, grey-brick bungalow set well above grade on
Anglestone foundation, and with attached one-car garage. House has original 1/1 windows at
LH side and large fixed-pane over bottom-sliders at right. Front garden has pair of red maples
adjacent to house, and blue spruce at right and white pine at left, near street.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Jackson Street (west side)

20 Jackson Street
-

Description – 1960s Modern, red-brick bungalow with low-pitch, full-width front gable, now
with deep, aluminium-clad fascia. Roof extends also over integral, projecting single-car
garage at LH side. Post-Modern porch, with concrete deck on concrete blocks, is later, and
replacement windows have fixed single panes over bottom-sliders. Front garden has goodsized maple tree adjacent to street.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Jackson Street (east side)

21 Jackson Street
-

Description – c. 1960 modest, pitched-roof, red-brick bungalow is set well-above grade, with
later addition at LH side, beyond three-vent chimney. Addition is set back from house, and
incorporates link block and single-car garage. Front garden has two good-sized maple trees at
LH side, and various small flowerbeds elsewhere.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Jackson Street (west side)

22 Jackson Street
-

Description – 1960s pitched-roof, Modern bungalow built of elongated taupe brick, with
modest porch under projection of front roof-pitch, adjacent three-vent chimney, and stylish,
four-light corner window. House has Angelstone cladding below continuous, robust stone sill
(under replacement windows) at LH side, and similarly situation below taller replacement
windows to right of chimney. Integral one-car garage exists at extreme LH side. Corner lot
has good-sized deciduous trees adjacent roads, and well-manicured flower beds between.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Jackson Street (east side)

23 Jackson Street
-

Description – c. 1960, long, pitched-roof, grey-brick bungalow has gabled, two-car garage at
LH side, which may be later addition. House is set well above street level, and is much
hidden by large, think coniferous tree near street, and medium-sized, gnarled pine to right.
Front garden boasts a wide range of topiary adjacent house.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Jackson Street (east side)

25 Jackson Street
-

Description – c. 2000 large, gabled, Post-Modern house is built of red brick with rustic,
rubble stone at corners. Triple-car garage, with entry facing north, is within projecting,
hipped-roof RH block, which has unusual, additional projecting gabled volume. Smaller
projecting block at LH side has wide bay window, and entry is located to right, beneath high
gable. Hipped and pitched roofs are clad in wooden shingles, including at central dormer.
Large corner lot retains various old trees, among which old maple at southeast corner is most
prominent.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9,529 Keele Street
-

-

Large, Post Modern, masonry-and-stucco condominium building in palace-type (c. 2000).
Description – Three-storey residential structure is built with stucco at projecting porches and
balconies, precast masonry throughout ground floor, and brick cladding at two upper floors.
Building has nearly symmetrical form, with principal entrance via single wide, 4-pane door
between similar sidelights, set in projecting vestibule under covered balcony with open
balcony above; all set within projecting, tall, three-bay, gabled pavilion. Various grade-level
entries to north and south of central pavilion, all have balconies over, and are below or
adjacent to recessed balconies at two upper floors. Windows are paired casement units
throughout, each sash having three, horizontal panes; and all windows a lower two floors have
plain precast sills and casings, and moulded cornices above. At third-floor level, windowheads are set hard against architrave of continuous, high-level cornice, which is supported by
brick pilasters having somewhat incongruous articulated capitals integral with cornice.
Pilasters are ultimately crowned by small gables having horizontal cladding and these may, or
may not, relate to ground-floor door locations. Roof has low pitch and is unusually discreet,
its presence further diminished by central and secondary gables.
Comments – Contemporary structure is considerably taller and longer than majority of
buildings to north, but does provide a strong, somewhat-historicist presence at the south end
of the old village. Building addresses, and is set quite close to, Keele Street, and in this sense
sets the pattern for the properties to the north. There is a wide grassy area between sidewalk
and metal railings which enclose small front gardens, and this has been planted with
deciduous trees. Parking is not visible from street, which marks a break from typical
suburban practices. Traditional-style lampposts may relate to this building, but these should
not set the precedent for future lighting in the former village.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9593 Keele Street
-

Description – c. 2000 hipped-roof, two-storey New-Georgian house built of mottled darkbrown brick with beige-brick quoins. Projecting block has double-car garage under lower,
full-width gable, and Serliana under steep gable above. Lot has additional paved area near
sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9597 Keele Street
-

Description – c. 2000 hipped-roof, two-storey New-Georgian house built of beige brick with
dark-brown quoins. Projecting block has double-car garage under lower, full-width gable,
and pair of windows, with headers on metal lintels, above.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9611 Keele Street
-

Description – c. 1960 hipped-roof, bungalow built of reddish-brown brick, with raised
verandha within front roof pitch, large living-room windows over panel of Angelstone, and
double-car garage. Modest house is on wide lot with very wide driveway; and is immediately
south of wooded gully containing small stream, which has distinctly rural aspect.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9611 Keele Street
-

Description – c. 1960 hipped-roof, bungalow built of reddish-brown brick, with raised
verandha within front roof pitch, large living-room windows over panel of Angelstone, and
double-car garage. Modest house is on wide lot with very wide driveway; and is immediately
south of wooded gully containing small stream, which has distinctly rural aspect.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9631 Keele Street
-

Description – c. 2000 hipped-roof, two-storey, Neo-Georgian house built of brown brick with
dark-brown brick quoins, lintels and sills. House has projecting, gabled, two-car garage at LH
side, and projecting, gabled two-story volume at RH side. Apertures generally have
segmental arches, with dark-brown brick voussoirs and jambs and pre-cast keystones. Lot has
additional area for parking, on pre-cast pavers, near sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9635 Keele Street
-

Description – c. 2000 hipped-roof, two-storey house built of brown brick with dark-brown
brick quoins, lintels and sills. Boxy house has projecting, hipped-roof two-car garage at RH
side. Wide paved driveway is flanked at both sides by paths of pre-cast pavers.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9643 Keele Street
-

Description – 1960s elongated, hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow with expanded, two-car
garage at LH side. House has verandah set within front pitch of roof, and replacement
windows over thick, rock-faced stone sills. House is set on wide lot, with two large maple
trees adjacent street, beyond sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9649 Keele Street
-

Description – c. 2000 large, Post-Modern, taupe-brick, Neo-Georgian two-storey house with
hipped roofs, projecting two-car garage at RH side and bay window at LH side, and with
projecting, central stuccoed volume at upper floor, above recessed entry. Front garden is
largely occupied by paved, loop driveway, with lone, small maple tree centrally located in
stone-lined area within drive.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9655 Keele Street
-

Description – c. 2000 large, Post-Modern, pink-brick, Neo-Georgian two-storey house with
projecting, gabled two-car garage at LH side, gabled bay window at RH side, and with
projecting central volume within stuccoed upper floor, with quoins. Front garden is largely
occupied by paved, loop driveway, with small cast sculpture, resembling a fountain, centrally
located in stone-lined planter within drive.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9665 Keele Street
-

Description – c. 2000 large, hipped-roof two-storey house built of light-brown brick, with
tall, projecting, triple-car garage at LH side, and raised verandah to right. Front garden is
without trees, and has additional paved area extending to right of wide driveway.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9675 Keele Street
-

Description – 1960s hipped-roof bungalow built of reddish-brown brick. House has threevent Angelstone chimney set to right of entry, and unusual fenestration at northwest corner.
Doors and windows are replacement units, and flat-roofed, two-car garage, with extension to
north, is later addition. Wide front garden has additional paved area extending to right of
wide driveway, is without large trees.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9687 Keele Street
-

Description – 1960s attenuated, pitched-roof bungalow built of mottled-brown brick. House
has centrally located, recessed entry lined with Angelstone. Windows are a variety of
replacements, over thick, rock-faced sills. Lower level of two-storey volume at north end
appears to have been former garage, now converted residential use, with elongated stone
cladding similar to that at entry. Wide lot has mature maple at north side, towards driveway,
which has additional parking extending from south side.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9697 Keele Street
-

-

Gabled, L-plan, Ontario Vernacular frame house with fieldstone chimney and front shed.
Description - Clapboard house with (later) prominent, two-vent fieldstone front chimney
rising from cast-in-situ concrete base. Both chimney and projecting, square-bay window
with mini-mansard roof (to left), suggest an older house remodelled in early 20th century.
Widely spaced wooden cladding is assumed to replace original cladding material (of unknown
type) and is in good condition. Windows are recent replacements throughout house. Soffits
are clad in aluminium and a robust shingle moulding is flashes over at the rake edges
(throughout). Two-door garage at NW corner has pitched-roof, is clad as house, and has
appealing, strip window at high level, facing Keele street.
History – 1904: House of John George Constable (George Garrow, p. 4).
Comments – An attractive village grouping on a well-treed lot, including conifers by garage
and medium-size maple tree in front yard. Replacement widows are inappropriate in type
relative to originals (which were probably 2/2 except at bay window), but are in keeping with
post-modern practices. Garden has been recently enclosed with high, suburban-type fence at
north side, returning south adjacent sidewalk, screening off property considerably from street.
In addition, former gravel drive to garage, extending also south of house, is now paved with
large expanse of concrete. Both changes are not in keeping with traditional practices, and
commensurately reduce rural aspect of property.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9701 Keele Street
-

Description – c. 2000 towering, pink-brick, Post Modern house with two-storey, chamfered
bay at LH side, and balancing projecting block, with steep central gable, at RH side. Hippedroof, double-car garage projects from RH side of house, with entry facing north and pair of
windows to street. Majority of front garden is paved, and remainder is without trees; though
tall, old maple exists immediately to south of garage, possibly on adjoining property.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9715 Keele Street
-

-

Victorian Gothic buff-brick, frame house with front verandah and steep central gable (c.1860)
Description – 1½ storey, pitched-roof house is built off fieldstone foundation. Hipped-roof
verandah has replacement deck, railings and posts, with apparently re-used now in new
locations at high level. Original rectangular 2/2, and pointed-arch 1/1, wooden windows (with
wooden storms) remain at ground floor and upper gable respectively. Wood trim at front and
end gables remains, including elegant gingerbread and ogee shingle moulding. Projecting
two-vent chimney at north gable is rebuilt (in grey brick) off buff-brick base.
History – 1904: Home of Maggie MuMurchy, with Dora Rupert and Mons Gardiner; the
latter killed in 1916 in WW1 (George Garrow, p. 4).
Comments – An attractive Victorian house, set close to street, with large coniferous and
chestnut tree remaining in a small front yard containing many recent embellishments. House
is in good repair; period windows and gingerbread are especially valuable. Verandah would
benefit from reinstatement of supports more in keeping with original/period configuration.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9721 Keele Street ?
-

Description – Pitched-roof, bungalow of unknown date, clad in vertical, v-jointed boards.
House appears to be an older structure, with later, gabled, two-story additions at north and
south sides, and small gable over entry. Doors and windows are recent replacement, and
scalloped, red asphalt-shingles, without valley flashings, are prominent. Lot has a variety of
small trees and bushes, and has a lively, cottage-like aspect not out of keeping with early
suburban Maple.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9725 Keele Street
-

Description – 1960s hipped-roof, Angelstone-clad split-level house, with large addition at
north end. House has three chimneys, a prominent roof clad in scalloped, reddish asphalt
shingles, and various topiary-like evergreens at front garden.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9733 Keele Street
-

Description – 1990s two-storey, Neo-Georgian house built of ochre brick, with projecting,
gabled two-car garage, verandah at entry and modest central gable. Garden has additional
paved area to right of drive, and young maple adjacent to sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9741 Keele Street
-

Description – 1990s two-storey, Neo-Georgian house built of light-brown brick, with
projecting, gabled two-car garage, verandah at entry and modest central gable. Garden has
additional paved area to left right of drive, and young maple adjacent to sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9747 Keele Street
-

Description – 1990s two-storey, Neo-Georgian house built of reddish-brown brick, with
projecting, gabled two-car garage, verandah at entry and modest central gable. Verandah and
forecourt are enclosed with ornate pre-cast balustrade, while front garden is otherwise almost
entirely paved. A young maple tree exists adjacent to sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9755 Keele Street
-

Description – 1990s two-storey, Neo-Georgian house built of ochre brick, with projecting,
gabled two-car garage, verandah at entry and modest central gable. Front garden has
extensive additional paving to left, but has also a medium-size evergreen adjacent house, and
a young maple tree exists near to sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9763 Keele Street
-

Description – 1990s two-storey, Neo-Georgian house built of reddish-brown brick, with
projecting, gabled two-car garage, verandah at entry and modest central gable. Front garden
has a variety of topiary, and also additional paving to right of drive. A young maple tree
exists in front, near to sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9767 Keele Street
-

Description – 1990s two-storey, Neo-Georgian house built of pinkish-grey brick, with
projecting, gabled two-car garage, verandah at entry and modest central gable. Front garden
has medium-sized conifer, and also additional paving to left of drive. Two young maple tree
exists adjacent to sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9773 Keele Street
-

-

Two-storey, c. 1870 Victorian, dichromatic brick house with c. 1890 front wing and gables.
Description – Two-storey red-brick Victorian house is built off fieldstone foundation.
Original house has buff-brick trim at projecting quoins and elaborate central bandcourse with
row of central crosses. Original entry, with side-lights and transom window, remain, while
door is inappropriate replacement for original (all behind recent aluminium storms).
Elsewhere, replacement windows retain heavy wooden sills (now aluminium-flashed) and
have tall voussoirs in rubbed, red brick. Soffits have v-jointed boards with modest wooden
moulding at wall-head and aluminium-flashed shingle-moulding at rake edge. South chimney
is gone, and north chimney is rebuilt to smaller size. Later, period additions, also built in
load-bearing red brick, consist of projecting LH wing (forming L-plan house) and small
central gable. At LH wing, two elliptical-headed windows have buff-brick voussoirs and
flush hood-mouldings, while central gable has buff-brick flat-arch and flush hood-mouldings,
under rather ungainly red-brick gable. Sloping fascias at both gables retain original wooden
mouldings, including regularly spaced wooden disks and ogee shingle mouldings. Roof is
clad in patterned asphalt-shingles, perhaps reminiscent of a c. 1890 slate roof; but perhaps not.
History – “House remodelled by George Keffer c. 1890” (B.P. p 28); 1904: “Keffer Farm –
had 4 children, including Annie (later Mrs. Charles Snider)” (George Garrow, p. 4).
Comments – An attractive and most interesting Victorian house, particularly for 1890
alterations, including unusual aspect of elliptical window at upper floor – an indication of the
do-it-yourself nature of Mr. George Keffer. House is set well back from street and on a slight
rise in the ground. Loss of front verandah, and replacement windows, are unfortunate, while
existence of original wooden trim at roof level is surprising and appreciated. House is now
largely hidden by high wooden fence; which shows suburban attitude and hides recent
plantings of scotch pines and cedar hedge. Missing is a silver maple or two, which might be
beneficially planted towards from of large garden. At south, pitched-roof shed (giving access
to basement) is not conspicuous, nor is large modern addition to rear.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9687 Keele Street
-

Description – 1960s attenuated, pitched-roof bungalow built of mottled-brown brick. House
has centrally located, recessed entry lined with Angelstone. Windows are a variety of
replacements, over thick, rock-faced sills. Lower level of two-storey volume at north end
appears to have been former garage, now converted residential use, with elongated stone
cladding similar to that at entry. Wide lot has mature maple at north side, towards driveway,
which has additional parking extending from south side.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9701 Keele Street
-

Description – c. 2000 towering, pink-brick, Post Modern house with two-storey, chamfered
bay at LH side, and balancing projecting block, with steep central gable, at RH side. Hippedroof, double-car garage projects from RH side of house, with entry facing north and pair of
windows to street. Majority of front garden is paved, and remainder is without trees; though
tall, old maple exists immediately to south of garage, possibly on adjoining property.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9715 Keele Street
-

-

Victorian Gothic buff-brick, frame house with front verandah and steep central gable (c.1860)
Description – 1½ storey, pitched-roof house is built off fieldstone foundation. Hipped-roof
verandah has replacement deck, railings and posts, with apparently re-used now in new
locations at high level. Original rectangular 2/2, and pointed-arch 1/1, wooden windows (with
wooden storms) remain at ground floor and upper gable respectively. Wood trim at front and
end gables remains, including elegant gingerbread and ogee shingle moulding. Projecting
two-vent chimney at north gable is rebuilt (in grey brick) off buff-brick base.
History – 1904: Home of Maggie MuMurchy, with Dora Rupert and Mons Gardiner; the
latter killed in 1916 in WW1 (George Garrow, p. 4).
Comments – An attractive Victorian house, set close to street, with large coniferous and
chestnut tree remaining in a small front yard containing many recent embellishments. House
is in good repair; period windows and gingerbread are especially valuable. Verandah would
benefit from reinstatement of supports more in keeping with original/period configuration.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9721 Keele Street ?
-

Description – Pitched-roof, bungalow of unknown date, clad in vertical, v-jointed boards.
House appears to be an older structure, with later, gabled, two-story additions at north and
south sides, and small gable over entry. Doors and windows are recent replacement, and
scalloped, red asphalt-shingles, without valley flashings, are prominent. Lot has a variety of
small trees and bushes, and has a lively, cottage-like aspect not out of keeping with early
suburban Maple.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9725 Keele Street
-

Description – 1960s hipped-roof, Angelstone-clad split-level house, with large addition at
north end. House has three chimneys, a prominent roof clad in scalloped, reddish asphalt
shingles, and various topiary-like evergreens at front garden.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9733 Keele Street
-

Description – 1990s two-storey, Neo-Georgian house built of ochre brick, with projecting,
gabled two-car garage, verandah at entry and modest central gable. Garden has additional
paved area to right of drive, and young maple adjacent to sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9741 Keele Street
-

Description – 1990s two-storey, Neo-Georgian house built of light-brown brick, with
projecting, gabled two-car garage, verandah at entry and modest central gable. Garden has
additional paved area to left right of drive, and young maple adjacent to sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9747 Keele Street
-

Description – 1990s two-storey, Neo-Georgian house built of reddish-brown brick, with
projecting, gabled two-car garage, verandah at entry and modest central gable. Verandah and
forecourt are enclosed with ornate pre-cast balustrade, while front garden is otherwise almost
entirely paved. A young maple tree exists adjacent to sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9755 Keele Street
-

Description – 1990s two-storey, Neo-Georgian house built of ochre brick, with projecting,
gabled two-car garage, verandah at entry and modest central gable. Front garden has
extensive additional paving to left, but has also a medium-size evergreen adjacent house, and
a young maple tree exists near to sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9763 Keele Street
-

Description – 1990s two-storey, Neo-Georgian house built of reddish-brown brick, with
projecting, gabled two-car garage, verandah at entry and modest central gable. Front garden
has a variety of topiary, and also additional paving to right of drive. A young maple tree
exists in front, near to sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9767 Keele Street
-

Description – 1990s two-storey, Neo-Georgian house built of pinkish-grey brick, with
projecting, gabled two-car garage, verandah at entry and modest central gable. Front garden
has medium-sized conifer, and also additional paving to left of drive. Two young maple tree
exists adjacent to sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9773 Keele Street
-

-

Two-storey, c. 1870 Victorian, dichromatic brick house with c. 1890 front wing and gables.
Description – Two-storey red-brick Victorian house is built off fieldstone foundation.
Original house has buff-brick trim at projecting quoins and elaborate central bandcourse with
row of central crosses. Original entry, with side-lights and transom window, remain, while
door is inappropriate replacement for original (all behind recent aluminium storms).
Elsewhere, replacement windows retain heavy wooden sills (now aluminium-flashed) and
have tall voussoirs in rubbed, red brick. Soffits have v-jointed boards with modest wooden
moulding at wall-head and aluminium-flashed shingle-moulding at rake edge. South chimney
is gone, and north chimney is rebuilt to smaller size. Later, period additions, also built in
load-bearing red brick, consist of projecting LH wing (forming L-plan house) and small
central gable. At LH wing, two elliptical-headed windows have buff-brick voussoirs and
flush hood-mouldings, while central gable has buff-brick flat-arch and flush hood-mouldings,
under rather ungainly red-brick gable. Sloping fascias at both gables retain original wooden
mouldings, including regularly spaced wooden disks and ogee shingle mouldings. Roof is
clad in patterned asphalt-shingles, perhaps reminiscent of a c. 1890 slate roof; but perhaps not.
History – “House remodelled by George Keffer c. 1890” (B.P. p 28); 1904: “Keffer Farm –
had 4 children, including Annie (later Mrs. Charles Snider)” (George Garrow, p. 4).
Comments – An attractive and most interesting Victorian house, particularly for 1890
alterations, including unusual aspect of elliptical window at upper floor – an indication of the
do-it-yourself nature of Mr. George Keffer. House is set well back from street and on a slight
rise in the ground. Loss of front verandah, and replacement windows, are unfortunate, while
existence of original wooden trim at roof level is surprising and appreciated. House is now
largely hidden by high wooden fence; which shows suburban attitude and hides recent
plantings of scotch pines and cedar hedge. Missing is a silver maple or two, which might be
beneficially planted towards from of large garden. At south, pitched-roof shed (giving access
to basement) is not conspicuous, nor is large modern addition to rear.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9797 Keele Street
-

-

1½ storey (rendered) Cape Cod house with cantilevered rectangular bay window (c. 1940).
Description – Modest pitched-roof bungalow has been substantially altered over the years,
with render assumed to cover original exterior wall surface, which is assumed to have been
red brick, as at (rebuilt) single-vent central chimney. Projecting, central bay window was
probably clad in wooden siding, as remains at north and south gables, and would have been a
decorative feature. Windows have been replaced and original window types, probably with
smaller, multiple-pane upper sashes over taller, single-pane lower sashes, are now gone.
History – 1968: “the home of Agnes Witherspoon” (source unknown).
Comments – A once-attractive house which is the lone representative of its type in Maple.
Small house is unfortunately much compromised by later alterations, though restoration
would not be difficult; and an addition could be easily accommodated at rear of house.
Garage is a later addition, and without heritage value. Very large lot has large deciduous tree
at NW corner, and tall conifer at SE corner.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9833 Keele Street
Description – 1990s Post Modern, pitched-roof, brick strip-mall with two-storey corner tower,
and three blind gables facing south. Building faces south onto Barrhill Road with parking in front,
and has modest presence on Keele Street. Brick corner-tower appears to provide office space,
with three, tall windows at west and south sides, under hipped roof with gablets centred within
roof pitches. Access to shops is only from south elevation, with pair ed, recessed entries centred
under blind gabled, and two large apertures housing various window types set between entries.
Brickwork is plain aside from double course of soldiers at upper level throughout (and above
tower windows), with modest signage above, adjacent eaves. Parking area is screened from Keele
Street by variety of deciduous bushes and trees. Plaza is an attractive component suitable to the
heritage context. Direct access into corner shop from Keele would improve connection to the
adjacent main street.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9891 Keele Street
-

-

1½ storey, Victorian Gothic frame house with broad clapboard and multiple gables (c. 1860)
Description – Attractive Victorian vernacular house has unusual aspect of main front on
Keele Street and also symmetrical façade facing to south. Building is clad in original, wide
wooden boards with upper cove moulding, at north, west and east sides. South elevation
retains original 2/2 windows either side of narrow 1/1 window, while above is Gothic, 2/2
window set within steep gable. Hydro-wire insulators at gable are an intriguing remnant of
earlier wiring installations. West elevation has 2/2 windows at RH, gabled wing and at
ground floor (within verandah), and Gothic, 2/2 window within steep gable above. Windows
throughout retain original trim, sills and, most remarkably, shutters. Front verandah has
sweeping bell-cast roof and retains original turned wooden posts (on concrete deck), with
original gingerbread above. Gables throughout have plain soffit boards and robust mouldings,
including thick roll moulding at rake edge. At rear is a later addition, also of some antiquity,
and worth retention if feasible. Garage at NE corner of lot has wide pitched roof with gable
towards Keele. Building retains cove-type siding, and panelled doors at RH bay, including
unusual, vertically lined, triple doors, with four upper panes, at LH aperture.
History – 1904: “Michael Duffy, a retired farmer, lived here; now the home of Mrs George
Bailey” (George Garrow).
Comments – A venerable frame house, with original siding and windows and trim, and with
old verandah, shutters etc., all in remarkably sound original condition, including later addition
at rear. Early garage is also of heritage value and should be retained, if possible, even if
moved elsewhere on large lot. Very tall coniferous tree in front of house appears to be one of
former pair, and should definitely be retained.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9901 Keele Street
- Victorian, 2-storey, frame house with dichromatic-brick facing and multiple gables (c. 1860).
- Description – Large, Ontario vernacular farmhouse is richly embellished with buff-brick trim on redbrick masonry. Front elevation has projecting gabled wing at LH side, flat-roofed verandah to right.
Ornamental, buff-brick elements consist of stylised quoins, broad band-course around building and, at
gables, chevron-type ornament above band course. Verandah retains gingerbread and small, metal-clad
mansard roof; posts, railings etc. are replacements, over original decking. Front door is original, fourpanel door, with tall sidelights over lower panels, and with 3-light transom window above, set within
broad segmental arch. Panels are framed by robust bolection mouldings throughout. At LH wing,
ground-floor bay window retains original 1/1 windows at sides, all set over dog-toothed brick panels.
Window apertures generally have segmental arches built of buff-brick voussoirs, with tear-drop motifs at
sides; second-floor pointed-arch window has simpler voussoirs. Wooden sills, and sashes (including
curved-headed upper sashes) remain throughout, and with much original glass. South elevation has bay
window similar to front unit, and adjacent verandah to rear, with Gothic window above. North elevation
has enclosed verandah at rear, also under Gothic window. Remnant of original chimney remains at peak
of east gable.
- History – “until 1900, home of Shunk family, which had 3 (or 6?) children; home of Henry and Hiram
Keffer c. 1900 – 1940” (George Garrow).
- Comments – A wonderful rambling Victorian Ontario farmhouse which deserves careful conservation
throughout, probably also at interior. House appears to be in very sound, original condition. Proximity
of Keele Street is unfortunate, but old trees at front absolutely should have been preserved.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9,931 Keele Street ?
Description – 1990s Post Modern, pitched-roof and gabled strip-mall built in two components.
Southern wing has hipped-roof, brick tower at northwest corner, with stucco at upper portion and
decorative, high, segmental brick arch. To south of tower, parallel to Keele Street, are gabled
brick wall and hipped-roof volume, with groups of aluminium-framed windows and one recessed
panel with segmental arch above. Entrance to this wing is under central, north-facing gable
flanked by two pitched-roof volumes, with parking in front. Northern wing has similar elements,
and is built in ABABA rhythm with alternating, articulated, pitched-roof and gabled volumes
facing Keele Street, and with parking in front. A-type units are each divided by square brick piers
into three bays, with front roof pitch providing covered walkway in front. Parking is set back from
street, with grass verge and partial screen formed by low hedge. Various deciduous trees are
planted along front of property. Strip mall, although set well-back from street, is an attractive
presence, with alternating volumes suitable in material, scale and form to the village setting.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9967 Keele Street (demolished)
-

-

-

Two-bay garage with older gable above (c. 1900 and later); and masonry bungalow (c. 1920).
Description – Front of garage has most recent fabric, and is built of plain concrete block
faced with white, enamelled sheet-metal on fibreboard. Front has large window to left,
adjacent door with transom window, and two garage-doors to right, separated by masonry
piers. (All apertures are boarded up.) Oldest portion of garage is clapboard gable over front
roof-pitch. Gable is clad in cove-type wood siding and contains large, central, fixed 2-pane
window within plain casings. Fascias are set hard against wall and have modest shingle
moulding. Addition to garage projects at lower perimeter walls, built of early pre-cast
concrete block (painted white) visible at side and rear walls. North side fenestration is varied,
with large windows at left- and right-hand sides (boarded up) having thick concrete sills and
lintels, and two central transom windows with partly glazed, panelled door at right and
apparently blocked-up aperture at left. Rear (east) gable is clad in sheet-metal panels
imitating header- and stretcher-courses of rock-faced stone masonry, over rock-faced pre-cast.
Gable has pair of old, 6-pane sashes with central mullion over narrow wooden sill. South side
has similar, large, boarded-up windows. At roof, soffits and fascias are finished with plain
boards, and roof has corrugated, galvanized sheet-metal, with larger, v-shaped ribs at approx.
2’ centres. Hips, ridge and base of pitches all have proprietary trim to enclose ribs. Chimney
with corbelled top exists at east wall, and base of chimney exists below eaves at south side.
Hipped-roof bungalow to northeast of garage is also built of textured, pre-cast concrete block
as at garage. Front verandah, under shed-roof extension of front hip, is partially enclosed in
later alteration, plainly visible at north wall. Verandah windows are paired, 2/1 units, and
double-hind windows elsewhere have smaller, multiple-pane upper sashes. Similar sun-room
exists at rear elevation. Roof has grey asphalt shingles, with plain rebuilt chimney at front.
Comments – Buildings are last old structures before recent, brick-built plaza and property
displays combination of older residential and industrial occupancies. Both structures are
valuable components of Maple Village, and garage recalling change from rural village to
commuter suburb as cars replaced horses and carts. Large deciduous tree exists at south side.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9983 Keele Street
- 2½ storey, Queen Anne Revival, gabled red-brick house with sandstone trim (c. 1910).
- Description – Imposing house has been adapted, and much expanded, for modern commercial use.
Exterior brick and stone remain but doors, windows, balcony and trim are modern, either substituting
or hiding original components. House is built of pressed red brick in common bond, over modest brick
plinth with bevelled top course, and set on fieldstone foundation. Recessed corner porch (now
enclosed with modern glazing) has large, round-headed arches to west and south, with rock-faced stone
voussoirs within double-course hood-mouldings, which rise above taller keystones. To left, high-level
window has thick, rock-faced stone sill and flat brick arch built of fubbed-brick voussoirs. At left-hand
side, bay window has glazing on three sides and continuous, thick stone sill below. Front aperture
retains transom and 3 transom windows, while stone lintel is hidden by back-lit sign. At second floor,
former balcony is under extension of gable roof, with metal-framed glazing, metal flashing at sill and
metal siding at spandrel panel. To left, tall aperture with stone sill and flat brick arch houses recent
glazing. Above bay window is new glazed sunroom, with access assumed to by via original window or
door opening within. Gable is clad in aluminium siding with bell-cast at base. Round-headed
windows have ABA rhythm, with larger central aperture. Soffits and fascias are aluminium-clad,
gutters and downspouts are in modern profiles and roof has mottled, dark-grey asphalt shingles. North
wall has large rebuilt chimney with corbelled band at head.
- South Elevation – Side wall is generally built as described. At lower left-hand side, high-level window
is assumed to light (former?) stairs. Sill is at typical height, but aperture above is filled with basketweave brickwork rising to smaller sill set within jambs. Original window retains stained glass.
Elegant, rubbed-brick voussoirs of round arch have double, corbelled hood-moulding as at former
porch. Broad bay window to right rises two stories to support cantilevered gable, which is entirely as
at front elevation. Large addition beyond echoes faintly house itself, with simplified elements and
without corbelling or stone trim.
- Comments – Imposing brick house indicates prosperity of c. 1910 Maple. Pedestrian entry is
unsuitable, with concrete steps between beige-brick piers and low walls and metal railings beyond.
Signage is rather prominent and large parking lot is unfortunately devoid of trees.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9,985 Keele Street ?
Description – c. 1990 Post Modern, pitched-roof strip-mall with wood-shingle roof, bevelled
southwest corner and simple, octagonal belvedere above. Building houses various occupancies
within uniformly spaced bays, four at west elevation and two at south and two at west, with angled
corner entry facing intersection of Keele and Major Mackenzie. Shop-fronts have low brick walls
with dog-toothed course below large, aluminium-frame windows, and these reflect the traditional
stall-riser but in brick instead of wood. Signage is varied but uniformly placed above windows
and next to wide eaves sheltering peripheral sidewalk. Building is centred within a parking lot
screened somewhat from road by grassy berm, boulders, trees and other planting. Entrance to
plaza is somewhat difficult for the pedestrian, although a path does diagonally towards the
bevelled corner, from the adjacent intersection.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

9995 Keele Street – Designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act
-

-

Georgian Revival, red-brick house with buff-brick trim and elegant front porch (c. 1870).
Description – Dignified, symmetrical two-storey house has front porch with recent stone
landing, and built-up bases at elegant fluted columns. Porch has open gable with deep Doricorder architraves at sides and fine dentils above. Narrow fascias have fine upper moulding,
while pitched ceiling within has 3 recessed panels on each side and further dentils adjacent
house. Columns are echoed in fluted pilasters, with period bases, against masonry. Doorway
has central, four-panel door with sidelights having 3 upper panes over thick sills and fielded
wooden panels, all with bolection mouldings. 6-pane, elliptical fanlight has simple frame
with outer moulding. Masonry is of hand-made red bricks with buff-brick trim, all laid in
Flemish bond. Three-bay façade has buff-brick plinth, projecting quoins 3 bricks high at
corners and also framing central bay. Brick bandcourse 3 bricks high extends around entire
house. Windows throughout ground and second floor are 6/6 units with ashlar stone sills and
flat arches built of rubbed-brick voussoirs. Shutters exist throughout and seem operational,
but slope of louvers suggests otherwise. Soffits have beaded boards, and painted gutters are
to period, ogee profile with corrugated downpipes. Pitched roof is clad in cedar shingles, with
shingled ridge, with robust shingle-moulding at gables. Chimneys are rebuilt, with modest
corbelling at head. North Elevation is gable-end, with elements as described; and two 6/6
windows at ground and second floors, and round-headed 6/6 window at top floor, with
rubbed-brick voussoirs in buff brick. South elevation is similar. Rear wing of building is
smaller, two-storey volume, with elements generally as described. Verandah, now on three
sides, is assumed to be replacement and enlargement of original. Bevelled-edge posts have
top and bottom stop-chamfers, railing has plain top and bottom rails, and simple pickets
between. Space below is hidden by trellis. Clapboard outbuilding at rear demolished in 2003.
Comments – Impressive, elegant and well-preserved house occupies prominent (now-corner)
site and is sole example of its type within village. Front wall is incongruous, with low, beigebrick walls, concrete copings and decorative iron railings, and entry at large brick piers. One
large, sparse deciduous tree exists to south of house, before great expanse of asphalt to east.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

10,045 Keele Street ?
Description – 1980s one-storey, flat-roofed Canadian Imperial Bank branch, built of mottled
beige brick with deep aluminium spandrel panels above irregular fenestration. Building is set on
large lot, with grass, various deciduous tress and topiary adjacent sidewalk, and parking to north
and at rear.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

10,055 Keele Street - Addition
Description – 1980s pitched-roof and gabled red-brick addition to James Rose’s House. Twostorey structure is visibly joined to old house by extension of verandah roof, which leads to tall
verandah-like structure over entry to separate commercial units. At RH side, small single wooden
columns, set on tall brick piers, appear to have been reclaimed from adjacent house, and are not
paired (as originally). At LH side, addition steps projects to edge of sidewalk, with large glazed
aperture and central doorway at grade, pair of apparent 1/1 windows at second floor, and
traditional, shingled, full-width gable above. Building is set close to road, in urban fashion,
without room for landscaping in front aside from two small deciduous trees planted within
sidewalk. Parking is concealed at rear of building, with access from south side of old house.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Keele Street (east side)

10,055 Keele Street
-

-

-

Imposing, four-square red-brick house with corner verandah and tin shingles etc. (c.1910).
Description – 2½ storey house is built of load-bearing red brick, with shingled gables at front
and south elevations. Deep verandah at front and south sides is supported on single (formerly
paired) delicate wooden columns on rebuilt brick piers, with replacement deck fascia and
railing between. (Original configuration of paired columns remains at NW corner only.)
Verandah beams slope to unusual central keystones, including at (replacement) stair at SW
corner. Small gable at corner retains pressed-tin rosette, while wooden soffits, fascia and
gable itself are flashed in aluminium. Front elevation has replacement, single-pane unit at
left and retains original oval window at right side. Second-floor also has replacement units,
though rock-faced, pre-cast lintels and sills throughout both levels. Soffits and fascias are
aluminium-clad throughout. Gables are most interesting feature of house, and testify to the
trade of James Rose, for whom this house was built. Full-width front gable has slight bellcast and is finished with stamped, scalloped, metal shingles, over metal-flashed apron. Wide
central window is replacement unit. South gable is smaller, and walls are clad in stamped,
lozenge-shaped metal shingles, with small (replacement) window facing south. Gable above
is, as at front, finished with scalloped metal shingles. A large addition to the south masks
much of the original volume of this side of house; while north-side masonry remains original
History – Known as the James Rose house, Rose being a local tinsmith, and perhaps even
responsible for the stamped metal cladding at the rear of the large wooden shed at 9967 Keele
Street. (House is not mentioned by George Garrow.)
Comments – Large, house built of load-bearing red-brick is a dominant presence in Maple
Village. Building has been extensively altered and added to, but fortunately most important
elements do remain, namely large verandah, window apertures and, in particular, variety of
pressed-metal shingles at high level, and rosette at SW corner of verandah.
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Keele Street (east side)

10,059 Keele Street
Description – c. 1990, two-storey, pitched-roof building with stuccoed lower floor and projecting
board-and-batten-clad second floor and front gable, with pair of modern 6/6 windows. Building is
set close to street, with verandah-like enclosed addition at front containing bank of six windows
within stuccoed walls. At south side, projecting gabled volume built off tall concrete wall
straddles lane to parking at rear. Anomalous structure seems to be an older building, now entirely
refinished, and with additional (insulating) framing added to exterior at upper level. A remnant of
grey, Angelstone-type Insulbrick, simulating snecked rubble, exists at north elevation where
electrical mast is attached to building, and this provides sole suggestion of older materials beneath.
At rear of lot, outbuilding is equally anomalous. Structure is also clad in board-and-batten, over a
projecting, stuccoed base; which suggests an old frame building, repaired at grade level. Building
has two, closed-in segmental arch openings at south side, and entry at west side. Unpainted boards
of roof deck extend at east and west ends, and these thick boards suggest, again, an older
outbuilding exists within the recent finishes. Outbuilding is an attractive, if slightly too quaint,
present along back lane, at rear of gravel parking lot.
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Keele Street (east side)

10,065 Keele Street
Description – c. 1990, two-storey, dichromatic-brick commercial building divided into three
staggered bays along Keele Street and with raised, octagonal corner structure facing junction of
Keele and Railway Streets. At ground floor, large modern windows are set in segmental-arches,
while upper floor bays each contain pair of wide, two-light windows. Pitched roof has tiny gable
centrally placed above each bay. General absence of signage is commendable, and building fits
well into the heritage context, despite generally modern aspect, and use of light-brown and beige
brick. Parking is concealed at rear, with access off Railway Street. Landscaping is modest,
consisting of small dedicuous trees and low hedges, while sidewalk drifts away from street to
allow wide grass verge. Relocation of sidewalk to west would allow room for external terrace for
existing restaurant occupancy, which might one day be appreciated.
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Keele Street (east side)

10,083 Keele Street
Description – c. 1990, tall, gabled, two-storey rustic-brown-brick commercial building with
hipped-roof brick enclosure at front echoing (enclosed) traditional verandah. Window apertures
are in keeping with traditional proportions, although units are casements. Sill and lintel treatments
vary, being generally brick at front and pre-cast along south side. Decorative bands of darker
brick enhance masonry, and have traditional overtones suitable to village location. Building is set
quite close to street, and sidewalk here returns to location adjacent street, allowing room for
mature deciduous tree at southwest corner of lot and also, unfortunately, for adjacent grey
telecommunications box. Illuminated sign at front lawn could be more suitable to heritage
context, though this is not intrusive by day. Parking is removed from street to east, with access off
Railway Street.
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Keele Street (east side)

10,089 Keele Street
-

-

1½ storey Victorian brick house (c.1870) with south bay window and enclosed verandah.
Description – Modest Ontario-Gothic house has characteristic steep central gable, but is
otherwise somewhat unusual. Painted masonry is assumed to be red, non-load-bearing brick,
perhaps with minor buff-brick elements at corners and arches. Verandah is enclosed and has
full-width glazing comprised of nine, four-pane casement windows having fine muntins and
unusual, horizontal panes containing much old glass (c. 1920), with vertical v-jointed boards
below. Lean-to roof above is assumed to be remnant of original, open verandah. Central
front door is replacement, slab-type door with three, unequal-size upper lights with bevellededge panes. Original transom window remains, and original 1/1 windows exist at either side.
Gable window above is also 1/1 original unit (behind metal storm). Windows retain curvedheaded top sashes, have thick wooden sills and segmental-headed apertures have single band
of voussoirs. Soffits and fascias are aluminium-flashed, with original material assumed to
remain beneath, including shingle mouldings at gables throughout. South elevation has
unusual, ground-floor bay window (possibly a later addition) housing broad 2/2 windows
within elliptical-arch opening. Modest mansard roof above is clad in painted sheet-metal,
with upper and lower moulded portions. At second floor, original 1/1 windows remain behind
aluminium storms.
History – home of William and Annie Speight, and their two children (sic. George Garrow).
Comments – Modest vernacular house, with painted masonry and various later additions, is
an appealing element within the village. Building should be retained as is, including in
particular glazing at front verandah, and should be carefully repaired where necessary.
Removal of paint may reveal dichromatic brickwork beneath.
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Keele Street (east side)

10,101 Keele Street
-

-

1½ storey Victorian brick house with altered verandah and later front dormer (c.1870 ff.).
Description –Ontario Vernacular frame house is clad in red brick throughout, with stylised,
buff-brick quoins and buff-brick highlights at voussoirs. House is built off rock-faced, precast foundation assumed to replace older, fieldstone foundation. Full-width front verandah,
with four robust, full-height columns built off tongue-and-groove deck, is assumed to date
from circa 1920, while unusual picket railings are apparently of still later origin. Sides of
verandah have widely spaced modillions at high level, and very modest wooden pediment,
above which aluminium cladding conceals older materials. V-jointed decking remains at
verandah cealing. Ground floor has replacement, 4-panel door with 4-light, bevelled-edge
lunette above. Original 1/1 windows (behind metal storms) remain to either sided, with thick
wooden sills and arches hidden by verandah ceiling. Second floor is hidden by large expanse
of front roof pitch, which houses large gabled central dormer (c. 1950). Dormer is clad in
aluminium throughout, and retains two single-pane, wooden casement windows. North and
south elevations both have four, symmetrically placed 1/1 original windows (behind
aluminium storms) with tall red-brick voussoirs built off decorative buff-brick springers.
Soffits and fascias are clad throughout in aluminium. A large aluminium-clad addition, with
steep central gable, exist at south side rear. Plane of gable cladding suggests original
elements may remain.
History – not yet identifiable in Garrow.
Comments – An authentic Maple Village house, with various layers and accretions, all worth
retaining aside from the extensive aluminium cladding, which is assumed to hide (and thus
protect) original wooden features. Large lot, with medium-sized deciduous tree at front and
open garden to south and rear, is an attractive element within the village.
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Keele Street (east side)

10,103 Keele Street
-

-

-

Arts-and-Crafts, red-brick Anglican church with large, shingled gable housing rosette; by
architect Eden Smith, 1895. Designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act.
Description – Village church has front elevation dominated by tall, wide gable over single
storey of red brick. Front wall houses pair of symmetrically placed, two-light leaded-glass
windows (behind metal storms), with additional, single-light window to right, at entrance
porch, all with thick wooden sills. Gable has recessed wall plane clad in staggered wooden
shingles, with sloped portion at base which sweeps out to meet (replacement) composite
mouldings forming cornice around building, adjacent v-jointed soffit boards. Round window
is form of rosette, comprising four large and 5 small roundels, and with modern glazing
throughout, including at small spandrel areas. Upper gable wall curved outwards towards
base, and projects beyond wall below, and is clad in wooden shingles with bevelled corners.
At rake edge, soffits are clad in projecting, narrow, v-jointed boards, and fascias robust, ogee
shingle-moulding adjacent cedar shingles of main roof. Small tower at roof peak rises from
broad projecting sweep in roof below. Quaint tower is built of wide louvers in slightly bellcast frame, under steeply pitched gable, also with slight bell-cast and framed by robust
mouldings, and with gable wall clad in decorative shingles.
South Elevation has projecting entrance porch at LH side. Entry is via pair of unusual, plain,
diagonally boarded doors, reached by replacement concrete stair and landing, with ornamental
metal railings to either side. Outward-opening doors have prominent, decorative, Gothic
Revival hinges inspired by wine and foliage motifs. Modest, bell-cast gable above, set over
multiple mouldings (in sheet-metal?), has decorative wooden panel simulating rosette-inspired
window within pointed-arch frame. Bevel-cut shingles, soffits and fascias are as at west front.
Addition – 1963 parish hall at rear is entirely different, and detached, from old structure.
Comments – Delightful village church, on large lot with big old silver maples at front, is a
most attractive mainstreet presence. Parish Hall, though different in style from old structure,
is set well back and does not compromise aspect of church itself.
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Keele Street (east side)

10,117 Keele Street
-

-

1½ storey Victorian brick house with central gable and decorative masonry elements (c.1880).
Description –Ontario-vernacular frame house is built off neatly squared, fieldstone
foundation and plinth with upper bevelled brick. Frame structure is clad in red brick
throughout, with bricks at jambs having corner roll moulding, and with various decorative
terra cotta elements. Front elevation comprises 1/1 windows either side of period, four-panel
door, the latter now being glazed in upper two panels (all behind aluminium storms). Thick
wooden sills remain, over attractive decorative terra cotta panels, and apertures have flat
arches throughout. Wooden nailer, and condition of masonry below, testify to former
existence of full-width verandah with lean-to roof. At second floor, central window and
aperture areas elsewhere. Gable has unusual piened roof framing terra cotta putto of
renaissance inspiration. Soffits and fascias are aluminium-clad throughout, with original
material apparently remaining below. Modest, rebuilt chimneys remain at both north and
south gables. At south elevation, projecting, two-story bay has pair of 1/1 windows at
ground- and second-floor levels, all as described at front except that upper level windows
have plain jambs. Decorative terra cotta panels are located under each window, with
additional terra cotta panel within side gable.
History – in 1904, home of the Travis family, who had three children. Mr. Travis was a seed
merchant, who later went blind (sic. George Garrow).
Comments – A lovely village house, with most unusual decorative brick and terra cotta
elements. House is in excellent repair, and retains original windows and, apparently, front
door also. Removal of aluminium cladding is recommended, and reinstatement of a suitable
front verandah should be considered. Total absence of deciduous trees at front, in addition to
absence of verandah, give house a somewhat bar look, while presence of tall maple at rear is
appreciated.
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Keele Street (east side)

10,125 Keele Street
-

-

1½ storey, twin-gabled, Victorian-Gothic brick house with full-width verandah (c.1870).
Description –Dichromatic Victorian frame house is clad in red brick, with ornamental buffbrick at flush quoins, elaborate mid-level band-course, and at voussoirs. Verandah has bellcast hipped roof, and retains original tongue-and-groove decking, chamfered posts, and
unusual, saw-tooth gingerbread; painted pickets and 2 x 6 railing are recent additions. Front
door is unusual old, 4-panel door with corner blocks ending bolection mouldings at each
panel. Door and transom window, is offset to left of façade, and 1/1 window (behind 4-pane
storm), with thick wooden sill, is to right of centre. Segmental arches are in buff brick (note
how door voussoirs project slightly above north slope verandah roof). At second floor, pair of
pointed-arch apertures, set within steep gables, houses original 1/1 windows (behind period 3pane wooden storms). Voussoirs are built in combination of red and buff brick, mitred at
peak. Plain wooden soffits have robust batten adjacent masonry and large ogee shingle
moulding at rake edge throughout. Original, segmental-headed windows remain at side
elevations, and projecting chimney at south side is later, as is shed-roofed addition clad in
vertical wooden boards.
History – in 1904, “the Devlin house” (sic. George Garrow).
Comments – An attractive village house retaining many, visible, original wooden
components, especially gingerbread, windows and trim; and with unusual double front gables.
White picket fence at front of large lot is a quaint rural feature, and various large trees –
especially venerable maple at NW corner and younger maple at SW corner – enhance setting
of house.
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Keele Street (east side)

10,137 Keele Street
-

-

Large, 1½ storey, dichromatic Victorian brick house, with later front window (c.1860/1910).
Description –Victorian frame house is clad in red brick, with ornamental buff-brick at flush
quoins, at elaborate mid-level band-course, at voussoirs and at high-level in front and side
gables. Evidence of former, shed-roofed verandah exists in weathering patterns of brick in
RH wing. Four-panel front door has bolection mouldings, and is recessed within wide
aperture trimmed at sides and head with wooden panels. To either side are tall, single-pane
sidelights, with two-pane, segmental-headed transom window above. To right of entry is 2/2
window (behind metal storm), with thick wooden sill and simple voussoirs above, as
throughout. At LH projecting wing, ground-floor window is elegant and yet incongruous
alteration, with large single-pane sash under dentilled transom and stained-glass transom
window (all behind metal storms). Buff-brick voussoirs of original aperture remain above.
At second floor, main gable and secondary gable (over door) both house 2/2 windows (behind
metal storms) with original wooden sills and, in these instances, flush, hood-mouldings, in
header course, above voussoirs. Plain wooden soffits have robust batten adjacent masonry
and large ogee shingle moulding at rake edge throughout. North and south elevations contain
similar features, including variety of original windows; similarly with large wing at rear,
which includes bell-cast verandah (on later posts) at south side. Projecting chimney stack at
south wall is a later addition.
History – in 1904, “built by the Watsons, and now owned by the Millers. Once the site of a
gardening centre” (sic. George Garrow).
Comments – An attractive village house retaining many, visible, original wooden
components, windows and trim. Huge old maples at NW corner, and to SE of house, are most
valuable elements, as are old (non-indigenous) conifers towards front of property. Very large
lot also enhances rural aspect of house, the last remaining heritage structure within the village
on this side of Keele Street.
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Keele Street (east side)

10,195 Keele Street
-

-

Large, Post Modern, institutional corner building with hipped roof and gables (c. 2000).
Description – Two-storey school is built of mottled brown brick and has large bevelled
corner facing interestion of Masters Avenue and Keele Street. Principal elevations (west and
southwest) each comprise four bays, with central bays stepping forward slightly and crowned
by modest gables. Pitched roofs behind extend back to massive hipped roof. Entrance to
building is at south elevation, with simple, pitched-roof porch having square columns built off
tall brick piers. Third gable at roof level emphasizes front doors below. Windows are paired,
1/1 units throughout, with ground-floor units set well above grade. Ornamental brickwook
consists of soldier courses below and above all windows, and similar bandcourse at secondfloor height.
Comments – Building is set quite close to street, and is a large enough to have a presence at
very wide adjacent intersection. Entrance off south sidewalk provides contact with street, and
parking is hidden are rear of lot. In addition to topiary, small deciduous trees have been
planted at west side, and more (i.e. maples) should be planted along verge to south.
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Keele Street (east side)

10,287 Keele Street
-

-

Large, two-storey, four-square red-brick house with single-car garage (c. 1930).
Description –Large, unornamented house is built in running-bond masonry, suggesting a
frame structure. Front door appears to be original unit, with six small, square panes over
multiple panels (behind metal storm). To either side are wide apertures each having large
central window with 1/1 units at either side (all with metal storms). Segmental arches are all
built of triple-course, rowlock headers, and sills throughout are formed of canted band of
rowlock headers. At second floor are two, widely spaced 1/1 windows (with metal storms)
with heads hidden by aluminium-clad soffits. Hipped roof has long central ridge, and wide,
single-vent chimney at north side. Single-car garage is similarly built, and has simple, 24panel wooden door and hipped roof abutting north elevation.
History –
Comments – Solid building is a late example of traditional building practices, and sets the
stage for older village houses further to the south. Garage door is an interesting example of
traditional framing practices in new door type. House is set quite close to street, with
medium-sized deciduous tree and cluster of large conifers at SW corner of front garden,
which soften an otherwise rather austere presence.
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Keele Street (west side)

9470 Keele Street
-

-

Log cabin set well back from street, built of hewn logs, and within George Robson Woodlot.
Description – Simple, 1½ storey, pitched-roof log cabin is built of massive, hewn logs,
dovetailed at corners and with mortar chinking between. Lean-to front verandah (facing
northeast) appears to be a somewhat awkward, recent addition, repaired in some areas and
with evidently re-claimed posts at corners. Windows throughout are recent, 2/2 units within
plain frames. Gable has unpainted board-and-batten cladding and this, as well as unpainted
roof fascias, appears also to be recent. Roof is clad in cedar shingles in fair condition and
there are no gutters nor downspouts. Addition at rear has low-pitch roof and is built of small,
stained, rounded logs typical of Viceroy-type construction.
History – unknown.
Comments – Log cabin is an impressive little structure, given the massiveness of the logs
themselves. Verandah could benefit from some rationalization of the structure, including ad
hoc repairs. Location of building, at edge of park and schoolyard, in prominent to the
pedestrian, and woodlot itself appears to be a remarkable natural asset, although access seems
to be limited. Apparently virgin forest is a significant asset at the south end of the old village.
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Keele Street (west side)

9560 Keele Street
-

-

Tall, 1½ storey, red-brick house with large gabled block between hipped-roof wings (1950s).
Description – South-facing house appears to be late interpretation of Arts-and-Crafts style,
with variety of multiple-pane, double-hung wooden windows and storm windows, and with
wooden trim throughout. East elevation faces Keele Street, and consists of one-storey,
hipped-roof pavilion with central, paired 6/6 windows (behind 2-pane storms). Apertures
have pre-cast sills, decorative wooden shutters, and header bricks over steel lintels (except at
paired windows, which may be later). Entrance is to north, consisting of solid, panelled door
(behind metal storm). Principal elevation is south façade, which is symmetrical composition
of large, gabled central block and slightly recessed, hip-roofed wings to either side, in ABA
rhythm. Central, gabled block has asymmetrical fenestration at ground floor, with triple, 6/6
windows to left of centre, and smaller, 3/1 unit to right; all with pre-cast sills and decorative
shutters and, in this location, with header-course of red bricks over metal lintel. Windows in
south elevation, side pavilions are single, 6/6 units, with other elements as described. All
windows have multiple-pane wooden storms. Sofffits are trimmed with v-jointed boards, and
gable has narrow wooden fascia with simple batten as shingle-moulding. Roof is clad in
asphalt shingles and there are no chimneys. A single-bay, flat-roof, red-brick garage is built
against north wall of house.
History – unknown; post-George Garrow.
Comments – An unusual house, in good original condition and attractive in a variety of ways.
House might be considered last-gasp Arts-and-Crafts, or even precursor to Post-Modernism;
but using traditional materials throughout, with exception of concrete block at prominent
foundation level. House is well screened from roads by combination of coniferous and
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deciduous trees in various sizes. Building provides fitting and dignified presence at south end
of village.
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Keele Street (west side)

9570 Keele Street
-

-

1½ storey, stone-clad house with central large, gabled, second-floor dormer (1950s).
Description – Modest, pitched-roof house has split-faced, random-course-rubble sandstone
cladding throughout ground floor. Building is roughly symmetrical, with entry invisible from
street, set in gabled north elevation. Ground floor has projecting central block, with large,
asymmetrical window at north and small, tall window at south. North window consists of
large, wooden, single-pane fixed sash, with 1/1 unit to right, while south window is unusual
be 12-pane unit with metal muntins. At north wing, window is wide 1/1 unit (with metal
storm), and at south wing, fenestration consists of 1/1 units flanking large, single-pane fixed
sash (all behind single-pane wooden storms. Windows throughout robust stone sills and
mosdest stone lintels, suggesting steel lintels behind. Large, gabled, second-floor dormer
exists at central block, set above small asphalt-shingled roof.
Dormer and is clad in
horizontal aluminium siding, presumably over similar wooden siding. Soffits and eaves are
clad throughout in aluminium, again assumed to hide original wooden trim beneath. Roof is
clad in asphalt shingles. A pitched-roof, stone-clad, single-bay garage, with aluminium
gladding at front gable, exists to north of house.
History – unknown; post-George Garrow.
Comments – An intriguing house, combining elements of the bungalow with more traditional
element of gabled central upper floor. Use of coursed-rubble cladding, with large masonry
units, is reminiscent of traditional construction, though stone in this instance if from unknown
and non-local source – possible Credit Valley sandstone. House is set in heavily treed
garden, with large conifer to south, and large deciduous tree to north. Building is a good fit
within block of early suburban Maple Village.
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Keele Street (west side)

9580 Keele Street
-

-

1½ storey, red-brick house with large front gable and recessed entry to north (1950s).
Description – L-plan, brick house has prominent presence on account of gabled front wall,
clad entirely in running-bond masonry. At ground floor, gabled block has pair of vinyl
casement windows (with false muntins) at extreme left- and right-hand sides. Windows have
thick, pre-cast sills and concealed steel lintels above. Second floor gable is later addition,
with single central window as described. Recessed entry is within lean-to porch to north, and
has recent, half-glazed, two panel door (in steel or vinyl) and tall, (apparent) 6-pane sidelight
to right. North wing of house has later gable (facing north), and to right of entry, at lower
level, is single casement with false muntins, also with narrow limestone sill as at gable.
Roofing is asphalt shingles. There is no garage.
History – unknown; post-George Garrow.
Comments – Building is assumed to be a modified 1950s bungalow, with later upper floor
and west and north gables built in red clay brick. Site has large expanse of paving at northeast
corner, and garden is enhances by large deciduous tree to south, and rows of old sugar maples
immediately adjacent on school lot to north. Altered building still fits well within block of
early suburban Maple Village.
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Keele Street (west side)

9600 Keele Street ?
- George Bailey Public School; unaltered “Modern” school building is typical of c. 1960 genre.
- Description – Façade of long, low institutional building is set well back from Keele Street.
Front elevation consists of twelve-bay, single-story, flat-roofed classroom area buttressed by
taller, single-storey, glazed blue- and buff-brick block to south and two-story, buff-brick
block to north; both entirely without windows. Lower central bays contain original, 9-pane,
wood-framed windows with functioning central awning-type window; except at entry, which
is set offset to right of centre. Bays are articulated by wooden posts rising to simple tapered
wooden beams (now clad in plywood) which support broad soffit finished in v-jointed boards.
Entrance bay is articulated by brick fin-wall at left, built of progressively corbelled bricks, and
brick pier at right. Pair of (replacement) flush-ply wooden doors, with small vertical
windows, are set below very tall, 3-pane transom window, and between large side-lights.
Fascia and brick wall-heads are clad throughout with pre-finished aluminium flashing.
- History – unknown; post-George Garrow.
- Comments – Building is a classic c. 1960 school building and is virtually unaltered. Glazed
blue brick at LH side of front elevation are an unusual touch. Large site has three (somewhat
broken) rows of large sugar maples at SE corner of Keele Street frontage, and row of more
recently planted maples on ridge parallel to along street frontage. A park and walkway
extends south from southern edge of schoolyard, and at rear (to west) of this is an extensive
and heavily forested woodlot (Frank Robson Woodlot), a site which has perhaps never been
cleared. Building and site effectively complete north end of this block and are, as a whole, an
effective representative of both early suburban architecture and un-cleared rural land.
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Keele Street (west side)

9652 Keele Street
Description – c. 2000 large, pinkish-grey, hipped-roof, Post-Modern house, with stone base and
stucco above. Two-car garage is within lower extension at south side, with doors facing southeast.
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Keele Street (west side)

9654 Keele Street
Description – 1990s Neo-Georgian, hipped-roof, beige-brick house, with pre-cast sills and lintels,
front verandah, and integral two-car garage
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Keele Street (west side)

9656 Keele Street
Description – 1950s bungalow with replacement windows, recent (c. 2000) front gables and grey
stone and stucco cladding, and integral single-car garage at RH side.
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Keele Street (west side)

9664 Keele Street
Description – c. 1960 hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow with original, horizontal-pane, 2/2
windows (and storms) at central area, now clad in modern, board-and-batten-type siding. Group
of three tall windows at left is set over robust, rock-faced sill which runs full width brick block.
Integral single-car garage at RH side. Front garden has good-sized maple tree near sidwalk.
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Keele Street (west side)

9672 Keele Street
Description – 1950s pitched-roof, clapboard bungalow with stone cladding at central and lower,
single-car garage. Original windows and storms remain, and front garden has good-sized maple
tree at southeast corner, adjacent sidewalk.
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Keele Street (west side)

9680 Keele Street
Description – c. 2000, large, hipped-roof, Post-Modern house clad in grey stone, and with
projecting two-car garage at RH side, all on large lot. An additional single-car garage/outbuilding
exists deep within lot, in keeping with traditional village outbuildings but of unknown age. A
small clapboard cabin north of house, with old 4-pane window and adjacent shelf, appears to be a
fruit-and-vegetable stand. Both structures allude to older village character in an area of
predominantly new houses.
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Keele Street (west side)

9690 Keele Street
-

-

1½ storey, board-and-batten house with bell-cast verandah and central dormer (c. 1860).
Description –Classic, vernacular, wood-frame house has basic symmetry and full-width
verandah typical of genre. Vertical cladding seems original, with wide, slightly rounded
battens rising to unusual arcaded fascia at wall-head. Simple verandah retains original, bellcast roof, but plain, narrow posts, built off concrete slab throughout, are assumed to be
replacements. Centrally placed entrance has (replacement) 3-light flush-ply door framed by
wood-clad elements suggesting sidelights and transom window remain behind (note low,
projecting wooden sills either side of door). 6/6 windows to either side (with period four-pane
storms) have low, thick wooden sills and are framed with plain casing at jambs and head, the
latter projecting to either side beyond outer line of jam casings. At second floor, central, popup dormer is assumed to be later alteration, from early 20th century, with group of three, 2/1,
unequal-sash, double-hung windows. Window sills are thinner here, and casings are
narrower, without projecting ends at window heads. Minor cladding of horizontal wooden
boards exists at face and sides of dormer. Wide soffit boards and narrow fascias complete
upper level of original house. Pitched roof is clad in asphalt shingles, and later, single
chimney projects from wall and through eaves at north gable. Gable walls have cladding and
fenestration – original windows, storms and casings – all as previously described.
History – “was Henry Line’s farmhouse” (George Garrow) since became Rumble farmhouse?
Comments – House is a classic vernacular rural house, with original elements of cladding,
windows, verandah roof and, apparently, central door-piece; and building seems in sound
condition. Row of three large, old coniferous trees to south lend a traditional, shady aspect to
an otherwise bare lawn.
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Keele Street (west side)

9696 Keele Street
Description – 1970s brownish-brick, hipped-roof bungalow with recessed central entry,
replacement windows and double-car garage at LH side. Driveway has been extended across full
width of house, while two modest trees exist on remainder of front garden, close to sidewalk.
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Keele Street (west side)

9696 Keele Street
Description – 1970s brownish-brick, hipped-roof bungalow with recessed central entry,
replacement windows and double-car garage at LH side. Driveway has been extended across full
width of house, while two modest trees exist on remainder of front garden, close to sidewalk.
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Keele Street (west side)

9700 Keele Street
Description – 1990s tall, hipped-roof, Neo-Georgian house built of taupe brick and with
prominent, two-car garage in projecting, gabled two-storey volume. Driveway extends beyond
width of garage and comprises more than 50% of front garden.
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Keele Street (west side)

9706 Keele Street
-

-

1½ storey, Cape-Cod house with bay window and large glazed south addition (c. 1950 ff.).
Description – Asymmetrical, aluminium-clad house has modest frontage, with front door off
small concrete landing at LH side. Door may be original: slab-type, with three, equally
spaced, lozenge-shaped windows. Large bay window rests on robust, rubble-stone base rising
to thick stone sill. Fenestration consists of large, central fixed sash and 1/1 units at either side,
all apparently aluminium replacements. Walls are clad in (later) horizontal aluminium siding
execept over bay window, where cladding is vertical. At central, pop-up dormer, pair of wide,
single-pane units are set above bottom sliders. (Original windows are assumed to have been
pair of 1/1 or similar, in each aperture.) Dormer is clad in horizontal aluminium siding, and
soffits and fascias throughout are also in aluminium. Gable walls are extremely long, again
with replacement windows. A wide, red-brick chimney with corbelled upper elements is set
towards front at south elevation. Long, low, pitched-roof addition to south is of unknown age,
but six, 1/1 wooden windows may even be originals from elsewhere in building. Plain
entrance door is to right of strip of windows, and has smaller 1/1 window to right, and
cladding is clapboard.
History – unknown.
Comments – House is an unusual version or early suburban buildings, particularly so for
stone at base of bay window, and for extreme depth relative to width of façade. “Potting
shed” to south adds a rural element to a somewhat altered house. House is set on large,
treeless lot, with a large amount of (gravel) drive and parking area in front of and to south of
house.
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Keele Street (west side)

9718 Keele Street
Description – 1960s hipped-roof bungalow, with added double-car garage at LH side, and
recently refaced in pink brick. Paved driveway is considerably wider than garage; and two
somewhat gnarled fruit trees exist in otherwise bare front garden.
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Keele Street (west side)

9720 Keele Street
Description – 1980s modest, eclectic house built of grey brick, with raised front verandah and
double-car garage at RH side. Paving extends also to south, across central front garden, and a
lone, small, deciduous tree exists close to sidewalk.
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Keele Street (west side)

9730 Keele Street
Description – c. 2000 tall, eclectic Post-Modern house has round- and square-headed apertures,
sunken garage, and is faced with bright, cream-coloured stucco. A good-sized deciduous tree
exists at front garden adjacent sidewalk.
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Keele Street (west side)

9736 Keele Street
Description – c. 1960 modest, pitched-roof bungalow clad in elongated taupe brick, with
Angelstone cladding at much of recessed central area, and with integral single-car garage at LH
side.
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Keele Street (west side)

9746 Keele Street
Description – c. 1960 hipped-roof bungalow built of grey brick, with recessed central verandah,
and with replacement windows in original apertures. An integral, single-car garage exists at RH
side, and front garden has additional paved area at front, with mature fruit tree behind.
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Keele Street (west side)

9762 Keele Street
Description – 1970s hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow with double-car garage. Front garden has
cluster of three good-sized trees: white birch, maple and coniferous.
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Keele Street (west side)

9770 Keele Street
Description – 1960s hipped-roof, light-brown-brick bungalow on corner lot facing onto Merino
Street. House presents blank wall to Keele, with garden fringed by young cedar trees/ Front
elevation, to north, indicates a split-level house, with smaller casement windows at LH side,
recessed central area, clad in Angelstone, housing front door flanked by large living-room
windows, and double-car garage at RH side. Front garden contains pair of old fruit trees adjacent
to sidewalk, and at west end of garden, in small gully with stream, is at truly massive old
deciduous tree, believed to be a silver maple.
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Keele Street (west side)

9796 Keele Street
-

-

Large, 1½ storey, eclectic, Arts-and-Crafts brick house with many unusual features (c. 1920).
Description – Extraordinary pitched-roof house has principal, gabled façade facing south, and
prominent gabled façade towards Keele Street. Masonry is in mottled, textured reddish-brown
bricks throughout, with recessed pointing, and with classically-inspired, dentilled wooden cornice
around entire building at eaves height. South elevation is dominated by projecting, central gabled
volume. Entrance is reached via modest concrete steps and landing at RH side. Front door,
framed by classically-inspired, gabled aedicule, contains 1/3-glazed door with four lower panels
having bolection mouldings (behind metal storm). Fenestration to left consists of pair of 6/6
windows (with 2-pane wooden storms) and unusual, decorative, half-louvred shutters. At gable,
second floor has pair of 6/6 windows, with storms, shutters, sills and lintel as described at ground
floor. Gable is framed by modest pitched roof below, and plain soffits, with wallhead and shingle
mouldings, adjacent pitched roof. East and west wings are embellished with diverse elements.
West wing has small verandah, with bell-cast roof supported by slender turned posts with ornate
gingerbread above. East wing has projecting bay window, with large, single-pane central sash and
4/4 units at sides. Above central sash is elliptical-headed, leaded-light unit which rises to just
below dentilled cornice of bay window itself. East elevation is generally symmetrical, with 6/6
window at left, and 12-pane wooden door at right, both built with, in this instance, segmentalarches of double-row, header bricks. A wide chimney-breast projects between these apertures,
with elaborate pitched and corbelled elements adjacent cornice. At second floor, gable is framed
as south gable, and houses pair of 6/6windows (behind 2-pane wooden storms). Wide, projecting
chimney –breast rises through soffits and fascias to two-vent stack with modest concrete cope.
History – unknown.
Comments – House is an unique interpretation of Arts-and-Crafts, classical and other elements
and in remarkable original condition. Lot is open to adjacent roads, with various mature trees
throughout, especially in wooded gully to west, and entire ensemble provides delightful presence
within south end of village.
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Keele Street (west side)

9804 Keele Street
Description – 1950s modest, pitched roof, red-brick bungalow, with Angelstone throughout lower
front walls. Large lot has few tress at front, but is surrounded by tall deciduous trees at both sides
and at rear, along small gully.
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Keele Street (west side)

9818 Keele Street
Description – 1950s pitched-roof, 1½ storey clapboard house having unusual massing, and with
two, peaked, dormers at roof of projecting block. Large lot is well-treed, with good sized
deciduous tree centrally located on front lawn, and with massive trees along north side of property,
adjacent modest driveway. There is no garage.
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Keele Street (west side)

9824 Keele Street
Description – 2005 eclectic, pitched-roof Neo-Georgian house with two front gables, each having
central circular window. House (one of symmetrical pair) is built of pinkish-beige brick with
brown-brick quoins, and similar voussoirs at segmental-arch front windows, and with prominent,
attached, flat-roof double-car garage.
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Keele Street (west side)

9834 Keele Street
Description – 2005 eclectic, pitched-roof Neo-Georgian house with two front gables, each having
central circular window. House (one of symmetrical pair) is built of pinkish-beige brick with
brown-brick quoins, and similar voussoirs at segmental-arch front windows, and with prominent,
attached, flat-roof double-car garage. Note mature maples at north side of garden, behind house.
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Keele Street (west side)

9846 Keele Street
Description – c. 1980 pitched-roof, red-brick, two-storey house with aluminium-clad upper floor,
original 1/1 windows, and attached two-car garage at LH side. Front garden has large coniferous
tree towards garage, and various large trees at north side, including good-sized deciduous tree near
sidewalk.
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Keele Street (west side)

9854 Keele Street
- Victorian, Carpenter Gothic, Presbyterian Church with tall tower, capped by spire (1862).
- Description – Elegant, white, clapboard church has central tower projecting well beyond full-width
front gable and has various elements reminiscent of Gibbsian church architecture. Entry consists of
pair of plain, vertically boarded doors reached by recent concrete steps and landing. Doors are set
within pointed arch, with blind transom window above; and framed at top by elegant, ogee hoodmoulding, with turned finials both above and below. Tower is articulated into three levels by modest
projections on simple corbels, with wooden coping board at either side, interrupting broad, pilaster-like
trim. Second level contains two, multiple-pane, pointed-arch sashes with bifurcated mullion, within
wider arch under hood-moulding. Third level is similar, but with louvred apertures. Tower terminates
with modest, pointed-arch machicolations built off inverted finials, and metal-clad, gabled piers rise
above at corners. Octagonal spire is set well back from edge of tower below, and has pair of louvered
in each face, each with small gable above, and with one large framing gable within each facet. Metalclad tower (in pre-painted aluminium) terminates at unpainted metal globe, with weathervane above.
Front elevation to either side of tower has tall, two-light, pointed-arch window within arched hoodmoulding on pendant finials. Glazing within each lancet consists of large, clear, textured central panes
within peripheral narrow panes of dark red and dark blue glass. Corner treatment echoes that of tower,
with simple pilaster-like board capped by projecting wooden coping. At gable eaves, wooden trim
forms frieze and modest cornice, broken regularly by Italianate brackets, again with pendant finials.
Gable has wide returns, frieze, cornice and brackets continue up pitch. Soffits appear to be clad in
plywood, and wooden fascias are narrow throughout. Side elevations are divided into four bays, with
similar window apertures and trim, but with varied mullions and glazing at windows.
- Comments – Tall, elegant church has mature silver maple trees along south and east sides, and large
property is adjacent small park to west. Building is generally is good repair, but with some rot
apparent in boards at tower. Metal cladding at high-level is not so noticeable; and protective glazing
might be considered for windows.
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Keele Street (west side)

9880 - 9918 Keele Street
Description – Group of several dichromatic-brick, pitched-roof, semi-detached houses with small
front gables (c. 2000). Units are separated by east-west lanes, with entrances off lanes, and with
vehicular access via lane running north off Naylon Street, leading to pedestrian lanes to east, and
clusters of pitched-roof garages to west. Keele Street frontage has low red-brick wall, with modest
railing above, adjacent sidewalk, and gardens contain a variety of small to medium-size trees.
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Keele Street (west side)

9920 Keele Street
-

-

1½ storey, dichromatic, Victorian brick house with period gingerbread verandah (c. 1870).
Description – Pitched-roof, L-plan, red-brick house has buff-brick trim at flush quoins and at
segmental-headed, eared arches to all apertures. Projecting, gabled, north bock has bell-cast
verandah abutting from south. Verandah is now reached by recently built flight of stone steps
built south of house. Original wooden deck is assumed to remain below, while turned
columns are recent replacements, as is plain railing, built to current Building Code
requirements. At upper level, capital mouldings remain, as do several scroll-type gingerbread
ornaments. Front door, at RH side, is 4-panel with bolection mouldings and is, unusually,
without transom window, while window to left is replacement 1/1 unit. At projecting block,
windows are original 2/2 at ground and upper floors (with wooden, 4-pane storms); similar
windows exist at north and south gables. Front and end gables all have plain boards at soffits
and robust shingle-moulding at narrow eaves. Decorative finials, extending both above and
below roof peaks, remain at all gables. Roofs are clad in rather tired asphalt shingles, and
remnant of a dichromatic chimneys remains at north and south peak. Gabled masonry
extension, similar in construction to body of house, projects from rear, north side of building,
while long, clapboard addition, assumed to be more recent, extends from rear, south side.
History – “sited on Gram farm” (George Garrow)
Comments – House is an attractive Victorian house, set well back from Keele Street.
Survival of upper verandah, original windows and, in particular, finials, is remarkable.
Reconstruction of chimneys is encouraged. Present landscaping is not suitable to house,
especially raised aspect and recent, sawn-stone retaining wall; and large expanse of asphalt
surrounding building. Presence of old silver maple tress at northeast corner and at rear of lot
contribute significantly to a site where there is so little lawn.
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Keele Street (west side)

9924 Keele Street
Description – c. 1970 Post Office built of beige brick with metal spandrel panels, flat roof etc..
Modest trees at front help to conceal a rather dull and typically suburban structure.
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Keele Street (west side)

9934 Keele Street
Description – 2005, very large, 3-storey, gabled red-brick condominium building with front
balconies onto Keele Street. Building quotes loosely from the traditional architectural vocabulary,
but massing is at the maximum which could be deemed suitable to a village, particularly in
extreme depth of building, which extends back to Jackson Street at the west. Frontage onto Keele
Street is a suitable gesture, but lack of space at front suggests a commercial, town-type building,
albeit one designed using a residential/village vocabulary.
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Keele Street (west side)

9944 Keele Street
-

-

1½ storey, dichromatic, Victorian brick house with later, curved verandah (c. 1880/1910).
Description – Pitched-roof, L-plan, buff-brick house is apparently built of load-bearing
masonry on fieldstone foundation, with red-brick trim at flush quoins and at segmentalheaded, eared arches to all apertures. Voussoirs have band of upper, buff brick headers with
red-brick headers above forming flush hood moulding, and with implied red-brick keystones.
Gabled, north bock projects from main volume of building, and later, curved verandah
projects at south-east corner. Verandah is an unusual addition, with period elements intact
throughout. Full-height columns with entasis, have traditional plinths, bases, and upper
fillets, echinus and abacus. Original railing, with thick bottom rail, square-section pickets and
wide top rail remain. Beam above has modest architrave and frieze, and cornice with
prominent dentils. Front door is recent replacement (behind metal storm), while to left and set
well back, is and old, 4-panel door. At front gable, ground floor has projecting, square-plan
bay window under modest, metal-clad Mansard roof with upper roll moulding. Bay contains
pair of replacement 1/1 aluminium windows. At second floor, symmetrically placed within
gable, are two similar replacement windows. Soffits throughout have wide boards with
bevelled moulding adjacent masonry, narrow fascia and robust shingle-moulding. At south
elevation is bay window similar to that at front; and there is one rebuilt chimney at north side.
History – “home of Reverend Chandler and family of four” (George Garrow)
Comments – Former United Church Parsonage House is an attractive Victorian house, much
enhanced by its later corner verandah. Recent red-brick piers to south (part of adjacent
development), and pavers to north, contribute little to heritage setting of house, while thick
foliage of fruit trees provide a pleasant screening element against the rather hostile nature of
contemporary Keele Street. Panels of brickwork at north side rear are failing above apertures
(caused by dropping of arches) and this should be attended to.
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Keele Street (west side)

9954 Keele Street
-

-

Victorian Gothic, dichromatic brick United Church with projecting central bell-tower (1870)
Description – Former Wesleyan Methodist has robust masonry of typical Ontario red-brick walls and
buff-brick trim, although in this instance mortar joints had originally raised, white ribbon pointing,
which is extant in man places. Entry is reached by recent concrete steps and landing, with simple
railings at sides. Front doors replacement, flush-ply doors with planted mouldings assumed to replicate
lower square and upper arched panels of originals. Pointed-arch transom window, of frosted glass, is
assumed to be recent, reading “United Church Maple” with church symbol at centre; all framed by
buff-brick voussoirs. Adjacent doors, buttresses step inwards by means of unusual, moulded-brick
copings, beyond which these rise uninterrupted to belfry. Centrally, above doors are, in sequence:
round window with decorative muntins and brightly coloured glass, all within irregular, buff-brick
voussoirs; incised marble date stone; single, pointed-arch window with elegant intersecting muntins in
upper sash; and wooden belfry, framed by metal-flashed, hipped-roof piers, and with rebuilt panel of
brickwork below. Front elevation to either side has very tall, multiple-pane pointed-arch window,
glazing consisting of large, clear, textured central panes within narrow, coloured peripheral panes, over
thick wooden sills. In upper portion, wooden spandrel, with recessed decorative panels, suggest
presence of gallery within. Arched portion of window has intersecting muntins, and buff-brick
voussoirs above. At gable eaves, wide plain board forms frieze, soffits are clad in plain boards, and
broad fascias have ogee shingle-moulding. At side elevations, wall is divided into four large bays,
each with large, pointed-arch aperture, and two smaller, blind bays at east and west ends of church.
Fenestration is varied, with oldest, multiple-pane sashes remaining at east end, and with leaded, stained
glass elsewhere.
Comments – Solid church building has attractive masonry and glazing details. Lot has two modest
maple trees at front, and larger one at north side. Addition to west (1960s) is set well away from Keele
Street and does not detract from integrity of original structure, which has a most suitable presence on
the main street.
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9964 Keele Street
-

-

-

Gabled, L-plan, 1½ storey (aluminium-clad) frame house on fieldstone base (c.1880).
Description – Modest, pitched-roof house is built off high fieldstone foundation. Entry is via
small vestibule on concrete-block foundation, to right of front gabled wing; and assumed to
replace former verandah in this area. Front door is manufactured, multiple-panel unit (behind
metal storm). Window to right is replacement unit (fixed upper pane over bottom-sliders),
while thick wooden sill and plain casings remain. Cladding throughout is horizontal
aluminium siding, over unknown material, assumed to be horizontal clapboard, or possibly
plaster-on-lath (i.e. render). Unusual gabled volume projects twice, giving effect of very large
bay window. Ground-floor window is hidden by wooden storms (six, unequal panes below
and two horizontal panes above, with plastic behind) but appears to comprise large lower
sash, and transom window possibly with decorative glass. Window appears to be a later (c.
1910) alteration. At second floor, window is replacement unit, as by front door. Soffits are
generally shallow and have plain boards, while fascias have robust shingle-mouldings.
Gutters are traditional, ogee-type, galvanized sheet-metal, in poor repair and without
downpipes. Roof has asphalt shingles, and recent red-brick chimney is built at north gable.
South Elevation – Elevation to Church Street is much as described, with projecting, onestorey block at left-hand side of south gable wall. Windows are again replacement units with
bottom sliders, and gable trim etc. is as described above.
Comments – Modest corner house is one of four within this block and an important part of
the village core. Stepping forward of front gable is unusual, as is projection at south wall.
Original cladding is unknown, but may remain under aluminium. Reinstatement of suitable
windows would enhance appearance, and gutters and down-pipes should be upgraded to
project building fabric. Building, although obscured in various ways, is typical yet unique
example of Maple Village and appears generally in good condition. Dense deciduous trees on
Keele shelter house from busy street, and enhance rustic aspect of property.
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Keele Street (west side)

9980 Keele Street
-

-

Victorian (painted) brick house with steep central gable and twin bay windows (c.1870).
Description – Eclectic, symmetrical, pitched-roof house is built off fieldstone foundation,
with squared rubble under bay windows, and hand-made brick above. Brick is assumed to be
red, laid in common bond and without evidence of polychromy. Front door is replacement,
manufactured wooden door with “fanlight” (behind metal storm). Original, segmental-headed
transom window remains in deep recess under arch of soldier-voussoirs. Bay windows appear
to be later additions, and have lower, recessed brick panels, with rounded, convex bricks at
corners. (Some panels at left-hand windows are missing as result of rebuilding.) Windows
are all 1/1 replacement, aluminium units fitted into original wooden frames. Thick wooden
sills remain, with segmental brick-arches above. Wall-heads have large, compound-curve
cornices under mini-Mansard roofs, with concave pitches and large roll-moulding above clad
in sheet-metal. At second floor, steep central gable contains narrow 1/1 replacement window
with elements as at ground floor. Soffits throughout have in wide boards with robust,
bevelled-edge moulding at wall-head masonry, and narrow fascias have thick shinglemoulding. Gutters and downspouts are modern, aluminium profiles, and roof has grey asphalt
shingles. Single chimney built at south wall is a later addition.
Comments – Modest traditional house is an unusual and interesting combination of Gothic
Revival and Second Empire (at bay-window roofs) and is an important member of small
corner-block of four old houses. Building is set close to street as is typical within this block.
Row of overhanging mature trees to north (on adjacent lot) provides background of lush
foliage suitable to rural village character. House is in good condition, though settlement
seems to continue at south bay window. Removal of paint is to be encouraged, and this may
reveal red- and buff-bricks below. Replacement windows are similar in spirit to original,
which were probably formerly 2/2 at gable windows. A replacement front door (with suitable
storm), and traditional ogee-type gutters and round downpipes would return this house to its
period appearance.
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9986 Keele Street
-

-

1½ storey, Victorian Gothic-Revival house in buff brick with red-brick trim (c. 1880).
Description – Modest L-plan brick house, with later addition to rear, is built off squared,
granite fieldstone foundation. Masonry above is of hand-made buff-brick laid in common
bond, with red-brick trim at flush quoins, voussoirs and hood-mouldings, and double dogtoothed band-course at lower second floor level. Segmental-arched apertures have red-brick
voussoirs which drop at either side. Entrance, formerly within verandah with bell-cast roof
(note witnesses) is via old panelled door (behind metal storm) and is reached by recent flight
of stone-clad steps on concrete blocks. Front window to left has old 2/2 unit (behind modern
storm) with curved rail at top sash, and thick wooden sill. Bay window to right has decorative
panels of dog-toothed masonry below thick wooden sills, 1/1 windows at sides and central 2/2
unit (all with metal storms). Small flat roof above has upper and lower wooden cornices with
painted sheet-metal cladding between. At second floor is single old 2/2 window as at ground
floor (with metal storm). Soffits are clad in wide boards, and narrow fascias at gable retain
robust shingle-moulding. Gutters and downpipes are recent, in modern aluminium profiles.
Roof is clad in black asphalt shingles, with no chimneys. Outbuilding at rear of property is
large, gambrel-roof, wood-frame shed clad in two types of horizontal siding, with older,
close-spaced clapboard above. Changes in material and differential settlement suggest portion
to left is more recent. Outbuilding has central, vertically lined pedestrian door with lozenge
window, and large, vertically boarded sliding wood door at left-hand side. Above, tucked
under eaves and set within plain frame, is vertically lined access door to upper level.
Comments – Attractive, dichromatic brick house is another typical heritage structure set close
to road within central block. House is in good condition, with various original features as
noted. Verandah might be reinstated based on witnesses and period types; or period
photographs. Row of mature trees at south side of gravel drive, together with hotch-poch
barn, make significant contribution to village aspect of this side. Outbuilding is valuable
element of village character, with rustic charm in its various finishes and slight settlement.
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9994 Keele Street
-

-

Unusual, red-brick Victorian-Gothic house with later, attached corner shop (c. 1870/1900)
Description: Corner shop is typical commercial addition to an older structure, built primarily
of red brick (now missing at north side), with traditional shop-front windows (now boarded
up) and corner entry. Structure above windows is clad in clapboard, rising to small, plain
parapet at east elevation only, with flat roof behind. One of upper, 1/1 windows retains thick
stone sill, and others had similar sills and segmental arches, until recently removed. House
has two storey projecting gabled block with pitched roof beyond, and is set well back from
corner shop. Masonry is hand-made red brick in common bond, with flush buff-brick quoins.
(Quoins at NE corner show that shop is later structure.) Witnesses and wooden nailer indicate
location of former front verandah. Front door, at extreme right-hand side, is recent, glazed
door, formerly reached via verandah. Lintel is obscured by plywood sheet, and assumed to be
wooden, as elsewhere, with assumed transom window perhaps having stencilled glass (as at
front windows). Above entry, small four-panel door has been inserted, with sill apparently
lower than original verandah roof. Small, single-pane window to right, with plain casings, is
also assumed to be an alteration. Gabled projection is very unusual, with large ground- and
upper-floor windows. Ground-floor window, over thick wooden sill and with exposed
wooden lintel above, comprises central 2/2 units within peripheral glazing of wide, three-pane
sidelights and transom windows. Stencilled glass remains at some side panes. Second-floor
window is similar. Gable peak has buff-brick pattern forming type of guilloche, and similar
dichromatic patter exists at north and south gables. Soffits have plain boards, with bevelled
moulding at wall-head. Narrow fascia has thick gingerbread, large pendant final at peak
thick, and thick upper roll moulding. Roof has black asphalt shingles, with no chimneys.
Summary – Unusual polychrome building seems generally in sound condition, though front
masonry and widows require repair. House is another interesting component within corner
block, with various special features as noted above. Later village corner-store is at present
much compromised by proximity of busy adjacent roads, though creation of a future village
by-pass would make retention and re-use feasible.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,000 Keele Street ?
Description – 1990s Post-Modern, concrete-brick Shoppers Drug Mart, with angled corner,
containing central hipped-roof clock-tower, facing intersection of Keele Street and Major
Mackenzie Road. To either side of corner, 1½ storey building has three brick gables projecting
over recessed walkway, each gable containing a blacked-out, six-pane window. At southwest
corner, adjacent parking lot to west, is smaller, hipped-roof tower.ipped-roof, light-brown-brick
bungalow on corner lot facing onto Merino Street.
Comments – Perhaps the most prominent site in Maple Village has a building with town-type
presence, i.e. with central tower and clock, yet angled in an improbable way to an intersection
which is of recent origin. Large building, with its blank upper-floor windows, is somewhat
sympathetic to the historic context, but would benefit by some animation – perhaps even
occupancies – at the upper-level windows. And one day, should the MacNaughton Bypass
effectively diminish the heavy traffic on Major Mackenzie, a widened sidewalk in this area would
form a town centre of sorts, in front of the de facto town clock.
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10,020 Keele Street
-

-

Two-storey, four-square, red-brick mixed-use building, with unusual fenestration (c. 1910 ff.).
Description – Large brick building is sole survivor of old Maple Village within this stretch of
Keele Street, and thus particularly valuable. Building has unusual double-occupancy,
possibly a later alteration, with commercial at ground floor, and residential above. Building is
set significantly above sidewalk level, with brick rising from grade to header-course at
approximately ground-floor level. At ground floor, entrance door is wide, 20-pane wooden
door, with traditional thumb-latch hardware. Door is framed by broad wooden architraves
and modest entablature, with period light-fixtures remaining at either side. On either side of
entry are wide apertures, each housing central, single-pane, fixed shop-window flanked by
narrow, operable, ten-light casements. Windows have narrow wooden sills, and visible metal
lintels (suggesting post-1930 origins) lined with course of rowlock headers. At LH side of
façade, door to upper floor is later (or re-clad) 1/3-glazed, flush-ply door, with old, pre-cast
concrete sill, and with segmental arch above built of triple-header voussoirs. At second floor,
three original 2/2 windows remain, with pre-cast concrete sills, and each with unusual top
sash having rounded outer corners where stiles and top-rail meet. Soffits are finished in vjointed boards, with square-cut moulding at wall-head and with modest fascia. Side
elevations are built off rock-faced, early pre-cast blocks, and segmental-headed apertures are
built with triple header-courses throughout. Original 2/2 windows, among other types (such
as multiple-pane casements at grade) remain throughout. Hipped roof, with central flat, is
clad in asphalt shingles.
History – apparently a restaurant and post office in 1941 (newspaper article, 1941).
Comments – Rambling brick building, set to north of former feed-mill site (now Shoppers
Drug Mart) is particularly significant in that it appears to have been altered circa 1930 to
become the first mixed-use building in Maple. Building appears well built and in sound
condition and is very large, affording a good opportunity for adaptive re-use on prominent
village site. Abundant small trees adjacent structure should be radically culled.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,040 Keele Street
-

Description – c. 1980, two-storey, flat-roofed, ribbed-concrete-block mall, parking in front
and to north, and with one-storey, sloping-roof volume set back towards rear of treeless site.
Comments - Mini-plaza has large, back-lit sign adjacent to Keele Street, and is out of keeping
with the village context; in terms of landscaping, parking, material, colour and roof-line.
Commercial occupancy, however, is much appreciated, and lends a semi-urban aspect to an
otherwise residential area. Concrete mall building at front is assumed to pre-date recent, more
sympathetic, structures elsewhere. Removal, or reworking of signage, reduction of front
parking spaces, and ultimately, recladding of front wall – in brick, with altered fenestration,
and even with an ornamental parapet of some sort – would effectively integrate the existing
building into the generally historic context.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,048 Keele Street
-

-

Description – c. 2000 gabled, two-storey, dichromatic commercial building provides
counterpart to concrete-block structure to south. Building has residential aspect, but is set
hard up against sidewalk, is not raised above grade, and has no access at Keele Street
elevation. Principal elevation in fact faces parking lot to south, with entry to upper floor set
below taller, central gable, and shop fronts at either side being under pair of large, single-pane
windows, each with small gable above.
Comments – Recent commercial building is more sympathetic, both in form and in material,
to the historic context than its neighbour to the south. An entry from the street itself would be
appreciated, and the residential aspect of the east elevation is not necessarily suitable for a
new commercial building. This structure does, however, have historic overtones which
improve considerably on the suburban aspect of its neighbour to the south. A minor aspect to
consider also is the connection between grade and brickwork, which is this case is not so
satisfactorily resolved.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,052 Keele Street ?
-

-

Four-square, red-brick house with re-worked ground floor clad in Angelstone (c. 1910).
Description –Large house, now apparently unoccupied, is a robust if somewhat austere
structure. Ground floor, reached by recent wooden steps and landing, is set well above grade,
on rendered foundation, and has large, boarded-up doorway at left and smaller, boarded-up
window at right, with assumed steel lintel above. Nature of apertures suggests house was
reworked some forty years ago for a commercial occupancy. Second floor retains pair of
original windows, apparently 1/1 though perhaps with multiple-pane upper sashes, now with
broken glass, and behind metal storms. Brick masonry is in running bond, and flat arches are
formed with single soldier course. Soffits have v-jointed boards, and plain fascias now have
conventional aluminium gutters. At hipped roof, central peaked dormer is now asphaltshingle clad, but retains deep fascias forming pointed arch, with simple batten at rake edge
perhaps substituting former ogee shingle-moulding. Earlier cladding materials may remain
under present shingles. Roof peak has unusual form, with small vertical portion, and then
additional hip above, suggest an earlier, different configuration, and perhaps a widow’s walk.
History Comments – Somewhat austere and altered house is set well back from street on large lot,
with paved area at former front garden, and wide, pitched-roof, clapboard garage at right.
Despite apparently dreary nature, building remains in good condition and, given placement on
lot, may offer interesting development opportunity, in which old house might form
centrepiece of new peripheral development. Ground floor could be altered as desired, while
restoration of second floor and dormer would produce an attractive result. Various large trees
exist on property, some of which might be retained, while garage does not appear worth
keeping.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,070 Keele Street ?
-

-

Modest, pitched-roof bungalow built of early pre-cast blocks, with gabled verandah (c. 1920).
Description –Attractive one-storey house, now unoccupied, is faced entirely with early, rockfaced, pre-cast concrete blocks. Gabled verandah, reached by short flight of concrete steps
flanked by stepped, concrete parapet walls, is built of same material as house, but with
rusticated ashlar blocks at three piers, as also at quoins of building itself, including at door and
window apertures. Copings are of plain pre-cast material. One original wooden post remains
southeast corner, and is composed of plain base with moulding above, tapering post built up
of four boards, and moulded cap at top. Peripheral beams were clad originally in vertical, vjoined boards, as remain, though gable is now clad in horizontal aluminium siding. Narrow,
v-jointed ceiling within has stained finish, and simple batten. At house itself, all apertures are
now boarded over, though rough, pre-cast sills and lintels remain visible, in sharp contrast to
refinement of rusticated quoins. An oriel window exists centrally at south elevation, though
now also boarded over. Soffits were flashed with aluminium, over v-jointed boards, metal
cladding remains at some fascias, and a single-vent chimney built, surprisingly, of red brick,
rises from south wall. Garage, built close to sidewalk, constructed built of similar materials.
History Comments – Small house occupies a prominent corner lot next to busy, MacNaughton
Boulevard, a street which seems only destined to become more noisy and more busy – at least
for the next thirty years or so. Building is stylistically and technologically interesting, and a
rare example within Maple, and thus the loss of this house, and garage, would be
disappointing. Buildings seem generally in good repair but are in quite urgent need of
attention if they are to be retained. A good-size conifer exists at rear of lot, but there are no
other substantial trees.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,084 Keele Street
-

-

Two-storey, L-plan, Queen Anne style, red-brick house with large front gable (c. 1910).
Description – Large house is built of running-bond brickwork off rendered foundation, which
is assumed to be also of brick. L-shaped verandah is gone, though various witnesses remain
on masonry. Roof was probably supported on half-height brick piers with masonry capstones
and sturdy, wooden columns with simple bases and capitals typical on this type of house.
Extant front door probably replaces 1/3 glazed wooden door with single lower panel and
possibly decorative wooden cornice under window. Window apertures have rock-faced caststone sills and lintels, the latter with unusual dressed margins. Extant windows are
inappropriate, full-height sliders and replace original, double-hung, units; probably 1/1 type of
unknown sash proportions. Gable has aluminium siding (probably over wood, and possibly
metal, shingles), with modest pitched roof at base. Soffits are v-jointed and fascia has wide,
ogee moulding. At recessed portion of façade at LH side is original aperture housing modern
door, with replacement window above. South elevation retains original oval window framed
by rowlock headers, with plain glass in original wooden frame. Gabled block (to left) is
generally as front elevation. North elevation has oval window similar to that at south side.
History – unknown.
Comments – Imposing brick building retains its fundamental dignity despite loss of front
verandah and replacement casement windows. Reinstatement of elements matching originals
would be a costly undertaking, but not impossible, and reinstatement of verandah would be
particularly valuable. Building is well built and seems in fundamentally sound condition.
Modest and rather barren garden is graced by medium-sized deciduous tree at southeast
corner.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,090 Keele Street
-

-

Description – c. 1970 hipped-roof two-storey house faced with Angelstone at front elevation,
excluding highly irregular fieldstone at verandah, and stuccoed at sides. House has attached,
flat-roofed one-car, drive-through garage, with terrace above. Terrace extends across front of
house, providing roof over raised verandah at ground floor. Windows are replacement
casement units throughout.
Comments – Typical suburban house is unusual for variety of stone and stucco finishes, and
verandah and unusual upper terrace, both with bowed metal pickets to railings. Front garden
is entered through pair of granite piers, crowned by lions on pre-cast coping stones. Piers
support pair of ornate, decorated metal gates, in contrast to remainder of cultivated front
garden, which is enclosed by chain-link fence. Garden also contains numerous small
deciduous trees, which obscure house from view in summer. Building, and garden, have a
definite Italianate feel, and are typical of later suburban development of area.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,104 Keele Street
-

-

Four-square, brick house with shed-roof verandah and ¾ front gable (c. 1910).
Description – Large house is clad in unusual, grey brick of running-bond brickwork built off
exposed concrete foundation. Original full-width verandah remains, with three, full-height,
wooden columns with replacement bases and original capitals. Railing is altered somewhat,
retaining original handrail. Beams above retain original upper and lower mouldings and side
elevations have unusual plain brackets supporting plain soffits, and verandah gables are clad
in painted wooden shingles. Front door is replacement, 8-panel wood door in segmentalheaded opening. Window aperture to right houses large single pane unit over bottom sliders;
probably replacing 1/1 unit with smaller top sash; or possibly ornamental transom window.
Windows at second floor are similar, in this instance probably replacing 1/1 units. Apertures
retain thick, rock-faced stone sills and tall brick voussoirs. Front gable probably replaces 1/3
glazed wooden door with single lower panel and possibly decorative cornice under window.
Window apertures have rock-faced cast-stone sills and lintels, the latter with unusual dressed
margins. Extant windows are full-height sliders and replace original, double-hung, units;
probably 1/1 type of unknown sash proportions. Gable has painted wooden shingles above
modest pitched roof at base. Two central casement windows retain plain casings. Soffits
have wide, v-jointed boards are eroded fascia has batten as shingle-moulding. South
elevation has varied type and placement of windows, including two smaller, single-pane
original sashes. Segmental arches and sills are as described, while side door has failing flat
arch, as at RH basement window arch. Two apertures at LH side have been rebuilt with metal
angles above. North elevation has four segmental-arch openings with replacement windows.
History – unknown.
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Comments – Imposing brick building retains period verandah in good repair. Loss of front
door and various windows is unfortunate, and reinstatement of elements matching original
would be a major, but worthwhile. Modest front yard benefits from central, large maple tree.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,108 Keele Street
- Gambrel-roofed, two-storey vinyl-clad house with painted shingles at upper floor (c. 1910).
- Description – Frame building is raised well above grade on rendered foundation, with six
(inappropriate) concrete steps leading to full-width, shed-roof verandah.
Verandah
superstructure is original, but with replacement posts and patched, sagging beam. (Original
columns were probably slimmer versions of those at house to south.) Railing, with wooden
trellis and 2x4 rails, is recent; yet somehow seems appropriate. Front door (behind metal
storm) is c. 1950s slab-type replacement, with three, varying sized, vertical windows. Large
aperture to right houses single upper sash over bottom sliders, probably replacing doublehung window with smaller, multiple-pane upper sash. At second floor are two replacement
windows (as described already) and these probably replace double-hung windows with
smaller, multiple-pane upper sashes. Modest aluminium-clad sills, simple wooden casings
and modest drip caps remain at windows throughout. Soffits have v-jointed boards extending
out from roof and simple mouldings at wall-head and at top of narrow fascia. Roof is clad in
asphalt shingles, with single brick chimney at centre. South elevation has varied type and
placement of fenestration, including a little two-pane sash above door. North elevation has a
gabled dormer, vinyl-clad and with 1/1 replacement window.
- History – unknown.
- Comments – Unusual house is an attractive presence within the village, with much original
fabric. Vinyl is not noticeably out of character, and original clapboard is assumed to remain
below. Verandah deserves more sympathetic repair, and beam should ideally be straightened.
Small front yard is has cluster of young maples located towards northeast corner of lawn, near
(narrow) side-walk, and a larger deciduous tree, recently pruned, exists at north-west area of
rear yard.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,114 Keele Street
-

-

-

1½ story, pitched-roof, Arts-and-Crafts-inspired house with integral verandah (c. 1920).
Description – Red-brick house has deep verandah with front pitch of house roof supported on
three robust, full-height brick piers rising to deep beam clad in vertical vinyl. Original
latticework below remains at southeast corner, and portions of front steps appear also to be
original; similarly, original tongue-and-groove deck remains. Original part-glazed door with
three vertical lower panels remains (behind metal storm), while replacement window to right
is unsuitable, large, single pane over bottom sliders, probably replacing double-hung window
with smaller, multiple-pane upper sash. Window apertures throughout masonry ground floor
have ashlar masonry sills and lintels. At second floor, prominent roof has slight bell-cast.
Large central doomer, with gabled, bell-cast roof, is clad in horizontal vinyl siding
throughout, including at gable, where wood shingles remain visible at lower, curving portion.
Pair of large central windows is in the now-usual configuration of large fixed sash over
bottom-sliders, in this case replacing windows of various possible configurations. South
elevation has displays prominent fieldstone foundation, and an original window exists at
upper RH corner, with frosted-glass panes lighting hall within. North and south gables have
asphalt shingles at lower, sweep of wall otherwise clad in vinyl siding. Windows are a variety
of replacements, and soffits and fascias throughout are clad in aluminium.
History – unknown.
Comments – Traditional early-twentieth-century house is an attractive village presence
despite recent cladding and unsuitable replacement windows giving poor ventillation. House
seems generally in good condition house and original fabric may remain under newer
materials. Small front yard has medium-sized deciduous tree towards northeast corner.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,122 Keele Street
-

-

-

1½ story, pitched-roof, Arts-and-Crafts-inspired house with integrated verandah (c. 1920).
Description – House is built of mottled, brown, rug-brick with recessed pointing and has deep, nowenclosed verandah within front pitch of house roof. Beam above is supported at outer ends on robust,
battered piers rising from ground level; and on mullions between 6, unequal-pane-height, 3/1 wooden
storm windows. Entrance to verandah is via apparently later enclosure at RH side, comprising wide,
metal storm door with narrow, fixed-sash, 2-pane light at left, and two wider, fixed, two-pane sashes at
right. Stepped, brick parapet walls at either side of wide wooden stair have thick, rock-faced limestone
copings, as does parapet wall across front of verandah. Front door within is slab door with three
vertical upper panes, and (concealed) window is assumed to be original. At ground-floor eaves,
exposed rafter-ends are assumed to be original feature. At second-floor, prominent roof has large,
central, pitched-roof dormer, with wide, cedar-shingle cladding. Dormer houses four, equally spaced,
3/1 storms as described, with similar, 1/1 windows behind. Casings are plain boards, and rafter ends
are visible above. Dormer eaves extend far to either side, having apparent, Frank Lloyd Wright
inspiration. At side elevations, masonry of house rises from cement render at grade to full height of
gable, with segmental-headed window-apertures having double rowlock headers and thick limestone
sills below. Windows are generally a variety, with 3/1 sashes and 1/1 double-hung units as elsewhere.
South gable houses broad, tapered chimney rising through projecting, v-jointed soffit boards to
corbelled top above asphalt-shingle roof.
History – unknown.
Comments – Early-twentieth-century house is a very attractive village presence, with original features
intact and in good repair. A large, wood-frame outbuilding, with original coved- board cladding,
central gable with small window, and projecting double-car garage in front, add to the attractiveness of
this property. Large lot has diverse and numerous trees, including large maple trees to south of house.
Some trees grow closer to house than is advisable.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,128 Keele Street
-

-

-

1½ story, pitched-roof, Arts-and-Crafts-inspired house with deep verandah (1920s).
Description – House is built of mottled, brown, rug-brick (with recessed pointing?) and has
impressive verandah set within front pitch of house roof. Access is via later concrete stair,
and concrete slab of landing has striated concrete blocks below, and metal railing has bowed
pickets. Decorated beam above has pitched underside, various mouldings, central wooden
“key-stone,” and v-jointed soffit-boards above. (Beams at north and south sides are similar.)
Beam is supported at outer ends on robust, battered piers rising from ground level. Front door
is later slab-type door with three vertical panes, each pointed at base (behind metal storm), set
between slab-type sidelights, each with single, similar window (behind metal storms having
frosted glass). Wide front window aperture houses three, 6/1 units (with metal storms), and
has thick, rock-faced limestone sill and segmental arch built of triple rowlock headers. At
second-floor, prominent roof has large, central gabled dormer, now clad throughout in asphalt
shingles. Dormer houses three equally spaced, 6/1 windows (with metal storms), and modest
casings have peripheral moulding. Flat and sloping soffits have v-jointed boards as
elsewhere, and narrow fascia has small shingle moulding. At side elevations, masonry of
house rises from cement render at grade to full height of gable, with segmental-headed
window-apertures having double rowlock headers and thick limestone sills below. Side
windows are generally a variety replacement units, and some small, single-pane sashes. South
gable houses broad, tapering chimney rising to corbelled top, over asphalt-shingle roof.
History – unknown.
Comments – Early-twentieth-century house is a very attractive village presence, with original
features intact and in good repair. Alteration to front door has its own appeal, whereas
wooden storms at front, ground-floor windows would be a preferred alternative. Property has
several slender deciduous trees at south side, and a medium-sized maple adjacent to sidewalk.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,138 Keele Street
-

-

-

L-plan, hipped-roof bungalow built off elongated beige brick, with RH gable (1950s).
Description – Modest bungalow set well back from road on large lot. House is reached via
flagstone path, small flight of stone steps to modest concrete-slab landing. Entry, at right side
of body of house, has slab-type door (behind metal storm) and full-height sidelight to right.
Living room window comprises four glazing units (behind metal storms), with unusual
wooden louvers below. Sill consists of projecting, double row of stretcher bricks, while
window-head is hidden by later awning. Windows at projecting, gabled wing are three,
horizontal, 1/1 units with wooden mullions between. Sill in this instance is of rowlock
headers, and lintel is invisible above aluminium soffits. Gable is clad in vertical, aluminium
siding, probably over clapboard – which would enhance horizontality of house. Roof is clad
in asphalt shingles, with two-vent brick chimney, having corbelled brick top, towards centre
of building.
History – unknown.
Comments – Modest bungalow is an attractive period piece, apparently little-altered since
built; and elongated-brick construction is an unusual feature. Large lawn extends to brick
planters in front of house, and there are two mature maple trees on adjacent lot to north.
House is a fitting, early suburban bungalow, and thus a suitable residential element at the
north end of Maple Village.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,190 Keele Street
-

-

Description – c. 1980 Community Centre is a vast, quasi-Brutalist structure generally clad in
mottled brown brick, with areas of deep fascias clad in horizontal v-jointed wood. Building is
generally symmetrical, with tallest, parapetted section centrally located facing entrance
driveway, and framed by two massive brick buttresses. At grade level in central portion there
is, surprisingly, no entry, but a rather entrances are located elsewhere to north and south of
this central block.
Comments – Large building complex is set well back from road, with (unhistoric) grassy
berms adjacent sidewalk to some extent concealing huge parking lot between street and
building. Parking lot contains various areas of grass, and some of large rounded stones, but
few trees. Introduction of numerous silver maples, both along sidewalk and within grassy
areas in parking lot, would help to conceal a building quite out of scale with the historic
context, and would also partially recreate the shaded streetscape typical of old Maple Village.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,200 Keele Street
-

-

Description – c. 1980 mini-mall is L-shaped in plan, with bevelled corner facing northeast, to
adjacent intersection. Street elevations are composed of large windows, and recessed doors,
framed by extruded aluminium framing. Visible supporting structure consists of irregularly
spaced, beige-brick piers built off low wall faced with pre-cast concrete panels. Peripheral
walkway is sheltered by small, pitched roof clad in wooden shingles, above which is stuccoed
parapet, which rises in curved steps to central lunettes at corner and at north elevation.
Comments – Commercial strip mall is set back from road with parking in front, and is
concealed somewhat from view by (unhistoric) grassy berms with many trees and shrubs.
Building is entirely out of keeping with the historic context, and commercial occupancies,
advertised by large, back-lit box-type signs, are in keeping with multicultural nature of
modern Maple. Modern structure is probably preferable near the entry to the village to a
contrived, pseudo-historical concoctions such as one might find in certain nearby Heritage
Districts.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,266 Keele Street?
-

-

Modest, one-storey, aluminium-clad house with low-pitch roof and south addition (c. 1920?).
Description – House is set well-above grade, on apparently rendered foundation, with west
gable end towards street. West elevation is aluminium-clad to gable, with vertical cladding in
gable itself. Wall contains two old, 2/1 windows (with wooden storms) between modern
shutters. Original entrance to house is assumed to have been at south side, where shed-roof
addition exists. Addition has entry at right, reached by small flight of wooden stairs under
simple shed-roof canopy, and pair of 1/1 windows (also with modern shutters) at left. A twovent, red-brick chimney exists at west side. Detached, pitched-roof garage is located to
southeast, with door facing north, and forms a sheltered area at front of house.
History –
Comments – House and adjacent garage are set well back from Keele Street on deep, rural lot
having many medium-size and large deciduous trees. Pitched-roof portion of house is small
and, although old, seems to be of modest heritage value. Large, heavily treed lot is an
important component within several similar properties at north end of Maple Village.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,286 Keele Street
-

-

Hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow with integral verandah and double-car garage (1960s).
Description – Brick bungalow is set well-above grade, with front door within central
verandah, set under front pitch of roof. Living room windows, at RH side, are assumed to be
replacement units, consisting of group of three units each with large fixed upper panes over
small fixed lower panes, with bottom sliders at central unit only. Garage has typical metal,
double-car door with four apparently blocked windows above, and vertical boarded spandrel
over these. A shed-roof breezeway, for parking, has been added against south wall.
History –
Comments – House has little architectural merit but large lot, with various medium and large
deciduous trees (including split maple tree at front of house) is an important component
within several similar properties at north end of Maple Village.
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Keele Street (west side)

10,316 Keele Street
-

-

1½ storey, pitched-roof, aluminium-clad, wood-frame farmhouse with 1/1 windows (c. 1870).
Description – Old farmhouse is now close to road, and sits on higher ground supported by
long, battered, dry-stone retaining wall built of coursed limestone. House is set close to
grade, but assumed to have fieldstone foundation. Central front entry is hidden within later
enclosed wooden porch with steeply pitched shed roof. Front windows to either side of porch
are 2/2 sash-and-case units (behind metal storms, with recent, decorative shutters), with thick
wooden sills, and cladding echoing casings at RH window. Wide soffits (including at both
gables), are clad in aluminium, with areas of apparent plywood, and return deeply into gable
walls. Original material is assumed to remain beneath. There are no shingle mouldings, and
gutters and downspouts are modern, some of which are not connected. At second floor, is
wide pop-up dormer with varied fenestration. Gable walls both have four, symmetrically
placed 2/2 windows over thick wooden sills, with smaller units at second floor (most with
metal storms). At north elevation, cladding around windows is assumed to reflect casings.
Extension at rear of house has pitched roof, with chimney at west end and is assumed to be
summer kitchen. Unusual, unequal sash, ½ units visible at south side appear to be cobbled
together using bottom sashes from elsewhere. Other additions to house exist to south and,
particularly, west where a slightly lower, pitched-roof structure extends back some 30 feet.
History –
Comments – Quality of original building is masked by enclosed porch, aluminium siding and
storm windows, and generally neglected condition. Despite proximity to road, house has
much architectural merit, and appears generally intact. Along streetfront, recent, extensive
limestone wall is a later but significant feature, one which indicates changes to road and
grading since construction of house. Very large lot (now used primarily for parking at south
side) has many mature deciduous trees, including close to road, adjacent wall. Elevated
farmhouse with extension to rear is a prominent and important element on a large, well-treed
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lot, and this, combined with open gully to north, provides a strong rural and historic element
at the north end of Maple Village.
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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
Long, hipped-roof, beige-brick bungalow with converted garage and
altered windows. House is set well above has unusual combination of
brick under Angelstone at left, and Angelstone under brick at right, with
projecting brick walls at either side. Centrally located front door retains
full-height sidelight to right, and is reached by flight of new concrete
steps. Windows are single-pane, replacement casement units, including
at taller bay window. At extreme RH side, former single-car garage has
been converted into living space, two-light, horizontal-pane door
adjacent picture window over bottom sliders; all within vertical cladding
at former door aperture.
HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
…………….
ENVIRONMENT & CONTEXT

FRONT ELEVATION from southwest

Property is dominated by large expanse of fresh asphalt; although now
without garage. House is typical of early suburbia, and is set well above
Major Mackenzie on deep wide lot, which has three good-size deciduous
trees across front garden.

PROPERTY NAME:

COMMENTS & SIGNIFICANCE
PROPERTY 2100 Major Mackenzie
ADDRESS:
CONSTRUCTION
1960s
DATE:

Typical suburban bungalow is a suitable presence towards eastern edge
of village, on land now well above cut in grade towards railway crossing.
Property is enhanced by various large trees, though extent of asphalt is
considerable, and preferably could be reduced.

ARCHITECTURAL
STYLE: Bungalow
OTHER:

M A P L E

I N V E N T O R Y
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H E R I T A G E

P R O P E R T I E S

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
Hipped-roof, red-brick and Angelstone bungalow with front bay window
and gable above. Modest building combines a variety of elements in
transitional village house, including red bricks at corners and around
apertures, and toothed-in panels of Angelstone between. House is set
well above grade, reached by flight of concrete steps to replacement
stamped-panel door set between two half-glazed sidelights, all within
wide opening under metal lintel having soldier-course bricks above.
Entry is set under projecting gable eaves. To right, are pair of 1/1
windows, and to left is wide bay window, with 1/1 units either side of
large central pane. Vertical aluminium above, and at soffits, is later
alteration and assumed to cover original wooden trim. Second-floor
gable houses pair of 1/1 windows (behind wooden storms) and is clad in
aluminium siding over shingled base. Tall chimney at west side appears
to be clad in stone, over brick or perhaps concrete block.
HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS

FRONT ELEVATION

…………….
ENVIRONMENT & CONTEXT
PROPERTY NAME:

PROPERTY 2108 Major Mackenzie
ADDRESS:

Detached, one-car garage to east has Angelstone at either side of
panelled door, and aluminium cladding at front gable. Deep lot rises
well above Major Mackenzie, and has several mature deciduous trees
along west side.
COMMENTS & SIGNIFICANCE

CONSTRUCTION
circa 1950
DATE:

Quaint house is unusual in its details, and a good example of a
transitional building, with both typical Arts-and-Crafts and Post-War
features. Property is enhanced by several large trees.

ARCHITECTURAL
STYLE: Bungalow
OTHER:
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Major Mackenzie (north)

2116 Major Mackenzie
-

-

-

2½ storey, four-square red-brick house with stone trim and recent front addition (c. 1920)
Description – Imposing house is built in common-bond red brick over rendered concrete
foundation. Plain, flat-roofed one-storey red-brick addition has picture windows at front and
west side, typically with bottom-sliders below, all with metal frames. Recessed front door is
reached via flight of concrete steps at right-hand side, enclosed by brick wall to east. Second
floor has pair of symmetrically placed 1/1 windows (with metal storms), and robust, rockfaced sills and deep ashlar lintels. Soffits are aluminum-clad, with flashing below suggesting
hidden moulding within. At third floor, gable is aluminium-clad, with three central casement
windows above slope of asphalt shingles. Bevelled cladding at top of gable fascia suggests
shingle moulding remains within. Roof is clad in grey asphalt shingles and later, single-vent
chimney exists at west side.
Side Elevations - Basement windows have deep segmental arches at west side and shallow flat
arches (at later apertures) on east side. At ground-floor level on both sides is one high-level
rectangular window (with patterned glass?), and similar window lights stair at east side. Side
windows are otherwise tall 2/2 units, generally with metal storms, though pair of windows
towards rear of east wall retains two, four-pane wooden storms.
Comments – Large and rather austere brick house is typical of early twentieth-century Maple
Village. Small, rectangular windows at sides are unusual features, and stone sills and lintels
are attractive period elements. Wooden mouldings appear to remain at high level and, given
age of house, there may be decorative sheet-metal work (as elsewhere in Maple) behind
aluminium siding at gable. Recent front sunroom, assumed to replace former verandah, is a
prominent and somewhat unsuitable addition which obscures traditional aspect of house.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman, MA, OAQ
August 2006

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Major Mackenzie (north)

2126 Major Mackenzie
-

-

2½ storey, Queen Anne, clapboard-and-shingle house with porch and bay window (c.1910)
Description – Large, eclectic, Edwardian frame house has unusual combination of fine
clapboard cladding at ground floor (over tall, rendered foundation) and painted shingles
above. Elegant porch projects at right-hand side, with piers below deck faced with framed
panels of v-jointed boards, and with large-aperture trellis spanning between. Access is by
means of wooden stairs and plain handrail to east, while porch railing at south and west sides
has plain bottom rail, profiled top rail and undulating, square-section pickets. Flat roof is
supported by elegant, triple, full-height wooden columns at front corners, rising to deep beam
with double lower mouldings, and shallow, widely spaced rafters below broad eaves. Front
door (behind Colonial-type screen) has wide, plain casings with back-band moulding. Bay
window at left-hand side is set below cantilevered second floor. Windows have tall, singlepane bottom sashes (with three-pane storms at side lights) and top sashes with fine, bevellededge leaded panes. Casings are again plain with back-band moulding, and at west side is
single shutter, apparently with adjustable upper louvers, which is odd. At second floor,
shingled wall has lower bell-cast throughout. Two symmetrically placed 1/1 windows (with
metal storms) have casings as described, and similar, unusual shutters at sides. Wall-head has
plain fascia with simple moulding adjacent wide soffit boards. Gutters throughout are recent,
K-type profile replacing former ogee type. At third floor, shingled gable has three central
casement windows (with wooden storms) with typical casings. Projecting gable wall above
has central area of lozenge-shaped shingles. Soffits have v-jointed boards set orthogonal to
gable, with small moulding at wall-head. Gable fascia has small shingle-moulding and roof is
clad in grey asphalt shingles.
Side Elevations – East and west walls have one small, high-level window towards front, with
leaded glass (behind wooden storm), with diminutive shutters at west side only.
Comments – Elegant and eclectic house is unique within Maple Village and has a variety of
good period features, particularly entire porch, as well as cladding, windows and even unusual
shutters, which are not operational and may be more recent.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ
August 2006

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Major Mackenzie (north)

2134 Major Mackenzie
- 1½ storey, pitched-roof, Georgian-style frame house with full-width verandah (c.1860).
- Description – Symmetrical, classically inspired house is now aluminum-clad, with original
cladding assumed to have been either render or clapboard. Hipped-roof, verandah is reached
by central, plain wooden stair with simple handrail and pickets. Roof is supported by four
square-section posts with deep corner-chamfers, and with recent, tall picket railing extending
between. Posts have unusual, stepped corbels towards top, and shallow beam above has lower
beaded edge and chunky dentils adjacent plain soffits. Front door (behind old storm-door
with two raised lower panels and bolection mouldings) is four-panel unit with bolection
mouldings. Door frame comprises wide fluted pilasters over tall plain bases, with cap
mouldings above. Windows to either side are old 4/4 units framed by wide, stepped casings,
and with broad sills below. Shutters at either side are recent aluminium additions. At upper
level, aluminium siding rises to plain boarded soffits, probably with wall-head fascia and
moulding behind metal flashings. Gutters have traditional ogee-profile, and downpipes are
hidden by foliage. Roof is clad throughout in grey asphalt shingles.
- East Elevation – Another 4/4 wooden window, with trim as described, exists towards front of
house. Gable ends have square-section wood moulding adjacent eaves, and wide soffitboards. Fascia is noticeably thick, and has robust shingle-moulding at upper edge.
- Comments – Attractive traditional house is set well back from road on good-sized lot, with
small outbuilding at northeast corner. House has rear extension under altered pitch of north
roof. Many attractive period elements remain, including verandah (posts, corbels and
dentils), front doors and door-piece, 4/4 windows (and glazing) and various trim elements.
Ogee gutters are of unknown age, but faithful to original type. Aluminium siding is assumed
to be over old render or clapboard, and original trim may remain at front wall-head and below
gable soffits. Absence of chimneys is surprising and reinstatement is encouraged if evidence
exists. Thick deciduous tree at front, and assorted evergreens adjacent verandah, combine to
produce an attractive village scene. Large expanse of garden, despite wide asphalt drive and
front-year parking strip, gives property a gracious rural aspect.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Major Mackenzie (north)

2142 Major Mackenzie
-

-

-

2½ storey, rendered four-square house with L-shaped verandah and front dormer (c.1910)
Description – Large, four-square, red-brick house (now rendered) retains impressive corner
verandah. Front access is via recent, open-tread wooden staicases with simple pickets and
handrail at either side. Hipped verandah roof is supported by six wooden columns without
bases, built off raised piers clad in painted wood. Replacement railing (at Building Code
height) has plain top and bottom rails and simple pickets spanning between. Peripheral beam
has large lower moulding and dentils against narrow soffits. Front door is half-glazed door
with 3 small square panels over one large horizontal panel, and with mouldings above and
below window. Front window, to left, retains original large, single-pane lower sash and
transom window above (behind metal storms), with thick wooden sill below. At second floor,
pair of 1/1 windows (behind metal storms) have hidden lintels (assumed to be stone), and
thick wooden sills (flashed at RH unit). Soffits and fascia are aluminium-clad, and gutters
and downpipes are to typical modern profile. At third floor dormer, wall is clad in aluminium
siding, including bell-cast at base. Similarly at projection above pair of small single-pane
casements (with aluminium storms and casings), and at soffits and fascia. Shingle-moulding
is assumed to remain behind projecting upper flashing at gable. Hipped roof is clad in grey
asphalt shingles, and a large, two-vent, red-brick chimney rises from west wall.
Side Elevations and Addition – Other elevations are also rendered, as is large rear addition,
set well back from street. East side has higher window (with metal storm) at stair landing and
modern entrance door beyond. Windows elsewhere at sides are typical 1/1 units (with metal
storms), and thick wooden sills remain exposed. Rear addition has Italianate, hipped-roof
tower at east side, which blends well with original massing.
Comments – Turn-of-the-century red-brick house is much-altered by application of grey
render, making an already simple house rather plain; though render can probably be removed.
Enclosure of lower portions of verandah columns is not in keeping with original, though
masonry fabric presumably remains. Original glazing remains. Large masonry house, with
old deciduous tree at southwest corner of front yard, is a typical component of Maple Village.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Major Mackenzie (north)

2146 Major Mackenzie
-

-

Modest, aluminium-clad hipped-roof bungalow with hipped-roof front vestibule (c. 1950)
Description – Symmetrical one-storey building is clad in aluminium siding, presumably
with clapboard beneath. Exposed foundation is of early pre-cast concrete blocks,
simulating rock-faced stone masonry. Projecting vestibule seems to be former porch,
now enclosed and with entry at east side. Central window is wide 1/1 unit flanked by
metal shutters. At house itself, windows have vertical emphasis, being 9/1 at left and pair
of 4/1 at right. All are replacement units with false muntins, and with metal shutters.
Soffits and fascia are aluminium-clad, gutters and downspouts are in modern aluminium
profiles, and roof is clad in dark-grey asphalt shingles.
Comments – Small symmetrical bungalow is typical of post-war type, and not generally
considered to be a heritage building. Modest scale is in keeping of Maple Village
buildings, and original cladding and windows will have been of traditional materials.
Original cladding material is concealed (or removed) and replacement windows are made
of modern materials and probably not original in type. Small front garden is without trees
but benefits from large conifer to west and larger deciduous tree to east.

___________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ
August 2006

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
Brown-brick bungalow with low-pitch roof having gable end towards
Major Mackenzie, and entry off Ontario Street. South gable, built of
running-bond brickwork, has pair of triple-sash wooden casement
windows each with false, 8-pane muntins, set in apertures having
rowlock headers at sill and concealed metal lintel above. East elevation
has double-car garage at north end, under mansard-roof addition, with
entry to south. Windows are a variety of casement units with false
muntins.

HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
…………….
ENVIRONMENT & CONTEXT
SOUTH ELEVATION

Large lot has several medium-sized deciduous trees and large blue
spruce next to paved driveway. Entry facing Ontario Street (to east) is
atypical of Maple Village, and house is screened from Major Mackenzie
by wooden fence, in keeping with suburban rather than village practices.

PROPERTY NAME:
COMMENTS & SIGNIFICANCE
PROPERTY 2148 Major Mackenzie
ADDRESS:
CONSTRUCTION
circa 1970
DATE:

Recent house turns its side towards adjacent main street, and is not in
keeping with majority of buildings in this area. Future development on
this property should face Major Mackenzie, with appropriate setback,
and mature trees should be retained as much as possible.

ARCHITECTURAL
STYLE: Bungalow
OTHER:
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Major Mackenzie (north)

2150 Major Mackenzie
-

-

-

1½ storey Gothic-Revival house with hipped-roof verandah and central gable (c. 1870).
Description – Symmetrical Victorian house is clad in board-and-batten siding over original
render (plaster on lath) walls. Full-width, open verandah reached by recent central flight of
wooden stairs with plain handrails. Hipped roof is supported by unusual, slender wooden
columns, having pronounced entasis, and built off wooden pedestals. Columns and engaged
half-columns at wall, have prominent upper mouldings adjacent shallow elliptical arches.
Arches have peripheral convex mouldings and small roundel at peak within each bay. Robust
cornice exists adjacent plain soffits, and narrow fascias have shallow K-type gutters. Front
door is unpainted, four-panel door with bolection mouldings (behind Colonial-type screen),
and under three-pane transom window. Windows on either side are 4/4 units (behind metal
storms), with plain casings rising to modest pediment and cornice above. Wooden shutters,
composed of three vertical boards each, are assumed to be recent. At second floor, 2/2 gable
window (with metal storm) has plain, narrow casings. Soffits and fascias are aluminium-clad,
without evidence of shingle-moulding, and gutters are as described, while downspouts are in
typical modern aluminium profile. Roof is clad in rustic, mottled grey asphalt shingles, with
rebuilt red-brick chimney at west wall, and later, red-brick chimney projecting from east wall.
West Elevation – Elevation to Ontario Street has four 4/4 windows as described (with 8-pane
wooden storms below and metal storms at second floor). Trim and cladding are as described,
and foundation is hidden by lawn and flowers. An attractive old wooden garage, with pair of
painted, vertically lined doors under gable roof, exists at rear of lot.
Comments –Gothic-Revival house is a typical, rural Ontario house and an attractive corner
presence. Although cladding is not original, house retains many significant elements,
including open verandah, front door, 4/4 windows and trim. Shutters are not suitable and
absence of gingerbread is surprising. Large, open lot has tall conifer at east side and three
good-sized deciduous trees along west side. Rustic garage facing onto Ontario Street adds to
charm of prominent village property.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Major Mackenzie (north)

2168 Major Mackenzie
-

-

-

1½ storey, traditional gabled house with later cladding and addition to east (c. 1900).
Description – Modest gabled has altered exterior materials of high, cement-rendered
foundation, Angelstone throughout ground floor and aluminium siding above. Front deck
gives access to manufactured front door at right-hand side of original building (one-storey,
hipped-roof volume to east is assumed to be later addition). Wide, single-pane windows to
either side of entry are recent, the left-hand window having bottom-sliders and being set with
an aperture assumed to have been widened. At second floor, 1/1 windows remain (behind
metal storms) within wall clad entirely in aluminium siding. Soffits are also aluminium-clad,
whereas wooden fascia and broad ogee shingle-moulding remain visible. Roofs are clad in
asphalt shingles, and base of original chimney remains at centre of ridge, with rebuilt top.
Side Elevations – Side walls are built of old red brick, suggesting house was originally a
masonry-clad structure. Old window remains towards rear of west elevation, while smaller
high-level window nearer front has been blocked up. Window apertures have ashlar masonry
sills and lintels.
Comments – Small gabled house is was a typical village structure, though alterations have
changed original structure considerably. Current appearance is anomalous, although
restoration could be possible. Building sits on deep narrow lot with good-sized deciduous tree
in front yard and tree-lined gravel drive along west side of property. House sits close to road
as is typical within this block.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Major Mackenzie (north)

2174 Major Mackenzie
-

-

-

2½ storey, four-square red-brick house with verandah, and bay windows above (c. 1910)
Description – Imposing house, built of common-bond red brick on concrete foundation, has
recently been rendered. Full-width front verandah has three plain, replacement columns, with
simple pads below and above, on half-height piers with rock-faced stone copings. Recent
vinyl railing is to modern Code height, with traditional bottom rail and profiled handrail, with
narrow pickets between. Simple wooden stair leads to original tongue-and-groove deck, with
lattice-work enclosing area below. Front door, assumed to be original, is slab-type door with
nine small upper panes over small cornice. Large front window is now single-pane unit only,
probably replacing typical arrangement of large bottom sash and decorated transom window.
Sill is rock-faced stone, and both apertures have segmental-arch brick voussoirs. Second
floor has pair of large bay windows, both with replacement glazing consisting of single-pane
central sashes and 1/1 units to either side. Bay windows have been recently re-clad. At third
floor, gable has also been rendered at the vertical faces (over old shingles?), and fenestration
consists of two recent, horizontally sliding windows. Soffits and fascias are clad in modern
materials throughout, with shingle-moulding apparently remaining under canted flashing at
gable. Gutters are new, K-type aluminium and downspouts are in typical modern profile.
Hipped roof has grey asphalt shingles, and a rebuilt, two-vent chimney exists at west side.
Side Elevations – At east side, two small windows (with metal storms) light hall and stair;
other windows are replacements, typically fixed panes over bottom-sliders. At west side, is
corbelled remnant of single-vent stack. A back verandah has elements as at front.
At garden: large, gambrel-roofed, clapboard outbuilding with ad hoc metal garage doors is an
attractive rural village element.
Summary – Imposing house is typical of early 20th-century construction and, though much
altered by recent work, remains a valuable component of Maple Village. Large verandah,
with high piers and stone copings, and bay windows above, are typical of early twentiethcentury Ontario houses. House is set towards front of large lot, with medium-size deciduous
tree in small front garden. Extensive asphalt paving exists to east and at rear of house.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Major Mackenzie (north)

2178 Major Mackenzie
-

-

-

1½ storey, pitched-roof clapboard house with front verandah and pop-up dormer (c. 1920)
South Elevation – Gabled house is late, Arts-and-Crafts style cottage. Frame structure sits
well above grade on exposed, cast-in-situ concrete foundation. Walls above retain original,
closely spaced clapboard and narrow corner-boards. Full-width verandah has low-pitch roof
extending from slope of main roof, and supported by three thick, plain posts which rise to
deep peripheral beam above. Access is via flight of simple wooden stairs without handrails,
leading to replacement deck of slightly separated, wide boards. Area below deck is enclosed
by sheets of painted plywood. Railing has plain top and bottom rails, and simple, rectangularsection pickets spanning between. Front door is 1/3 glazed, slab-type unit (with metal storm)
set within plain wooden casings. Front window is replacement, metal-framed unit having
large, single-pane sash (with false, white, 12-pane muntins) set over bottom sliders, with
blank, infill panel above, and with plain wooden casings as at door. Wide eaves continue
from verandah to extend around upper ground floor, and are trimmed with multiple plain
boards. Second floor has large shed-roof front dormer with three, separate 1/1 replacement
Dormer is clad with asphalt-shingles,
windows set within aluminium-flashed casings.
presumably over (or replacing) original material of clapboard or wooden shingles. Dormer
soffits and fascia are aluminium-clad, with K-type gutter along front, as also at verandah.
Roof is clad in mottled, brown asphalt shingles throughout all pitches.
Side Elevations – East and west walls have replacement windows, with clapboard at ground
floor and gable walls having asphalt-shingles at sloping base which extent up walls of gables.
Gable soffits have narrow, v-jointed boards projecting out from plane of gables.
Summary – Modest house has unassuming, Arts-and-Crafts aspect typical of early twentiethcentury suburban Ontario. Traditional aspects of clapboard, simple front verandah and lean-to
dormer give house a cottage-like aspect. Altered front window is an odd combination of
elements and does not contribute to heritage character; similarly with sheets of plywood
below deck and asphalt shingles at floor dormer and gables. House is close to road on deep
lot, with tree-lined gravel drive at west side and young deciduous tree at southeast corner.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Major Mackenzie (north)

2190 Major Mackenzie
-

-

-

One-storey, rock-faced concrete-block house with full mansard roof (c. 1920s)
Description – Small house has ground floor built of rock-faced early pre-cast concrete blocks,
set over plain concrete block foundation. Entry is via single, modern concrete step to sloping
landing with railings either side, which is of unknown age but apparently not original. Former,
recessed corner porch is now enclosed by shingled walls, with manufactured, multiple-panel
wooden door and tall, textured-glass sidelight to right. Front window has central 6/1 unit
(behind metal storm) and narrow 1/1 units (with wooden storms) beyond mullions, with
continuous, painted concrete sill and plain concrete lintel. Second floor is housed entirely
within large mansard roof, which seems a later addition (c. 1960?), and has no gutters nor
downspouts. Two wide, wooden 1/1 windows exist in central recess. Mansard roof and
hipped roof above are clad in mottled, brown asphalt shingles.
East Elevation – Another, ABA window exists at ground floor towards rear of this side,
beyond which exterior cladding is horizontal metal siding, implying alteration in this area
also. Mansard roof and upper windows are similar to those at front.
Comments – Modest village house is somewhat obscured by alterations at ground floor entry
and prominent Mansard roof. Building is unique example of transitional construction type,
while location close to road, and general massing, are in keeping with village character.
House is set on narrow but deep lot and framed by deciduous trees at front and along grassy
gravel drive at east side of property. Small detached garage at rear of lot echoes unusual form
of house itself.

______________________________________________________________________________
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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
Hipped-roof, grey-brick bungalow is typical of early suburban Maple, and
is built in running bond with concealed metal lintels over doors. Front
door is slab-type door, with three, bevelled-edge vertical windows, which
increase in size from hinge- to latch-side of door (behind metal storm).
Entry is set close to grade at extreme LH side of building, well below
ground-floor height. Front window, to right, consists of 1/1 units either
side of large central pane. Sill consists of two courses of projecting
brick, and window-head is adjacent to aluminum-clad soffits.
HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
…………….
ENVIRONMENT & CONTEXT
Modest brick bungalow is set back somewhat from street, and rises well
above grade, over low concrete foundation. Front garden has mediumsized deciduous tree, and large coniferous bush under front window.
Path to entry is paved with granite cobbles. Deep lot has good-sized
deciduous tree at north-east corner.

FRONT ELEVATION from southwest

PROPERTY NAME:
COMMENTS & SIGNIFICANCE
PROPERTY 2194 Major Mackenzie
ADDRESS:

Brick bungalow is in good, original condition and is typical of early
suburban form, but not in keeping with traditional character of old Maple
Village.

CONSTRUCTION
1950s
DATE:
ARCHITECTURAL
STYLE: Brick Bungalow
OTHER:
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Major Mackenzie (south)

2119 Major Mackenzie (demolished)
-

-

2½ storey rendered house with full-width, shingled front gable (c. 1900).
Description – Tall and narrow house is in Queen Anne Revival tradition, but built of plasteron-lath on wood frame rather than typical red-brick masonry. Porch retains original
superstructure, but deck is replaced with crude concrete slab, reached by plain concrete steps.
Triple, square-section corner-posts are also crude replacements for what were probably sturdy
wooden columns. Front door is now plain slab door without glazing, and large aperture to
right now houses single large pane replacing unknown original configuration. At second
floor, windows are now fixed sealed units over bottom sliders, and are neither efficient nor
appropriate. Similar replacement windows exist throughout west elevation. Decorative
shutters are not of an historical type. At third floor, some authentic elements remain,
including wooden shingles throughout gable wall and v-jointed soffit boards at eaves.
Replacement 1/1 window is assumed to reflect proportions of original in this aperture. Plain
gable fascia has square-section shingle moulding. Gutters at side elevations have original
ogee profile, with mitred return at front, whereas roof is now clad in asphalt shingles.
Comments – Typical, turn-of-the-century gabled house is only one of its type on this stretch
of Major Mackenzie, as well as the lone village survivor on south side of road. Building is
compromised by unsuitable alterations to porch and unsympathetic window replacement
throughout. Restoration would be a laborious undertaking, and house would still stand in
inglorious isolation. Retention is not considered viable in this instance.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Major Mackenzie (south side)

2,269 Major Mackenzie
-

-

-

1½ storey, front-gabled, commercial masonry building with brick side walls (c. 1880/1960s).
Description – Deep, rectangular building is remnant is clad in veneer Angelstone over
concrete block. Entrance door, to LH side, is modern, half-glazed door with 9 panes over
stamped, cross-framed panel below. Large shop-window to right has 16 large panes, and
gable above is clad, unusually, in corrugated aluminium. At east wall, masonry appears older,
and is of painted and rendered brick, with four, rectangular apertures having replacement sills
and windows. Lintels are built of single row of soldier voussoirs. Soffits and fascias are of
plain boards.
History – “old telephone office, now Dr. Cameron’s office; in 1904 was home and shop of
James Rose, tinsmith. Listed in 1890-91 Directory as occupied by J.R. Colls, tinsmith ”
(Garrow, Reaman et al.).
Comments – Modest commercial brick building is one of several presently featured in
Shoppers’ Drug Mart (“ca. 1900-10, Maple streetscape”) and raises various interesting
conservation issues. Occupancy of James Rose (as described by Garrow, is significant, given
house at 10,055 Keele). Line of roof and nature of side walls indicate that extant building is
remnant of former commercial building as in historic photo. Original structure had unusual
stepped, “boom-town” parapet with corbelled top. Central second-floor window appears to be
6/6, with segmental-headed arch, and remnant of this may well remain behind existing
corrugated metal siding. At ground floor, pair of central, half-glazed doors with transom
window are long gone, as are large, 4-pane shop windows to either side. Given the lack of
relative lack of old buildings near this intersection at the heart of old Maple, this building
might be a fitting candidate for restoration to the original form, as well documented in the
archival photograph. Structure of building appears generally sound, aside from lost elements
at façade. Building is currently isolated by large expanse of asphalt to east, while various
large deciduous trees remain at east side and at rear.
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2,273 Major Mackenzie
-

-

-

1½ storey, front-gabled, red-brick house with simple full-width verandah (c. 1880).
Description – Modest, red-brick house has simple, shed-roof verandah with three posts
having traditional bevelled edges at corners, between which are modern lattice boards
screening of deck within. Beam above is trimmed with modest mouldings, and narrow soffits
are clad in plain boards. Front door has unusual combination of four lower panels with
bolection mouldings, under altered top panels now housing small window. Windows to right
are pair of 2/2 units (behind metal storms) in rectangular bay window, with wooden sills and
concealed heads. At second floor, pair of replacement windows (with bottom sliders) have
thick wooden sills and flat-headed arches with single-course voussoirs. Wall-head is trimmed
with robust moulding, soffits have v-jointed boards which projecting out from wall, and
narrow fascia has robust, ogee shingle-moulding. Pitched roof is clad in asphalt shingles and
front and rear chimneys remain, with minor corbelling at tops. Side elevations are simple,
with replacement windows; and a shed-roofed, board-and-batten addition exists at rear.
History – some confusion with occupancies at 2,269 Keele, to east (Garrow, Reaman et al.).
Comments – Modest brick house is one of several presently featured in Shoppers’ Drug Mart
(“ca. 1900-10, Maple streetscape”) and again raises various interesting conservation issues.
Occupancy may also be that of James Rose and other tinsmith, i.e actual house, but this is
unclear. Period photograph shows that house originally had no verandah, although alterations
do seem to date from early 20th century. Chimneys have been partially rebuilt, but without
bevelled course at base, and corbelled courses at heads. Building is generally in good and
authentic historic condition, though reinstatement of suitable windows, and even rebuilding of
chimneys, might be encouraged. Building is currently isolated by parking lot to east; and
historic photo also shows a remarkable absence of trees, whether maples or otherwise.
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2,279 Major Mackenzie
-

-

-

Modest, 1½ storey, front-gabled, frame house with bay window, all Insulbrick-clad (c. 1880).
Description – Simple, pitched-roof house is clad in grey Insulbrick simulating snecked (i.e.
broken-coursed) ashlar. Assumed original cladding material is clapboard (see Comments
below). Entrance has small, lean-to porch with plain replacement posts rising to beams with
mouldings, above. Front door is plain slab-type (with metal storm). Bay window, to right,
has larger central aperture, and retains original casings and sills. Modern windows with
bottom-sliders replace 1/1 originals at sides and 2/2 at centre. Mini-Mansard roof is roughly
clad in boards, over wooden shingles, with metal roll-moulding at top of pitch. At second
floor, central window retains moulded casings etc. as described, again with replacement
glazing. Windows are replacement units, as described. Soffits are trimmed with plain boards,
and narrow fascias have no mouldings.
History – “built as workers’ cottages for Patterson Industries.” (Rural Routes, p. 114); “1904
- Home of William Cambell, carpenter at Patterson’s” (George Garrow).
Comments – The second in a pair of charming village houses again appears in Shoppers’
Drug Mart image (“ca. 1900-10, Maple streetscape”). Period image shows original clapboard
siding and corner-boards. Association with now-vanished local industry has, in this instance,
specific association with one William Cambell. Archival photograph again reveals nowenclosed porch is a later addition, presumably from about a century ago. Large lot is
surrounded by a variety of tall deciduous trees.
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2,285 Major Mackenzie
-

-

-

Modest, 1½ storey, front-gabled, frame house with bay window, all Insulbrick-clad (c. 1880).
Description – Simple, pitched-roof house is clad in traditional Insulbrick, simulating red
brick. Assumed original cladding material is clapboard (see Comments below). Entrance is
enclosed in small porch built of various materials, and with reclaimed glazing at east side.
Front door, within porch, is original, half-glazed unit with two lower panels having bolection
mouldings (behind metal storm). Bay window to right has larger central aperture, and retains
1/1 units at sides and central 2/2, with original moulded casings and plain sills throughout.
Mini-Mansard roof is clad in asphalt shingles, with metal roll moulding above. At second
floor, central window is aluminium replacement with bottom-sliders, with wooden sill and
casings as described. Soffits and fascia are trimmed with aluminium.
History – “built as workers’ cottages for Patterson Industries.” (Rural Routes, p. 114)
Comments – Unusual and charming village house is another which appears in Shopper’s
Drug Mart image (“ca. 1900-10, Maple streetscape”); and in this instance has association with
now-vanished local industry. Period image shows also original fine clapboard siding and
corner-boards. Archival photograph indicates that, as with house to east, porch is later
addition, though still apparently dating from probably a century ago. House has an unusual,
multiple-trunk deciduous tree in front, and large lot is framed by row of mature trees to east,
and younger trees to west.
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2,291 Major Mackenzie
-

-

-

1½ storey, L-plan, front-gabled, Victorian frame house with bay window (c. 1880).
Description – Pitched-roof house is now clad in veneer imitation brick on metal lath,
concealing horizontal, v-jointed wooden clapboard beneath. Front door is concealed within
recent glazed porch at RH side. At second floor above, in steep narrow gable, 1/1 window is
original (behind metal storm), now without casings. At gabled wing to right, large groundfloor bay window is assumed to be original in structure but extensively altered; with
Angelstone cladding at base (note v-jointed boards visible at grade) and large, metal-framed
windows above. Bay window appears original, but with plywood soffits adjacent narrow
fascia. At second floor above, 2/2 window remains (behind metal storm), again without
casings. Roof soffits are finished with plain boards, with mouldings adjacent wall-head and
ogee shingle-mouldings on narrow fascias. Old, ogee-type gutters have unusual, elegant
returned profile at most ends. Red-brick chimney at west elevation is assumed to be later
addition to serve furnace.
History – Jackson’s House (George Garrow); adjacent corner site to west was site of
Jackson’s Pump Factory and planning mill (B.P. p. 34)
Context – House is set close to road, with variety of hard surfaces in front and to west –
towards Jackson Street. Crooked hydro pole at NW corner of lot lends a rustic aspect to the
site, and several large deciduous trees exist at rear of lot.
Comments – House is last in central block with considerable potential for recreating village
aspect. Under fake-brick cladding, unusual v-jointed boards remain and appear to be in good
condition. Similarly with wooden windows and trim at eaves. Boards most probably came
from Jackson’s planing mill (to west) and may have been advertisement for family products,
as with metal shingles at James Rose’s house. Later addition to east, glazed porch and
alteration to bay window are not sympathetic to spirit of original building.
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2,301 Major Mackenzie
-

-

Description – Large, two-storey, red-brick commercial building has above-grade basement
windows, further increasing height. Masonry has various post-modern elements, including
recessed bands in brickwork, pre-cast blocks at ends of lintels, and central gable above main
entry (1990s).
Context – Recent building is somewhat in spirit of old, foursquare houses elsewhere, but is
largely surrounded by asphalt, with drive at west side and parking lot at rear. Maple tree at
northeast corner of lot appears in need of an arborist’s attention, whereas pair of maples at
northwest corner are healthy, if out of character with traditional Maple maples.
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2,311 Major Mackenzie
-

-

Description – Large, two-storey, red-brick commercial building has above-grade basement
windows, further increasing height. Post-modern structure has various post-modern elements,
including dichromatic bricks at quoins and lintels, and central gable over main entry (1990s).
Context – Recent building is somewhat in spirit of old, foursquare houses elsewhere in
village. Pair of recently planted red maples adjacent street are not in keeping with traditional
silver maple found elsewhere in Maple.
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2,317 Major Mackenzie
-

Description – Modern, hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow with Italianate triple arches housing
concrete balusters. Double-car garage dominates LH side of modest structure (1970s).
Context – East side of site is fully paved, while west side has extensive garden featuring
miniature plants and single large spruce tree of foreign origin. Recent, cedar-rail fence has a
rural character but is not entirely appropriate to this part of village.
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2321 Major Mackenzie (?)
-

-

-

-

1½ storey, pitched-roof, Victorian house built of buff brick with red-brick trim (c. 1880).
Description – Modest buff-brick house has minor decorative elements in staggered,
abstracted red-brick quoins and flat-arch red-brick lintels. Gabled front porch, supported by
two plain posts, is fairly recent and replaces former bell-cast verandah (note witnesses on
masonry). To either side of modern front door (behind metal storm) are 1/1 replacement
windows (with metal storms) and aluminium-clad sills. There are no second-floor windows at
front, while east elevation retains four, symmetrically placed, 1/1 windows (behind metal
storms) and with replacement concrete sills. Soffits and fascias are also clad in aluminium.
History – Dickouts’s House (George Garrow); believed built by Dr. Rupert, once home Mr.
Carter (schoolteacher?) (B.P. p. 35); 1878 County Atlas shows a Henry Dickhout at
Concession 5, Lot 14N.
Context – House is set back somewhat from road, with lawn protected by recent, cedar-rail
fence not entirely appropriate to village setting. Front garden is dominated by two large
coniferous trees. East side of site is paved to full depth of property, and back yard is enclosed
by modern wooden fence with upper trellis. East elevation is pleasingly covered with ivy.
Comments – Attractive brick house is in good condition and, aside from front porch, not
significantly altered. A replacement verandah (and front door) would enhance this building,
as would the removal of aluminium cladding in various areas.
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2,333 Major Mackenzie
-

-

Modest, dichromatic, Second Empire house bay window and bell-cast roof (c. 1880).
Description – Red-brick house site well above grade, on rendered foundation with buff-brick
plinth above. Flush, buff-brick quoins exist at all corners, and segmental-arch apertures
throughout have buff-brick voussoirs, dropping at sides, and band of buff-brick headers with
flush, buff-brick, hood-moulding above. Front door, reached by flight of pre-cast steps, is
recent replacement (behind metal storm), while transom window retains fine decorated glass.
Bay window has replacement 1/1 aluminium units (behind metal storms) set within original
frames, now clad in aluminium, as are sills. Canted aluminium flashing at bay-window eaves
suggests present of ornate wooden mouldings behind. Similarly, at wall-head of ground floor,
canted aluminium flashing suggests mouldings remain behind. Second floor is clad entirely in
horizontal aluminium siding, presumably over wooden shingles on bell-cast roof. Dormer
windows are 1/1 metal replacements (with metal storms). Cladding at sides and gambrel
roofs of dormers again suggest original materials remain behind; similarly with canted
aluminium adjacent roof. Flat roof above is unusual, and was presumably originally of tarand-gravel. Red-brick chimneys rise off buff-brick bases at east and west sides, with
corbelling at east head assumed to match original, while west-side chimney needs attention.
An extensive, imitative addition exists at rear.
History – Jonas Shunk House (LACAC); Shunk was mail carrier; had Temperance House in
Maple; son Jake was “road boss,” lived here after father (B.P. p. 35); “Key’s” in ‘04 (Garrow)
Context – Lot is entirely paved throughout east side, and modest front garden contains
extensive yew below window, and small trees.
Comments – Attractive and unusual house, with strong historical associations, is somewhat
compromised by extensive aluminium cladding; though original materials apparently remain
beneath. Thus restoration seems eminently possible, if not immediately feasible. Addition to
rear somewhat diminished value of original building and is expendable; and hard-surface
paving could be diminished to create more suitable village context to site.
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2,339 Major Mackenzie
-

-

1½ storey, Victorian dichromatic-brick house with rectangular, east bay window (c. 1880).
Description – Symmetrical buff-brick house has exposed fieldstone foundation with red-brick
plinth above. Flush, red-brick quoins exist at all corners, and segmental-arch apertures
throughout have red-brick voussoirs which drop at sides, and bands of red- and buff-brick
headers above. Shed-roofed porch is not original (note witnesses in masonry) but may be a
portion of an original verandah. Corner posts are crude replacements, and lack of peripheral
beam is conspicuous, but remnant handrail at west side is old. Front door is modern stamped
unit with two lower panes under apparent 6-pane window. Transom window is blocked off
and old glass is assumed to remain. Windows to either side are recent replacements, being
apparent 9/6 units with straight top rails; which presumably replace 2/2 wooden originals with
curved top rails. At second floor, tall narrow gable houses new 9/6 unit, again assumed to
replace 2/2 original. Soffits are finished in plain boards, with modest moulding at wall-head,
and narrow wooden fascias retain robust ogee shingle-moulding both at front and side gables.
East elevation has rectangular bay window housing single-pane sash under painted-out
plywood in round arch above. Roof above is mini-Mansard, clad in sheet-metal with large
upper roll moulding. Pitched roof is finished in scalloped asphalt shingles, with no valley
flashings nor gutters. A plain, rebuilt red-brick chimney rises off buff-brick base at west side.
History – Jonas Shunk House (LACAC); Shunk was mailcarrier; had Temperance House in
Maple; son Jake was “road boss,” lived here after father (B.P. p. 35); “Key’s” in ‘04 (Garrow)
Context – Lot has a somewhat unkempt nature, with gravel drive at east side and without
grass of large trees.
Comments – Attractive and unusual house with strong historical associations is compromised
by simplicity of porch and by inappropriate replacement door and windows. Original wooden
elements, which remain at high level, are in need of painting. Covered windows should be
revealed, assuming original elements remain, and garden also would benefit from a general
clean-up.
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2,347 Major Mackenzie
-

-

-

1½ storey, rendered, L-plan, Victorian brick house with replacement windows (c. 1880).
Description – Rendered house is somewhat puzzling in current appearance, but segmental
arches over windows suggest a masonry structure lies within. Modern, glazed verandah at LH
side probably re-uses original use, and perhaps period elements remain concealed within.
Extension of varandah along east elevation is assumed to be recent. Original front door, and
assume 2/2 window to right of door, may yet remain concealed within. At gabled wing,
ground- and second-floor windows are unsuitable, with fixed upper panes over bottom sliders
flanked by narrow aluminium shutters (lacking mid-rails typical of period shutters). At eaves,
wide boards remain exposed, and wall-head mouldings, fascias with moulded lower edge, and
ogee shingle-mouldings remain exposed and intact (also at east and west gables?), clearly
indicating age of building. Roof is clad in asphalt shingles and only chimney is recent, redbrick stack at rear, assumed to exhaust furnace.
History – unknown.
Context – House is set back somewhat from Major Mackenzie. Lot is paved at east side, but
benefits from presence of deciduous trees along east and west property lines. Wooden
outbuilding remains at southeast corner, and although containing recent doors under
clapboarded gable, lends rustic aspect to property.
Comments – Typical village house suffers from starkness of white render, which is assumed
to hide traditional red and buff brick masonry below. Exposure of original exterior finishes
may not be impossible to achieve. Large, modern glazed addition at northeast corner is does
not contribute to the heritage character of the building. Similarly, replacement windows are
unsuitable, though 1/1 configuration of modern, side gable windows is more suitable.
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2,355 Major Mackenzie
-

Description – Modern, hipped-roof, mottled red-brick bungalow with Italianate triple arches
housing concrete balusters, and with double-car garage at east side (1970s).
Context – Property is enclosed by wooden fence spanning between impressive, pre-cast piers,
albeit piers which have little to do with traditional Maple. At east side of large lot is a
vegetable garden and an orchard, both of which are compatible with traditional activities.
House with round arched and balustrade, fence and garden are indicative of the original and
changing nature of the area, and ultimately typical of a more recent period in the evolution of
the village.
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2,365 Major Mackenzie
-

-

1½ storey, post-war, Cape Cod, red-brick house, with similar, detached 2-car garage (1950s)
Description – Modest, red-brick, post-war house is typical of early suburbia, and one of few
of this type in Maple Village. Front door, reached by concrete slab landing, has six lower
panels and two upper lights, and appears to be later alteration (behind metal storm). Livingroom window (to east) has typical large, fixed, central sash flanked by 2/2 windows (all
behind period wooden storms). Windows to west of entry are pair of 1/1 siashes (again
behind period, 2-pane wooden storms). Wall-head is trimmed with deep, plain wooden fascia.
At pitched roof, gabled dormers each have 1/1 windows (behind metal storms). Dormers are
now aluminium-clad (presumably over clapboard), including at cheeks and gables. At east
and west elevation, gables are clad in aluminium siding. Roof has asphalt shingles, and single
red-brick stack at east elevation is assumed to serve basement furnace. Detached pitched-roof
garage is similar in form to house, but without dormers, and with upper level windows at side
gables. Garage has two, single-car doors separated by wooden post, brick at corners, and
painted concrete block walls under vinyl siding at side elevations; and cedar shingle roof.
History – unknown.
Context – House is set well back from road on very large lot, and front garden is graced by
three uniformly spaced, tall silver maples set back from road.
Comments – Typical, modest 1950s house provides an interesting and attractive presence
near the periphery of the village, and is one of few examples in Maple. Building is in sound
original condition, with later garage testifying to the initial increased use of automobile
transportation at that time, and thus the ensemble are an important part of the history of suburbanization, a condition which has, in fact, some fifty years later prompted the
commissioning of this inventory, and the proposed Heritage District.
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2,377 Major Mackenzie
-

Description – Elongated, hipped-roof, rust-brick bungalow with double-car garage and broad,
raised verandah recessed within front pitch of room (1960s).
Comments – Suburban bungalow is typical of its genre, set near front of wide lot, with hedge
across front and three large spruce trees beyond.
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2,381- Major Mackenzie
-

-

Description – Large, symmetrical, two-storey, Post Modern, red-brick commercial building
with slightly-projecting, gabled central bay (c. 1990). Full-width, hipped-roof verandah has
open central gable.
Comments – Building is set quite close to road, without trees in front and with extensive
paved parking lot to west and at rear. Large brick structure is not so out of keeping with
foursquare village houses; and planting of two silver maples either side of front path would, in
due course, enhance the property considerable.
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2,401 Major Mackenzie
-

-

Description – Hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow with double-car garage at east side (c. 1960).
Modest expanse of Angelstone at low level, west side provides minor decoration below
living-room window, while front windows are replacement bottom-sliders. A broad, triplevent chimney rises from west elevation.
Comments – Wide lot has somewhat unruly hedge along front, and three, good-sized
deciduous tress across front of property.
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1 Naylon Street
-

Description – c. 1960 modest, hipped-roof bungalow built of elongated taupe bricks with
single-car garage set back at RH side; and with later flat-roofed porch on decorated iron posts.
Note robust, rock-faced stone sills under replacement windows. Corner house is well hidden
by mature trees at front, while gravel drive lends rural aspect to large lot.
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3 Naylon Street
-

Description –1960s attenuated, pitched-roof bungalow clad in modern, board-and-batten-type
siding. House has later, flat-roofed addition at RH side, and varied fenestration throughout.
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5 Naylon Street
-

Description – c. 2000 tall, pitched-roof, red-brick house with buff-brick decorative elements
and prominent, gabled, two-car garage. Body of house, with stylised quoins as at garage, is
largely hidden by same, and by dense spruces and cedars assumed to predate present building.
Presence of tall tress, front ditch, and adjacent path and stream extending to park, lend rural
aspect to this site.
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9 Naylon Street
-

Description – 1960s two-storey, pitched-roof house with red brick at ground floor and
aluminium siding above. Large, single-car garage is integral with house, and lower portion of
front roof-pitch extends to form half-width verandah from garage to front door (apparent
former breezeway is now closed off). House has varied fenestration and metal shutters. Tall
tress and adjacent path and stream extending to park, lend rural aspect to this site.
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11 Naylon Street
-

Description – c.1960 modest, hipped-roof bungalow built of elongated brown-bricks, with
slightly projecting double-car garage at LH side. Note robust, rock-faced stone sills under
replacement windows. Y-shaped driveway provides additional parking before recessed
central front door, and lot is well-treed, including large silver maple at east side.
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Naylon Street (north side)

14 Naylon Street
-

Description – c.1960 modest, pitched-roof, red-brick bungalow with projecting single-car
garage under low eaves at RH side. Recessed central entrance is flanked by varied windows,
and with modest red-brick planters extending to either side. Original fenestration remains,
consisting of large, fixed upper panes and lower awnings windows.
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Naylon Street (south side)

15 Naylon Street
-

Description – c.1960, modest, hipped-roof, mottled-brown-brick bungalow with integral,
single-car garage at RH side. Replacement living room windows have panel of Angelstone
below, and single-car garage retains three-light clerestory.
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Naylon Street (south side)

17 Naylon Street
-

Description – c.1960 two-storey, hipped-roof house built of elongated taupe brick at ground
floor with aluminium siding above. Replacement windows throughout, including unusual
unit, with staggered muntins, to left of entry. Double-car garage is integral with volume of
house itself. House is set on well-treed lot.
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Naylon Street (south side)

19 Naylon Street
-

Description – c.1960 unusual, ranch-style bungalow with very low-pitch roof and later
addition with lower-level double-car garage to right. Projecting gabled wing at LH side has
deep eaves built off three heavy beams, with windows below a symmetrical pair of large fixed
panes and adjacent casements. Note mature maple tree at east side of front garden. Gravel
drive lends rural aspect to modern house, and view through windows to rear of house is an
attractive feature from exterior.
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Naylon Street (south side)

21 Naylon Street
-

Description – c.1960 modest, pitched-roof, Angelstone-clad bungalow. Projecting, gabled
double-car garage at right, built of grey brick, appears to be later. Area of garden behind
dense evergreens is paved loop driveway, with central fountain. Row of tall deciduous trees
at west and south sides of property, and front ditch, add to rural aspect.
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Naylon Street (south side)

23 Naylon Street
-

Description – Unusual, split-level, pitched-roof red-brick house seems to be c. 1960 house
with 1990s alterations, including windows and at entry. Centrally located front door has
sidelights flanking half-glazed door, all framed by thick casings and deep lintel. Gabled bay
at left is later addition. Projecting, wide, single-car garage at right, under aluminium-clad
gable, also appears to be later. House is set on well-treed lot.
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Naylon Street (south side)

25 Naylon Street
-

Description – c. 1960 hipped-roof, mottled-beige-brick bungalow with lower, two-car garage
recessed at RH side. Wall to right of recessed central entry has characteristic, continuous
stone sill with replacement windows above, and vertical painted boards to either side.
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Naylon Street (south side)

27 Naylon Street
-

Description – c. 1960 red-brick bungalow with very low-pitch hipped roof and double-car
garage, with three-light clerestory, set well back at LH side. Original fenestration remains,
including several 1/1 units. Front garden has central fruit tree and large conifer at NE corner,
beyond ditch.
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Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Naylon Street (south side)

29 Naylon Street
-

Description – 1950s modest bungalow built of elongated taupe bricks, with original 1/1
windows at RH side, and aluminium-clad dormer with similar window. House is set on large
corner lot, with mature silver maple trees beyond front ditch.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Naylon Street (north side)

30 Naylon Street
-

Description – c. 1960 modest, pitched-roof, grey-brick bungalow with attached, one-car
garage. House is set on large and well-treed corner lot, with deciduous trees at south side, and
large maple at north edge, where wooded drainage ditch extends along rear of property.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Oldfield Street (west side)

2 Oldfield Street
-

Description – c. 2004 large, Post-Modern, gabled, stone-clad two-storey bungalow with
integral two-car garage.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Oldfield Street (east side)

3 Oldfield Street
-

Description – 1960s long, low-pitched-roof bungalow faced with elongated taupe bricks.
House has original double-car garage at LH side, and apparently additional double-car garage
at RH side, beyond south chimney. Windows are a variety of single-pane casement over
unusual, doubled-stretcher sills. Large lot has u-shaped drive, and large deciduous and blue
spruce trees at front.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Oldfield Street (west side)

4 Oldfield Street
-

Description – 2005, imposing two-storey, red-brick Neo-Elizabethan house in somewhat
symmetrical ABCBA rhythm, with stone-clad projecting elements, including hipped-roof,
single-car garage at RH side. Retention of tall, old deciduous tree at central front yard is
commendable, and unusual.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Oldfield Street (east side)

5 Oldfield Street
-

Description – 1960s bungalow with low-pitch roof, faced with elongated taupe bricks and
with integral, double-car garage at hipped roof end at LH side. House has projecting central
gabled block with pair of horizontal 2/2 windows at both sides. Central panel between
windows, and gable, are clad in stained vertical boards. To right of entry, living room
windows consist of four large single panes, with bottom sliders at central units. At south end,
wood-clad extension has three 1/1 units facing street. Large lot has u-shaped drive, and
clusters of large deciduous trees.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Oldfield Street (west side)

6 Oldfield Street
-

Description – c. 2004 imposing, hipped-roof, two-storey house faced with split-faced,
pinkish-grey concrete brick. House has unusual, horizontal-pane casement windows, and
prominent chimney-breast at LH gabled block and projecting three-car garage at RH side.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Oldfield Street (east side)

7 Oldfield Street
-

Description – 1960s, Modern, split-level house with clapboard siding and very vide, lowpitch front gable spanning full-width of house. Building includes integral carport at LH side,
and varied original fenestration typically consisting of casement units either side of large,
fixed single panes.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Oldfield Street (west side)

8 Oldfield Street
-

Description – c. 2004 elevated, stone-faced Post-Modern bungalow with vast hipped-roof and
integral, cranked, two-car garage at RH side.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Oldfield Street (east side)

9 Oldfield Street
-

Description – 2005, elevated, pitched-roof bungalow is currently under construction. Large
house has two-car garage at LH side, projecting, gabled central entrance and windows of an
unknown type, and will apparently be masonry-clad. Trees assumed to have been formerly on
lot have apparently disappeared as part of construction process.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Oldfield Street (west side)

10 Oldfield Street
-

Description – 1960s, Modern, split-level house with clapboard siding and very vide, lowpitch front gable spanning full-width of house. House includes integral carport at RH side,
varied original fenestration, typically consisting of casement units either side of large, fixed
single panes. House has also curious, lower, one-storey volume projecting beyond south
elevation.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Oldfield Street (east side)

11 Oldfield Street
-

Description – c. 1960, hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow with apparently later, two-storey
addition comprising double-car garage under raised volume containing upper floor. Entrance
has large sidelight to left of door, and windows are later, large-sash replacements over narrow
stone sills. House is set well back on double lot which includes also well-treed area extending
south to Naylon Street.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Oldfield Street (west side)

12 Oldfield Street
-

Description – 1960s modest, hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow with attached one-car garage at
LH side. Windows are replacement units throughout, typically with large fixed panes over
bottom-sliders at ground floor, over robust, rock-faced stone sills. Lot has large maple tree at
southeast corner, adjacent ditch draining from east, and another good-sized maple at centre of
front yard.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Oldfield Street (west side)

14 Oldfield Street
-

Description – c. 1990 large, Post-Modern, hipped-roof bungalow with pre-cast lintels and
quoins, and varied casement windows throughout. House is currently being extensively
expanded in stone-clad elements, including projecting, gabled, stone vestibule, and two-car
garage to west, with large gabled dormer above. Roof now contains three pitched-roof
dormers each having round-headed window with Gothic-inspired muntins. Lot is graced with
numerous large deciduous and coniferous trees; and house faces south, onto Naylon Street.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Ontario Street (east side)

9 Ontario Street
-

-

-

Hipped-roof bungalow with stone cladding at base and aluminium above (1950s).
Description – Modest house has coursed-rubble stone veneer at foundation and lower half of
ground floor, an assumed replacement of original, concrete block and brick exterior. Wall
above is clad in aluminium siding which, again, is assumed to replace (or cover) original
clapboard. Entrance is reached by small flight of pre-cast concrete steps to small concrete
landing. Front door (behind metal storm) is flanked by recent, single-pane sidelight (with two
false, horizontal muntins). Large front window retains original configuration, with large
central pane flanked by sash and case windows, but outer windows are recent 6/1units
(assumed to replace 1/1 originals). Shutters too are recent additions, and soffits, fascia and
gutters are all made of contemporary aluminium products.
History – unknown.
Context – House is set well back from, and well above, sidewalk level, and wide front garden
is enhanced by good-sized deciduous trees. Large, rounded stones mid-way up garden are
unusual within the traditional village context.
Comments – Modest, well-maintained bungalow has been recently renovated to fit better into
the historic character of the village. Good-sized trees are an asset to the site, and to the
character of Ontario Street.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Ontario Street (west side)

10 Ontario Street
-

-

Two-storey, aluminium-clad house with full-width verandah and very wide dormer (c. 1900).
Description – Recently modified house is clad entirely in finely spaced aluminium cladding.
Front verandah spans full-width of house, supported on six, evenly spaced, modern turned
posts. Central front steps, deck, railing and, presumably, verandah roof are all recent. Front
door is framed by broad fluted pilasters; again all of recent origin. Windows to either side are
single-pane casements (in apertures which may have contained sash-and-case units), flanked
by modern shutters. At second floor, broad, shed-roofed dormer is also aluminium-clad, with
casement windows wider than those below, and with false muntins and modern shutters.
Soffits and fascias are also aluminium clad, and roof has prominent, blue asphalt-shingles.
South elevation has large bay window with single-pane casements in all three faces.
History – unknown.
Context – House is set close to road, but there is no sidewalk; and modest hedge and various
bushes and small trees, including two large deciduous trees, provide a bucolic ambience.
Comments – Large house is not easy to date, large dormer probably being probably a later
addition. Horizontal cladding, front door and all windows, and entire verandah structure all
appear to be at most ten years old. Basic structure, including pitched roof, is assumed to be
original, with broad, pop-up dormer being perhaps contemporary with, or added soon after,
original construction. Recent alterations raise the issue of guidelines and materials in that
although house appears to be a quaint old village house, the form is unusual and almost all
which is visible is an imitation material, and is virtually new. Overall effect, however, is
attractive; and variety of mature trees are an asset to the site, and to Ontario Street.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Ontario Street (east side)

11 Ontario Street
-

-

-

One-storey, pitched-roof, aluminium-clad bungalow, with addition to south (1950s).
Description – Modest bungalow has central stair built of stone blocks, and similar coursedrubble veneer at foundation. Landing has peripheral metal railings, with metal canopy above
supported on narrow, paired HSS posts at front. Fenestration consist of larger window at left,
and smaller unit at right, both being replacement units with fixed panes over large bottomsliders. Window sills and frames are aluminium-clad, and are flanked by modern shutters.
Shed-roof addition to south is clad as main house, and has small, high-level sliding window,
again with modern shutters. Soffits and fascias are also clad in aluminium, and a central redbrick chimney is visible beyond central ridge of asphalt-shingled roof.
History – unknown.
Context – House is set well back from, and well above, sidewalk level, and front garden
contains, unusually, a lovely white pine near sidewalk, a cluster of white birches near house,
and a mature maple at southwest corner; as well as various small evergreen bushes. Wide
driveway is finished with gravel and leads to pitched-roof, vinyl-clad, single-car garage with
unusual, battened door.
Comments – Modest house has various alterations not in keeping with spirit of original style,
but generally in keeping with traditional materials and practices. Aside from bottom-slider
windows, house appears to have been recently renovated to fit better into the historic
character of the village. Trees are an asset to the site.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Ontario Street (west side)

12 Ontario Street
-

-

-

1½ storey, Victorian frame house with central gable and later verandah and dormers (c. 1870).
Description – Ontario-Gothic frame house has characteristic central gable, but is without
entirely without ornament; and now clad in narrow vinyl siding. Ground floor is concealed by
enclosed, hipped-roof verandah having piers and parapet walls built of early, rock-faced precast concrete blocks (c. 1920). Stocky, square-section piers with simple bases and caps
remain visible and pre-date casements above (which contain unusual mirrored panes). Central
door appears to be old, half-glazed storm door, with two lower, horizontal panels. At second
floor gable, window is rectangular casement, with plain wooden frame and sill remaining
visible. Narrow soffits retain plain wooden boards and narrow gable fascias are without
shingle-mouldings. At side elevations, windows are a variety of recent, replacement units,
including a bay window (with false muntins) at north elevation, and single-pane casements
elsewhere. Side-gable soffits are wider, and again clad in plain boards (possibly plywood),
and fascias are without shingle-mouldings. Rear wing (to west) has similar elements, and tall
pop-up dormer at both north and south sides, both with replacements windows.
History – 1904: Walter McMahon lived here with family of ten kids; he was a labourer
earning $50c/hour (Garrow).
Context – House is fairly well back from corner, but front door is no longer an entrance, since
there are no steps to door; nor is there a path. Public area of lot consists of lawn only, with
garden well hidden by simple wooden fence with upper lattice. A large chestnut tree is a most
attractive presence at the northeast corner of the property, adjacent to the street-corner.
Comments –Victorian house retains elements of its original simple charm, albeit excluding
any chimneys; and appearance is enhanced by later (c. 1920) verandah, which perhaps retains
an older roof structure. Mirrored glazing of verandah, and front door without path or steps,
give house an unsociable aspect, and are unusual within the village. Minor alterations to the
property would integrate this venerable building better into the community; and additional
trees along Ontario Street, to accompany to lonely chestnut, would enhance the streetscape.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

10 Railway Street
-

Description – two-storey, aluminium-clad, flat-roofed, commercial building with garage door
and shop-front window at ground floor, and pair of sliding aluminium-framed windows
above. Small building with paved forecourt is surrounded by a variety of tall deciduous trees.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

12 Railway Street
-

-

1½ storey, stuccoed house with verandah and central gable (c.1860/2000).
Description – Symmetrical, pitched-roof house is anomalous in that virtually nothing old is
visible, yet size and massing suggest an old building within. High, hipped-roof verandah is
reached via concrete steps with wooden railings, which continue to enclose concrete deck.
Wooden posts are turned in upper portions, but seem to be new, as do small brackets at tops,
which extend to aluminium cladding throughout eaves and ceiling. If old materials exist here
they are certainly most effectively hidden. Front door is new, “leaded-light” half-glazed unit,
and windows to either side are single-pane casements, flanked by vinyl shutters. Flat window
heads suggest a frame structure, and thick rendered sills are assumed to be of wood. At
second floor, central window is single-pane unit as described, with similar shutters. Soffits
and fascias are aluminium-clad, with vertical portion at base of front gable again suggesting
older structure beneath, while thick gingerbread elements at peak seem modern. Small
bevelled flashing at gable may indicate modest wooden shingle-moulding beneath. Side
elevations are equally inscrutable, with unusual set-back in wall-plane at west side again
suggesting an old structure lies beneath recent stucco finish; ditto with vertical section of
flashing at base of side gables. Roof is clad in asphalt shingles and there are no chimneys.
History – 1904; McMahon House on this property? (Garrow).
Context – House is set on good-sized but treeless lot, and benefits from presence of large
deciduous trees on adjacent lot to west.
Comments – While details of house are almost entirely new, and are generally not suitable to
the historic precedent, elevated building has the form and massing of a traditional village
house, and appears to be a raised and much-renovated old structure. Modern stucco, though
crisper than old plaster on lath, is not out of keeping with appearance of traditional plaster on
lathe.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

14 Railway Street
-

-

-

1½ storey, clapboard house with plain verandah and central pop-up dormer (c.1900).
Description – Symmetrical, pitched-roof house is similar in scale to house to west, but with
evident old elements. Finely spaced clapboard siding extends throughout front and side
elevations, terminating in modest vertical corner-boards. Verandah seems a recent addition
(ceiling is missing), with thin corner posts and modern 2x6 decking; and projection of lean-to
roof beyond side walls is not a traditional detail. Centrally located front door is totally hidden
by pair of dense cedar tree. To either side are replacement windows with fixed upper panes
over bottom sliders. At second floor, small, pop-up dormer houses old 2/1, unequal-sash
window (with metal storm) in LH aperture, and metal storm-window only at RH aperture.
Soffits and fascias are wood, and roof is clad in asphalt shingles. A most remarkable, Artsand-Crafts chimney pot exists at RH side of roof ridge.
History – unknown.
Context – House is somewhat hidden by pair of bushy cedars assumed once to have framed
front path to central doorway. Lot is otherwise without trees, and broad expanse of driveway
leads to small, clapboard, one-car pitched-roof garage set well back at west side of property.
Comments – Form and massing of house are in keeping with the range of structures found
within the village, though recent window replacements are not. Aluminium siding, though not
a traditional material, is generally in keeping with the appearance of traditional clapboard and
corner-boards. Remaining upper 2/1 window, and much more so unique chimney, should
certainly be retained.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

16 Railway Street
-

Description – 1950s red-brick bungalow, with recently stuccoed front elevation, including
new 6-panel door, large single-pane windows and broad aluminium-clad gable. (Original redbrick exterior is visible at sides of building.) Driveway to west of house is paved to beyond
back wall, and additional parking spot exists immediately in front of house. A large silver
maple tree graces the small front garden.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

18 Railway Street
-

Description – 1950s modest, hipped-roof house with front half-gable, built of elongated grey
bricks with taupe-brick highlights. Front elevation has raised terrace leading to entry at RH
side, and integral, low planter extending to west across house. Front windows are four-light
replacement units under aluminium-clad gable. Broad expanse of driveway extends along
east side of treeless front garden, and house.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

20 Railway Street
-

Description – 1990s red-brick house with prominent two-car garage, and recessed doubledoor entry flanked by projecting, gabled bay window with tall casements having false
muntins.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

22 Railway Street
-

-

Two-storey, house with various cladding materials and hipped Mansard roof (c.1920).
Description – House is not immediately easy to date, but appears to be an older house with
extensive alterations. Verandah is reached via stair having robust, turned, newel posts and
square-section pickets. Similarly, verandah itself has posts turned to modern profiles, and low
plain railing with pickets as at stair. Skirting below is of diagonally laid, v-jointed boards set
within wooden frame. Verandah roof is unusual combination of step front pitch and low hip
beyond, all clad in brown asphalt shingles. Ground floor façade is clad in coursed random
sandstone rubble of unknown source; this too is assumed to be recent. Front door is modern,
half-glazed unit with stamped lower panels, and front window, to left, comprises four tall,
fixed sashes, with aluminium cladding above (as also at door). Second floor is clad entirely
in brown asphalt shingles on Mansard roof. Pair of front windows are set in deep, aluminiumclad recesses and single-sash casements with false muntins. Projecting, segmental-arch
canopies over windows are assumed to be trimmed in wood under visible aluminium. Hipped
roof is again clad in brown asphalt shingles. East elevation has variety of replacement
windows, and ground floor wall is aluminium-clad, over rendered masonry foundation. At
second floor, two windows are treated differently from those at front, and are assume to
reflect later alterations. One-storey addition is visible at rear of this elevation.
History – unknown.
Context – House has medium-sized deciduous tree at front and large conifer at rear.
Comments – This is an unusual house. Front steps and verandah are generally in keeping
with traditional village forms. Stone cladding is unusual (especially on what seems a woodframe structure); front windows are assumed to replace older, projecting bay window with
small roof above; and aluminium panel over front door suggest a former transom window
here. Mansard roof may have been clad in wooden shingles, with wood trim at windows, and
reinstatement would improve appearance.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

24 Railway Street
-

-

1½ storey, Arts-and-Crafts, pitched-roof house with verandah and gabled dormer (1920s).
Description – House is built of early (painted), rock-faced concrete block imitating coursed
rubble stonework. Verandah is set within front slope of large pitched roof and features three,
elegant, tapering posts rising from deck to modest wooden caps below deep peripheral beam.
Simple railing with top and bottom rail and square-section pickets seems original, as does
skirting of vertical 1x4 boards below. Front door is slab-type with narrow central window
(behind metal storm). Living-room windows are pair of replacement 1/1 aluminium-framed
units, assumed to replace unequal-sash 3/1 units (or similar type), over thick, painted concrete
sill. Original thick wooden mullion remains between windows. Verandah ceiling and soffits
are aluminium-clad.
At second floor, sliding 2-pane windows are also later, probably
replacing wide 4/1 units, or possibly casements. Plain wooden window casings with simpler
back-bank mouldings remain. Face of gabled dormer is now clad entirely in grey asphalt
shingles, as throughout roof, and original dormer cladding is assumed to have been wooden
shingles or clapboard. Soffits and fascia are aluminium-clad throughout. At side elevations,
masonry units rise full height of second floor, with asphalt-shingled apex again assumed to
replace earlier shingles or clapboard.
History – unknown.
Context – House has tiny maple at small front garden, minor topiary adjacent verandah, and
two large conifers at rear.
Comments – Modest, early-twentieth-century house is a unique presence on Railway Street,
though similar buildings exist on Keele Street west side, at north of proposed Heritage
District. Painting of masonry blocks is unusual and makes for a very bright house.
Replacement of windows is unfortunate, while intact and well-kept verandah is a most
attractive period feature.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

26 Railway Street
-

Description – 1960s bungalow with very low-pitch, gabled roof with carport neatly integrated
at RH side. Large front windows are bottom-slider type, over thick rock-faced stone sills.
Broad plywood soffits are supported on traditional wooden struts, and fascia has robust
shingle-moulding. Front garden contains medium-sized conifer.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

30 Railway Street
-

Description – 1990s large, flat-roofed, brown-brick house with large, terrace at front,
multiple terraces and pre-finished vertical metal cladding at deep fascias throughout. Triplecar garage has stone-clad central fins which continue in railing piers above, while elsewhere
ground-floor and railing piers are in brown brick. Similar piers and railings extend across
front garden adjacent sidewalk, giving property an urban aspect.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

32 Railway Street
-

Description – 1950s pitched-roof bungalow built well-above grade on rendered foundation;
with recessed verandah at right, where walls are clad in Angelstone, and aluminium siding at
left. Detached, gabled, one-car garage is set back to west of house. Small front garden has
white birch at left and dense maple tree at right side.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

34 Railway Street
-

Description – 1990s beige-brick house with prominent, gabled two-car garage, and recessed
double-door entry flanked by projecting, gabled bay window with tall casements and central
lunette. Front garden has medium-size red maple, and low hedge adjacent sidewalk.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

36 Railway Street
-

Description – 1990s Neo-Georgian, two-storey, rust-brick house with projecting, gabled
double-car garage at RH side. House has projecting, gabled central bay, housing recessed,
double-door entry within elliptical-headed aperture, and casement windows (with false
dividers) throughout. Wide driveway is paved in interlocking brick and front garden contains
a variety of modest-sized trees, and is enclosed at sidewalk front by a thick, low hedge.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

38 Railway Street
-

Description – 1950s Cape Cod house has Angelstone throughout ground floor front elevation,
and aluminium siding elsewhere, assumed to cover original clapboard. Front door, with 6
lights over 3 vertical panels, seems original, while bottom-slider windows elsewhere are
replacements, including at two gabled dormers. House is set quite close to street, on large lot
without large trees, and a detached, pitched-roof, one-car garage exists behind house at east
side.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

40 Railway Street
-

Description – 1990s, very large, beige-brick house with prominent double-car garage,
coursed-rubble cladding at base, full-height central triangular window, and prominent and
complex roof geometry. Front garden is without trees.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (north side)

42 Railway Street
-

-

Two-storey, pitched-roof frame house with original windows and offset verandah (c.1920?).
Description – Large frame house is set close to grade, and is assumed to have plaster-on-lath
under visible cladding of Insulbrick. Recent, off-centre, hipped-roof verandah consists of
concrete slab, half-height brick piers with slender turned columns above, and typical, interiorstyle turned balusters at railing. Front doorway retains remarkably wide, ornate wooden
frame, while door is recent replacement. Windows to either side comprise large, fixed-sash,
central panes with 1/1 units either side (all with metal storms); all framed by wide flat casings
with plain back-band mouldings. Fenestration at second floor consists of three, evenly spaced
1/1 units (again with metal storms) with narrow sills and casings as described. Shallow soffits
and narrow fascias are aluminium-clad, and single-vent stack exists at east side, beyond ridge.
History – unknown.
Context – Both front and rear gardens are without trees. A small, asphalt-shingled, pitchedroof shed, with single-car garage door, exists at east side, to rear of house.
Comments – Old, simple house is unique within village, partly for general massing but also
for rare use of Insulbrick, in itself now considered by some to be a heritage material. Front
door frame is an attractive feature, and recent, off-centre verandah does not detract from
character of building.
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

9 Railway Street
-

Description – 1960s, modest red-brick bungalow with single-car garage, large single-sash
front window flanked by 1/1 units. Door and sidelight (at right) are recent “leaded-light”
replacements. Front garden has large deciduous tree at west side.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

13 Railway Street
-

Description – 1970s elongated, Viceroy-type, pitched-roof bungalow with brick base at east,
split fieldstone at west, varied fenestration and carport at west end. Additional parking place
adjacent to driveway, by house.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

15 Railway Street
-

Description – 1960s, long, hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow with original windows (behind
metal storms) over thick stone sills, and with integral, one-car garage at east side. Large
maple tree exists at west side of front garden.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

17 Railway Street
-

Description – 1950s hipped-roof bungalow built of mottled rug-brick with recessed pointing,
over Angelstone at base. Varied replacement fenestration, later gabled enclosed porch faced
with Angelstone, and with attached one-car garage at east side. Front garden contains dense
red maple tree.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

19 Railway Street
-

Description – 1970s, large, pitched-roof, two-storey red-brick house with prominent doublecar garage. Deep, pre-finished metal fascia extends across front of house, and entry is set
deep within large recess under flat-roof, which is supported here by four tall brick piers.
Front garden has small, pruned trees adjacent drive, and large conifer at west side.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

21 Railway Street
-

Description – 1950s modest, hipped-roof, aluminium-clad house, with front bay window built
off unusual stucco imitating large, irregular stones, and with projecting aluminium-clad gable
above. Gabled, single-car garage, now attached to house, is set well back at east side. Garden
has tall conifer at front west side, and large deciduous trees at back garden.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

23 Railway Street
-

Description – 1990s, split-level brown-brick house with hipped-roof second floor over twocar garage at left, and entry off large raised verandah, within front roof pitch, at right.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

35 Railway Street
-

Description – 1950s renovated hipped-roof bungalow now clad in aluminium siding, and
with variety of single-pane casement windows. Attached, gabled, one-car garage exists set
back at east side.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

37 Railway Street
-

Description – 2005 large, split-level, Post-Modern house faced with snecked rubble masonry,
with ashlar pre-cast elements at lintels, jambs, mullions and round arches etc.. House has
gables over modified Palladian window at left, over attenuated, round-headed arch at raised
central entry, and over second Palladian-type window, and two-car garage, at right. A large,
old weeping-willow tree remains at front of an otherwise denuded garden.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

41 Railway Street
-

Description – 1960s hipped-roof, grey-brick bungalow with raised verandah, built of
Angelstone and set within front pitch of roof. House has replacement windows and doors,
and integral double-car garage at west side.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

43 Railway Street
-

Description – 1960s hipped-roof, pale-grey-brick bungalow with Angelstone base. At-grade
front door (with sidelights and huge transom window) is recent, “leaded-glass” type, and
living room and basement windows are also recent replacements. Integral one-car garage at
east side retains three-light clerestory.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

45 Railway Street
-

Description – 1950s hipped-roof, mottled-brick bungalow with pair of large, replacement,
bottom-slider front windows and, unusually, entry is under canopy at west elevation. Lot has
gravel drive and no garage.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

47 Railway Street
-

Description – 1960s hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow with Angelstone cladding at recessed
verandah, replacement, single-pane windows and integral one-car garage at west side. Front
garden has young maple tree, centrally located.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

49 Railway Street
-

Description – 1960s hipped-roof bungalow with Angelstone cladding at central, recessed
verandah with recent railing having robust balusters; replacement windows and integral onecar garage at west side. Front garden has good-sized red maple tree, centrally located.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Railway Street (south side)

51 Railway Street
-

Description – 1960s elevated, hipped-roof bungalow with altered fenestration (including
large bay window), and integral, double-car garage at west side, with four-light clerestory,
and diagonal boards, above. Front garden has wide driveway, and mature coniferous tree near
front door.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
One-storey, pitched-roof, wood-frame building with recent vertical
cladding at front and horizontal cladding at sides. Shop-front consists of
large, single-pane units either side of central, recessed doorway, with
taller, single-pane windows at either side within recess. Solid front door
is recent, as are various windows at sides. Undulation in roofline
towards rear of building (and broken fascia) near squat, brick chimney,
suggests two periods of construction. Front portion, built with floor level
at grade, appears to have settled, presumably as a result of rot at base
of walls.
HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
…………….
ENVIRONMENT & CONTEXT
FRONT ELEVATION from southwest

Small house sits at grade on deep, narrow lot. Small front yard has
central concrete path lined with small boulders. Gravel drive along west
side leads to large garden with tangle of good-sized deciduous trees at
rear is framed by deciduous trees at front and along grassy gravel drive
at east side of property. Building is set close to street, as is typical
within this block.

PROPERTY NAME:

COMMENTS & SIGNIFICANCE

PROPERTY 4 Richmond Street
ADDRESS:
CONSTRUCTION
circa 1900
DATE:
ARCHITECTURAL
STYLE: Vernacular commercial
OTHER:

M A P L E

Original portion of building is not immediately discernable, and may be
at front or rear. Rear portion appears to be level and without settlement.
Front door and windows throughout are recent, and modern siding
replaces (or covers) original material, which is assumed to be clapboard.
Building is sole example of commercial type in this part of village, but is
much altered and apparently not in good structural repair. Location of
shop on site reflects character of old Maple, and large trees at rear of lot
contribute to rural character.

I N V E N T O R Y

O F

H E R I T A G E

P R O P E R T I E S

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Richmond Street (north)

10 Richmond
-

-

1½ storey, vernacular, pitched-roof, clapboard wood-frame house with front gable (c. 1870).
Description – Traditional clapboard house is built off fieldstone foundation. Entry is reached
via two concrete steps to small concrete-slab landing with pipe railings set at left-hand corner.
Front door is old, half-glazed two-panel wood door (behind metal storm). Doorway has plain
casings with simple back-band which rises to form modest pediment, and drip-moulding,
above. 2/2 window (with metal storm) to right is also asymmetrically placed, with modest
wooden sill, and casings and pediment as described. Wooden clapboard is closely spaced
with reveal of some six inches, and corner boards are plain and narrow. At second floor, pair
of small, 2/2 windows (with metal storms) is symmetrically placed, with typical casings.
Gable wall-head is trimmed with wide, plain fascia and simple batten adjacent plain soffitboards. Plain gable fascia is without shingle moulding. Beyond gabled volume, front walls
are set back, with left-hand portion having unusual, half-glazed door (behind metal storm)
with central stile between two-pane lights, two panels with bolection mouldings below. To
right of gabled block wall is another 2/2 window (and metal storm) with trim as described.
Gutters and downspouts are in modern aluminium profiles, and roof is clad in dark grey
asphalt shingles. There are no chimneys.
Comments – Simple, gabled clapboard house is larger than it seems, and has an elegance
typical of vernacular, nineteenth-century, rural Ontario buildings. Building is set close to road
on narrow lot, in keeping with adjacent buildings near cul-de-sac of Richmond Street. House
is somewhat hidden from view behind thick conifer and with dense deciduous growth at east
and west sides. Original clapboard, doors, windows, glass and trim remain and, despite
peeling paint, these durable elements appear to be in reasonable condition. Concrete slabs and
steps at entries, and metal storm doors and windows, are inappropriate. To preserve building,
clapboard should be prepared and painted, and missing gutters should be replaced.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

August 2006

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Richmond Street (north)

Lane Building (behind 10 Richmond – no 6 or 8?)
-

-

-

1½ storey, pitched-roof, T-plan village house clad in vertical and horizontal boards (c. 1870)
Description – South elevation of simple, timber-frame gabled house has modest, shed-roofed
verandah on wall clad with vertical boards of varying widths. Verandah appears to be recent,
with four pairs of metal posts supporting low-pitch roof without peripheral beam. Wall above
is blank, with boards rising to plain boarded soffits and narrow fascia, with traditional ogeetype gutter. Front roof has grey asphalt shingles.
West Elevation – Gable wall is also clad with long, v-jointed boards of varying widths, rising
to plain soffits and modest gable fascias without shingle mouldings. Fenestration consists of
single, second-floor 2/2 window (with four-pane storm), having plain casings, narrow sill and
narrow drip-moulding above. Extension of building to rear is assumed to be more recent,
though still probably a century old, and is clad with closely spaced clapboard. Only window
is ground-floor, 1/1 replacement unit. Gutters and shingles are as described, and a single old
chimney stack, with corbelling at top, rises from east pitch of rear wing, beyond ridge.
Comments – Relatively large house is well hidden behind property fronting onto Richmond
Street, and by dense secondary deciduous growth to south and west of house. Building is,
however, adjacent public lane to west, which provides possible future visibility and perhaps
even future means of access. Present verandah is without historical value but may replace
older verandah. Unusual location, varied old cladding materials and old windows and trim
make this rustic old house of particular interest within the village.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ
August 2006

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Richmond Street (north)

18 Richmond
- 1½ storey, Arts-and-Crafts house with large gabled porch and front dormer (c. 1910).
- Description – Eclectic, gabled, shingle-style house is built of reddish rug brick on high
concrete block foundation. House is dominated by large, gabled, brick porch at southeast
corner. Porch has punctured parapet walls at west and north sides and metal railing at front,
all with thick, rock-faced stone copings. Robust corner piers are heavily battered in lower
portions, and rise to thick stone copings under deep, vertically clad beams. Gable is trimmed
in Tudor-style, with vertical boards framing shingled panels under v-jointed soffits, narrow
fascias and modest shingle moulding. At east and west eaves, exposed rafter-ends have rustic
aspect. Front door, reached via stairs at west side is glazed French door (assumed to be later;
with metal storm) and high-level window to right is 3/1 casement (behind metal storm), with
thick stone sill and segmental-arch head. Front elevation has cantilevered, shingle-clad bay
window with three, 3/1 windows (behind metal storms) under exposed rafter-ends and small
shed roof. At second floor, large dormer, clad in wood shingles, projects from front roofpitch, having also three, 3/1 windows (with metal storms), with rafter ends etc. as described.
Roof is clad in dark grey asphalt shingles throughout, rainwater goods are modern aluminium
profiles, and one two-vent chimney remains at west side. North dormer is similar.
- West Side – Elevation facing Keele Street has two small, wood-shingled, square-bay windows
with stained glass sashes (and metal storms), under flat metal roofs. Windows flank wide,
projecting brick chimney which tapers at upper-floor level.
- East Side – Elevation towards lane has projecting, wood-shingled, square-bay window at stair
landing. Triple casement windows have stained glass in Mackintosh-style. At second floor,
two more 3/1 units (with metal storms) have rock-faced stone sills and segmental brick
arches. A single-vent chimney projects from wall but now ends below eaves.
- Comments – Attractive and unusual house has classic Arts-and-Crafts features, including
corner porch and various windows. House is set close to Richmond Street, but well back from
Keele Street. Lane to east makes interesting building visible on all sides. House is a periodpiece worthy of restoration. Battered corner masonry has been somewhat roughly repointed
and one sash is now missing from east bay window; and general maintenance is required.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

August 2006

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Simcoe Street (west side)

2 Simcoe Street
-

Description – 1960s beige-brick, hipped-roof bungalow with recessed entry, replacement
windows and double-car garage at RH side. Front garden has good-sized red maple adjacent
curb, large conifer to north of driveway, and various deciduous bushes adjacent curb, which
effectively screen house from cul-de-sac in front.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Simcoe Street (west side)

10 Simcoe Street
-

Description – 1960s red-brick bungalow with recessed central verandah, replacement
windows, and double-car garage at south side, reached via three-car drive. Lot has large
coniferous tree at north side, and medium-sized white birch to right of three-car driveway.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Simcoe Street (west side)

16 Simcoe Street
-

Description – 1960s modest, altered, pitched-roof bungalow now clad throughout in randomcourse, split-faced rubble. Doors and windows are recent replacements, and broad front gable
is assumed also to be an alteration. Attached single-car garage exists at south side, reached
via two-car driveway.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Simcoe Street (west side)

22 Simcoe Street
-

Description – 1960s red-brick, split-level house with aluminium cladding throughout upper
south side, and one-car garage (reached via two-car driveway) set below-grade beneath.
Windows are replacement units; and open, gabled porch, with pair of attenuated posts, is
recent, as are “leaded-light” front door and sidelight. Front garden has large deciduous tree to
right of entry.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Simcoe Street (west side)

28 Simcoe Street
-

Description – 1960s modest, two-storey, pitched-roof house with engaged, one-car garage to
south. Ground floor is clad in snecked-rubble Angelstone, and second floor has aluminium
siding throughout. Windows are replacement units throughout, with exception of frostedglass sidelight at entry.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Station Street (east side)

11 Station Street
-

Description – c. 1990 hipped-roof, beige-brick bungalow with mottled-brown-brick quoins.
House has casement windows throughout, and large sun-room across west elevation built
under front pitch of roof. Front door appears to be at south end of sunroom, facing onto
paved driveway. Large site has lush and varied vegetation, including lilacs along Station
Street, fruit trees to south (perhaps remnant of a former orchard?) and several maples,
including large old tree at southwest corner. Large, flat-roofed concrete-block building at
southeast corner suggests light-industrial occupancy.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Station Street

30 Station Street
-

-

Tall, hipped-roof station with varied wooden cladding and two decorated gables (c. 1900).
Description – Wood-frame Maple Train Station is variation on a familiar theme of stations
throughout Ontario. This example has a particularly Victorian-gothic aspect, with its chief
elevations (south, towards town; west, towards tracks) being emphasized respectively with
open gables housing, respectively, decorative truss, and decorative truss set over functional
bay window. Walls surfaces are clearly divided into various layers. Adjacent grade, heavytimber bumper is set over (recent) cast-in-situ foundations. Lower wall imitates wainscoting,
with vertical boarding rising to chair-rail; mid-height wall has board-and-batten siding; upper
wall has band of vertical boards as at “wainscoting,” and wall-head throughout has frieze of
finely spaced horizontal clapboard. Bay window houses two 1/1 windows to west, and single
1/1 at sides; and is clad in variety of these materials, including diagonally laid boards at side
walls. These latter echo similar treatment in panels of pair of baggage room doors (towards
north end), and panels below tow large 1/1 windows to Waiting Room (towards south end).
West gable is centred on bay window, with upper gable clad in an apparent lattice. South
elevation has central pair of 1/1 windows in ABA rhythm, with boards below placed
diagonally at either side and vertically at centre. Upper gable is clad in fine clapboard
extending from peripheral band below. East and north elevations are similar in nature.
Soffits are clad in narrow, v-jointed boards laid north-south throughout, gables have robust
ogee shingle moulding and finials. Hipped-roof is cedar-shingled throughout, including at
hips. Valleys have pre-finished metal, as do ridges, also with roll moulding throughout.
History – This station was originally called Richmond Hill (in 1853). Present building was
rebuild by CNR in 1904 to replicate burned building dating from circa 1880 (Reaman).
Context – Station is set as typically, close to tracks, and now surrounded by large parking lot
Comments – Building is in very good repair, aside from some damage at bumper caused by
leaking (aluminium) gutters and downspouts. Lively, High-Victorian colours delineate
building components most clearly, albeit perhaps more than on original building.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Station Street (east side)

33 Station Street ?
-

Description – 1960s hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow with later, gabled front porch and
replacement front door and casement windows. Taller brick building beyond with front gable,
is assumed to house light industrial occupancy. Pitched-roof house at south side of property
appears to be a Victorian structure, though much obscured by flat-roofed, brick addition to
west, recent stuccoed walls and replacement windows. Large property has peripheral, rural,
cedar-post and woven-wire fence, and many varied trees both in garden and along fence line,
and an old silver maple at southwest corner.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Welton Street (east side)

1 Welton Street
-

Description – c. 1960, hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow with integral double-car garage at
RH side. Entrance is centrally located under projection of front pitch of roof, and is flanked
by two full-height windows to right, and with three large transoms above. Windows to either
side are replacement units, with fixed panes over bottom-sliders. House is on corner lot,
facing north onto Church Street.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Welton Street (west side)

2 Welton Street
-

Description – 1960s, long, low, two-storey house clad in vertical boards. Building has very
low-pitch roof, and unusual, original, ground-floor projection of house – perhaps a sun-room
– at east end. House faces north onto Church street, on large corner lot.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Welton Street (east side)

3 Welton Street
-

Description – c. 1960 hipped-roof, red-brick bungalow being is extensively remodelled, with
addition of hipped-roof projection to right of integral double-car garage, projecting gabled
block at entrance, and another, projecting gabled block at RH side. New windows are groups
of narrow casements throughout ground floor. Original, wide red-brick chimney remains
beyond peak of roof.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Welton Street (west side)

4 Welton Street
-

Description – 1950s, modest, pitched-roof bungalow built of elongated grey brick and with
original double-hung, horizontal 2/2 windows (with metal storms) at RH side, and wide, 4light windows at LH side; all over robust, rock-faced stone sills. Single-car garage at RH side
is original to structure.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Welton Street (east side)

5 Welton Street
-

Description – c. 1990, tall, gabled, neo-Tudor house with projecting, gabled, two-storey
garage at LH side. Body of house (and garage) is built in red brick, with projecting gabled
portions built in squared rubble with Tudor elements to right, and with large stone chimney at
side elevation.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Welton Street (west side)

6 Welton Street
-

Description – c. 2000, towering, two-storey, Post-Modern beige-brick house with projecting,
gabled central block, pan-tile roof and three-car garage at RH side.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Oldfield Street (east side)

7 Welton Street
-

Description – 1950s, modest, pitched-roof, grey-brick bungalow with original 1/1 windows
(behind metal storms) to left of door, and large picture window to right. Recessed, lower
volume at LH side is assumed to be former single-car garage; with an apparent observatory
behind.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Welton Street (west side)

8 Welton Street
-

Description – 2005, towering, two-storey, hipped-roof Post-Modern house with multiple
gables and clad in grey, coursed-rubble stone. Centrally located entrance is recessed within
projecting, open, flat-roofed porch, and apertures throughout have decorative voussoirs on
metal lintels. Square bay window at RH side has standing-seam copper roof, windows are
multiple-pane casements, often with transom windows, and at LH side are three, single-car
garages.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Welton Street (east side)

9 Welton Street
-

Description – c. 1960 hipped-roof, masonry-clad bungalow with prominent central chimney
and integral garage at LH side. House features unusual combination of lower wall clad in
Angelstone rising to thick, rock-faced stone band-course at windowsill height. Wall above is
faced with large, light-brown stone masonry. Prominent three-vent chimney-breast and stack
project from, and are parallel to, front elevation and are built largely of uniform, pale grey
Angelstone throughout.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Welton Street (west side)

10 Welton Street
-

Description – c. 2000, large, Post-Modern house has stucco walls and projecting stone-clad
elements. Projecting elements include monumental, round-headed arch at entrance and
unusual, two-car garage at LH side.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Welton Street (east side)

11 Welton Street
-

Description – Very long, pitched- and hipped-roof bungalow is recent reworking of c. 1960
structure, including replacement 1/1 windows with false muntins in upper sashes.. Recessed
central entry has small pediment rising out of front roof pitch. Projecting block at LH side is
later addition, with central gable over one of two, single-car garages, both of which have precast lintels with keystones. At extreme RH side, pair of 1/1 windows flank large louver-type
panel.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Welton Street (west side)

12 Welton Street
-

Description – c. 1960, modest, hipped-roof, L-plan bungalow with concrete verandah built of
elongated grey bricks. House retains original window configurations over thick, rock-faced
stone sills.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

Village of Maple, City of Vaughan

Inventory

Welton Street (west side)

14 Welton Street
-

Description – c. 2000, large, two-storey, stone-clad Post-Modern house with Mansard roof,
multiple-chimneys and attached triple-car garage. House faces south onto Naylon Street.

______________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A. Holman MA, OAQ

November 2005

